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LEGAL BASIS FOR EDUCATIONAL CONTROL 
A study or Centralization 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
American traditions of school management have given to 
the American people a system of public schools that is responsive 
1. 
to the democratic popular will, need, and aspirations. · This 
system of schools is a creation of law. 
"In all our educational development, from the 
earliest times in our national life to the present, the 
authority and power to develop publio education have 
derived from the state. tt2• . 
In 1785, the Continental Congress passed an educational 
law which reserved lot No. 16 of every township for the maintenance 
3. 
of public schools. In 1787, the Continental Congress passed an-
other ordinance in which it was declared that schools and the 
4. 
means or education shall forever be encouraged• The right to 
annul any act of a territorial government,· and to approve its con-
stitution as a state, always reserved by Congress, has provided a 
1. 
3. 
Federal Relations to Education. Report of the National Ad-
visory Committee on Education. 1931. Part I. p. 29. 
Cubberley, E. P. Independence of School Government a Neces-
sity. School and Society. (1933) Vol. 37. P• 265. 
Journal of Congress. Ordinance, May 20, 1785. Vol. x. 
p. 121. 
Journal of Congress. Ordinance, July 13, 1787. Vol. XIII. 
p. 61. 
federal guarantee for educational welfare of the people of the 
5. 
territories and the new states. 
The constitution or Massachusetts, adopted in 1'780, seven 
years before the adoption of the Federal Constitution, contains the 
oldest constitutional basis for educational control. In it is found 
the primary authority for the control of education. It was worded 
6. 
by John Adams and he expressed t be will of his state when he made 
it a duty of legislatures and magistrates to cherish, to encourage, 
and to countenance and inculcate principles of education. 
"Wisdom, and knowledge, as well as virtue, diffused 
generally among the body of the people, being necessary 
for the preservation of their rights and liberties; and 
as these depend on spreading the opporttmities and ad-
vantages ot education in the various parts of .the country, 
and am::,ng the different orders of the people, it shall be 
the duty of Legislatures and Magistrates, in all future 
periods or this Commonwealth, to cherish the interests of 
literature and sciences, and all seminar.iea of them; es-
pecially the University at Cambridge, public schools, amd 
grammar sehools in the towns, to encourage private so-
cieties and public institutions, rewards and immunities, 
for the promotion of agriculture, arts, sciences, commerce, 
trades, manufactures, and a natural. history of the country; 
to countenance and inculcate principles of humanity and 
general benevolence, public end private charity, industry 
and frugality, honesty and punctuality in their dealings; 
sinoerity, good humor, and all social atfectiona, generous 
sentiments among the people. 117 • . , 
The educational powers here were vested in the legislatures 
and magistrates. Severrty-five years later, Massachusetts adopted 
Amendment Eighteen whioh provided funds for the support of the public 
5. Cubberley, E. P. State School Administration. -P• 111. 
6. Kettleborough, Charles. The State Constitutions. footnote, 
P• 264• 
7. Massachusetts. Constitution. 1'7~0 as amended to ~• 
Ch. V. Seo. II. 
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schools under the order and superintendence of the authority of the 
a. 
town or city in vhioh the funds were to be expended. Some consti-
tutional provisions are now f0.1nd in all of the forty-eight states 
and provide one field of data for this study. 
The Federal Constitution of 1787, and eight of the thirteen 
original state constitutions, as well as several more of later date, 
failed to mention schools or education. Today, no American consti-
tution is without provisions f'or education, permissive or manda1o ry. 
The total number of paragraphs concerning education, in the forty. 
eight documEnts now in force in the Conmonweal ths has reached 440. 
Change in economic anl s ooial conditions has brought new interpret-
ations to certain clauses of the Federal Constitution. Federal in• 
terest in education has increased to the extent that a recent report 
of a special camnittee required a volume of 450 pages, much of it in 
tables an:1 small print, to present the outlines of the present federal 
9. 
participation in educational activities. 
All public education, whether federal, state, or local, has 
a legal background. The laws may be per.missive or mandatory. They 
may be in statutes, constitutions, state court decisions, Congression-
al enactments, or Supreme Court Decisions. 
Judicial interpretations, legal authority to make rules and 
regulations, and substantive law, all affect control in education. 
For this reason school administrators are demanding more legal research 
a. Massachusetts. Constitution. loc. cit. Eighteenth Article of 
Amendment. 
9. Federal Relations to Education. Report of the National Advisory 
Committee on Education. 1931. Part Il. 
with respect to educational problems. This is needed in order to 
make rea.dily available the legal principles of' educational control. 
Educators are being sought more and more by legislators for advice 
and information when framing new educational laws. Educational 
officers are being given more judicial power in reviewing contro-
versies and interpreting the laws and ordinances of both sta. te and 
federal agencies. A study of the legal bases of educational control 
should reveal tacts and conditions of administration in education 
which will throw some light upon the problems of government in edu-
cation. Such a study is attempted in tmse pages • 
. It is the purpose of this investigation to follow the con-
trol factors in education through the legal bases for appointive 
powers, ordinance powers, and certain major legal mechanisms. Some 
problems involved in the study may be briefly set forth in the follow-
ing questions. 
1. To what extent are mhools controlled by dppointed of-
ficials? By ordinances? By legal mechanisms? 
2. To what extent do federal and_state anthorities appoint 
educational officials? 
3. What ordinance powers have federal Dd state authorities 
exercised? 
4. To what extent has there been centralization of education-
al caitrol as revealed by appointment~ ordinances,and 
legal mechanisms? 
such a study my properly be said to revolve around the 
problem ot discovering the trends of shifting control in education. 
Any information upon this shift is significant .for educational planning. 
-5-t 
In undertaking a c auprehensive view as revealed by appoint-
ive powers, ordinance powers, and certain mechan1s:tie controls, no 
claim is made even to approach an exhaustive treatment. Presenting 
administrative powers wl th no reference to school -organization or 
school support, with which all administration is inextricably woven, 
is difficult. Yet in attempting this presentation, a feature of shift-
ing ccntrol is exposed which is significant to education from two 
points of view; the relation of state amd federal authorities to the 
ultimate product, the child, and the relation of the educator to the 
legislator of today ani tomorrOW'. 
The sources of data which serve as fou.nda tions of this 
study are: 
I. Constitutions, Federal and State. 
Ir. United States Statutes and Reports. 
III. Statutes or Laws of the States. 1873-1890 and 1913-1932• 
IV. SuprEllle Court Decisions which indicate new interpretations 
of :f'u.ndamental law as related to education. 
v. Miscellaneous Ordinances, Reports, Studies, and Treatises 
concerning control in education. 
The organization end presentation of the material is pre-
ceded by a d'iscussion of the nature of educational control, adminis-
trative law, and a review or similar and related.studies. Following 
this, data will be presented to show the legal f'eatures and sequences 
which indicate the shifting control in education. 
The Nature of Educational Control. 
The dual.1 ti es of' government al control in America are not 
-5-
duplicated 1n any other nation in the world. Although these duali~ 
ties, state and federal; state a?Xl local, ~ederal and local, exist, 
there is a constant shitting in the balance of powers of control. 
In generally accepted theory, the. state is the unit of power in the 
govemment of our public-school system. Practically, many local 
units exercised almost complete authority in educational affairs 
during the days of difficult and laborious transportation and ean-
munica tion. This power to control educational affairs was a per- · 
missive power, legalized by a state constitution. It had been 
guaranteed by federal authority in those sta tea entering the union 
under territorial acts • . 'lhe eight original camnonwealtb3 which 
failed to write an educational clause into their first constitutions, 
amended them, or adopted new constitutions, containing an article or 
section on education. 
The demands of society which have brought into existence .a 
Connnissioner of Education with strong administrative power where no 
such executive existed in early days• have also brought a change in 
' 
the local district. The school which was ,generally a three months 
school limited al.moat wholly to three subjects, has developed into a 
nine or ten months sohool with a wide scope of subjects, extra~ 
curricular problems, parent-teacher associations, evening schools, and 
co-operative activities, social aDd industrial, juvenile and adult. 
An illustration or how both centralization and deem tmliza-
tion have developed within the same system to a marked degree is fallld 
in New York. In regard to textbooks, there is a law which states: 
"The textbooks used in the schools therein ( canmon 
school districts) shall be designated at the annual meeting 
by a two-thirds vote of all the legal voters present and 
voting at the meet1ng.ttlO. 
In the same state the Commissioner of Education may order a school 
district to vote taxes for the transportation of pupils, after the 
11. 
district has voted against it in annual school meeting. This 
power to compel districts to transport pupils was tested out thorough-
ly in the courts of New York and the state's highest court sanctioned 
the substitution of the Commissioner's judgment tor that of the com-
12. 
munity. 
To present the growth or centralizing powers without sh~ing 
at the same time the growth of decentralizing powers, gives an in-
complete picture. However, it is not within the scope of this investi• 
gation to present a complete review. The number of factors and the 
variety among the mat11 state systems preclude a study of such wide 
scope. 
In no American public-school system may it be said that either 
federal, state, or local authorities have absolute control, although 
the powers vary with the different states and the different local units. 
There is a constant struggle between the two tendencies; one, to dele-
gate more and more power to educational specialists in authoritative 
positions, the other to legislate so as to hold that power within 
13. 
limitations. This is true ot many governmental functions other than 
10. New York. Consolidated Laws 1 ~• Ch. 15. · Sec. 0?0-2. 
11, Ibid., Laws,~• Ch. 674. · 
12. People ex rel. Board of Education v. Graves, 153 N.E. 49. 
13. Comer, John Preston. Legislative Functions of National Ad-
ministrative Authorities. 274 P• 
-s-
education. The control involved in all of them has caused a field 
of law to come into existence, termed administrative law. 
The administrative official is obviously in executive con-
trol. He is also sometimes given power to legislate,--mak:e rules 
with the force of law. He exercises judicial power when directed 
to make decisions in controversies arising between local parties in 
his special field where technical training is necessary to under--
14. 
stand the problem.. Public heal th, banking_, insurance, agriculture, 
interstate canmerce, public utilities, and relations of employer and 
employee are some of the fields affected by administrative law, as 
well as education. Legislation goes fonvard very rapidly, and school 
codes are in a constant process of change, so that the school adminis-
15• 
trator today should be a student of school law. New situations 
demand a change in principles of law and their applications; un-
precedented situations call for novel applications of old precedents 
or the formulation of new guides for the future. 
There have been a number of studies carried on with reference 
to the legal basis for certain phases of educational work. They in• 
dicate the interest in the study of this question of the legal basis 
of educational control. Schuyler c. Wallace, in his treatise on state 
administrative supervision over cities, has one chapter on education 
in which he deals with the mechanisms of direct and indirect control 
used by educational authorities. This chapter points a way for the 
14. Brubacher, J. s. The Judicial Power of the New York ·state 
Commissioner of Education. 175 P• ·· 
15. Chambers, M. M. University Instruction in School Law. 
Sohool and Societz. (1932) Vol. 36. P• 47G. 
phase ot this study dealing with the mechanisms of control in educa-
tion. In checking the data which he used with that available for 
this study, it was found that the statutory law for ten states are 
identical. while tor thirty-eight states; the l~ws of _this study ramge 
16. 
f'rom eight to fifteen years later in date than t:h.ose used by Wallace. 
John Seiler BrUbacher made a study of' the judicial power ot 
17. . . 
the New Y6rk State Commissioner, and Uhlman s. Alexander studied . 1s. 
special. legislati9n affecting public schools.. They present find• 
ings t'rom intensive data concerning a few states. Arthur w. Schmidt's 
19. 
report on a minimum educational program is built on the opinion of 
educators. What is actually being done is studied in the present in .. 
vestigation, through data fran all the sta tea and fran. federal sources. 
J. N. Matzen has analysed the f'undam~ntal attitude of the 
American people toward education as revealed by state constitutional 
20. 
provisions. J. x. Flanders made a study based upon data available 
in 1923, dealing with mandatory law ancf.t,ts grow~h with regard to pre-
21. 
scribed subjects for curriculum study. J. Frederick Weltzen na.de a 
legal study ot tort liability of the public school corporation, of its 
officers amd members of the instructinnal staff, limiting the study 
16. State Administrative Supervision over Ci tie:a in the United 
States. 1927. 288 P• 
17. Brubacher, J. s. loo. cit. 
10. Special Legislation Affecting Schools. 1929. 141 p. 
19. The Development of a State's Minimum Educational Program. 
1932. 100 P• 
20. State Constitutional Provisions for Education. 1931. 159 P• 
21. Legislative Control of the Elementary Curriculum. 1925. 
242 :P• 
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to non-contractual liability. His data cover cases decided by the 
supreme courts of the states, his references include a great number 
of these cases, and his work is thoroughly indexed. His bibli~ 
graphy is informative concerning the studies in the field of school 
22. 
law which had been made at that date. One or the early reports 
of this control phase is that ot T. H. MacDowell, who 1im.i ts his 
23. 
treatise to finance. Other studies and texts dealing with specific 
phases ot school law are included in the bibliography of this study. 
Educational control may be that limited to a single school-
master selecting his subjects for the school day according to his 
own wish, or that national situation where state legislation is sub- , 
24. 
ject to review by the United states Suprane Court. 
Between these extremes m:nd in a field where a mass of e du• 
oational law has accumulated, the problem of this investigation lies. 
A careful selection and presentation of available data is attempted 
in the following chapters. 
22. 
·23. 
The Lesal Authority of the Public School. 1930. 239 P• 
State v. Local Control or the Elementary Education. 
United States Bureau or Education. Bulletin, No. 22. ~• 
Nebraska Lutheran Synod et al v • McKelvie et al. 
262 u. s •. 404. · 
-CHAPTER II 
APPOIN~ AND .APPOINTIVE POWER 
So long as the office:r.s of' education are chosen by the 
entire electorate, the offices$ will rezmin political and their 
holders tor the most part will be politicians. FQr adminis-
trators to have any real control of the schools they must be .speci-
alists in their fields and be removed from politics. Appointed of-, 
ficers and appointive power will seeure this result. The function 
o~ appointment is the building up of a superior personnel, the 
' 1. 
selection and retention of capable technical officials. 
The P.ower to remove an off' icer is closely related to the 
power of' appoin1ment. The authority to limit the· list of' possible 
appointees is an indirect appointive power. In this connection the 
certification ot teachers, the separating of those licensed from 
those unlicensed, especially when the examination or the setting up 
of qualifications is left to the discretion of the officer, is very 
closely related to the power of' appointment. 
Federal Appointments and Appointive Power. 
The Federal Constitution ot the United States declares 
that the President shall nominate and by and with the consent of the 
Senate, shall appoint all other officers of' the Uni~ed States whose 
1. Wallace, Schuyler c. State Administrative Supervision · Over 
Ci ties in the United . States. 1928. P• 56. · 
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appointments are not herein (the constitution) provided for, and 
which shall be established by law; but Congress m'iy by law vest the 
appointment of such interior officers as they think proper in the 
President alone, in the courts of law, or in the heads of departments. 
With this fundamental authority am that developed in the 
acts of Congress through the years, appointments and appointi:ye power 
in Federal relations to education have extended into diverse and far 
reaching divisions of our government. Twenty-eight departments and 
specie.1 commissions have sane direct or indirect control ot education-
al affairs in seven distinct fields. These include the Commonwealths, 
Indians and Other Indigenous Peoples, Territories ami.d Outlying Posses-
sions, Training of Govemment Personnel, Research and Information 
3. 
Service, and International Intellectual Relations. 
For the purposes of this study, investigation of Federal 
Appointments deals with those special groups of' federal educational 
officers who have direct or indirect c antrol of sane phase of educa-
tional work. The following groups have been aeleeted and will be dis-
cussed in the order or their creation by federal law~ tend-Grant 
2. 
Ins ti tut ions, Office or Education, Co.operative Extension Work, Federal 
Vocational and vocational Rehabilitation Work, Reserve Officer's 
Training Corps, md Federal Radio Commission, 
Land-Grant Institutions. 
The pre-legislative history of agricultuml education in 
2. u. s. Constitution. Article II, Section 2; 2. 
3. Willoughby, w. F. am strayer, George D. Educational Activities 
of the Federal Government. Circular Number NA-64, National 
Advisory Connni ttee on Education, Washington, D. · c. 1929. 15 p. 
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America began with agricultural societies. In 1785, such a society 
was organized in Philadelphia. In 1794, the organization developed 
a plan to educate youth in the lmowledge suitable for-the agricultural 
citizens of the state. The first teaching of the science of agri-
culture had been introduced two years before this in Columbia Uni-
versity, New York. In 1796, George Washingtai recommended to Congress, 
a national university, one of its functions being the improvement of 
the country's basic industry, agriculture. In 1797, a Massachusetts 
agricultural society began to publish pamphlets dealing with this 
field or knowledge. In 1804, fairs began to be popular as a means of 
atillllllating improvements in the science. By 1838, agitation for 
agricultural education caused a petition to be sent to the state legis-
4. 
lature asking for state aid. The petit:il.on contained 6000 nanes. 
Schools of secondary grade were organized between 1823 and 1850 to 
develop agricultural education in New York, Connecticut, amd Maine. 
Private colleges were attempted in Maryland, New York, Pennsylvatm.ia, 
and Michigan. The first state-supported agricultural college was 
5. 
opened in Michigan in 1857. It has continued to operate since that 
date. The private institutions failed, or were taken over by the 
states. These so-called "Jarmer's High Schools" and "People's Col-
leges" led to requests for federal aid for the extending ot such 
opportunities to every state aJXl territory. The initial land.grant 
bill was introduced in 1857, passed the House in 1858 end the Senate 
in 1859, to be vetoed by President Buchanan. Congress again passed 
4. Wiest, Edward. Agricultural Organization in the United States. 
1923. P• 189. 
5. Ibid., P• 190, 
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the bill, known as the First Morrill Act, in 1862, amd the signature 
of Abraham Lincoln made it the first law authorizing federal partici-
pation in education in the Commonwealths. 
The legislative history of the Land-Grant Institutions be-
gan with this Morrill Act of 1862, which provided an endowment for 
a College or Agriculture and Mechanical Arts in every state and terri-
tory in the United States. The Act required that each Commonwealth 
must meet certain provisions. State acceptances of the provisf.ons are 
6. 
listed in Table I. 
TABLE I 

























. Names of States 
Iowa, Vermont, Connecticut 
Kansas, Kentucky, Maine, lfAssachusetts, 
Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, 
New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, 
Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, 
West Virginia, Wisconsin. 
Arkansas, Maryland, Ohio 
Indiana. 
California,·Georgia, Mississippi, 
Nevada, North Carolina, Texas 
Alabama, Delaware, Illinois, Nebraska 
Tennessee, Pennsylvania, South Carolina 
Louisiana 
Florida 
37 states from 1862-1870. Territories which beoame states accepted 
the provisions on entering the Union in 1879, 1888, 1889, 1890, 1898, 
and 1910. Oklahom accepted by Special Act in 1890. There were 11 
states accepted between 1879 and 1910. 
6. Source: survey of Land-Grant Colleges and Universities. Office 
of Education. Bulletin 1930. No. 9. 
The Federal Laws which have been enacted since 1862, 
affecting the Lam-Grant Ins ti tut ions and providing for the appoint-
ment ot educational officials are listed in connection with the 
date ot enactment by Congress in Table II. 
Those which increased the federal service and created in-
directly new bureaus in Washington, in charge of appointed officials, 
were the Hatch Act of 1887, the Smith-Lever Act of 1914, and the 
Smith Hughes Act of 1917. The other laws were largely variations and 
amendments,or interpretations of these initial laws which brought into 
existence the Experiment Stations, Co-operative Extension Work, and 
'l. 
the Federal Board for Vocational Education. 
TABLE :tI 
CONGRESSIONAL LAWS CONCERNING LAND-GRAND INSTITUTIONS. 
1862 First Morrill Act 12 Stat. 503 
1864 Limiting Acceptance Date and 
extending benefits to West 13 Stat. 4'1 
Virginia. 
1866 -Extended benefits to Nevada and 14 Stat. 85 
Diversion to School of Mines 
186'1 Extended benefits to Nebraska 15 ·. :stat. · · 13 
1883 Investments at Discretion of 
State Legislature 22 Stat. 484 
188'1 Hatch Act 24 .-Stat. 440 
1888 Amendment to Hatch Act 25 Stat. 176 
1890 Second Morrill Act 26 Stat. 417 
Annual Appropriations 
1900 More Complete Endowment 31 Stat. 179 
1906 Adams Act 34 Stat. 63 
Interpretation of Adams Act 34 Stat. 669-696 
1907 Nelson .Amendment 34 Stat, 1256-81 
1910 Land Sales to Colorado 36 Stat. 847 
1914 Smith-Lever Act 38 Stat. 372 
7. Keesecker, Ward w. Digest of Legislation Providing Federal 









TABLE II ( ca,,tinued) 
Alaska Agriculture School and 
School or Mines 
Purnell Aot 
Legislature Investments 
Control to Board or Regents 
tor New Mexico 
Extended benefits to Hawaii 
Capper Ketcham Act 

















The Federal Administration of the various divisions of 
education in the Lam-Grant Institutions is through the Departments 
of Agriculture an:1 Interior, an:i the separate establishments, in-
cluding the Federal Board for Vocational Education, and the Federal 
Radio Commission. 
The growth of the federal administration through depart ... 
ments and bureaus concerned with education, with the date of their 
creation, and the name of the administrators in charge, is set 
forth in 'In ble III. The subordinates are Civil Service Personnel, 
not included in this table. Many co-operative services between the 
departments and bureaus, developed from 1920 to 1930, are not in-
cluded in Table llie 
a. Keesecker, Ward w. op. cit. Part III. 
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TABLE :rII 
















SERVICE FOR LAND-GRAN? INSTI'IUTIONS. 
Department or Bureau 
Department of Interior 
Department ot Education 
Offi ce of Eduoa t ion (Bureau) 
Office or Experiment Stations 
Office at Experiment Stations 
made Depository for all Reports 
from Land-Grant Institutions. 
Office or Education 
otfice or Education 
Department or Agriculture 
States Relations Service 
Federal Boa rd for Voca-ttional 
Office of Extension Work 
Di vis ion, Southern 
Division, North Central 
Division, Western · 
Division, Eastern 
Division, Subject Matter 
Division, Agriculture In-
struction 
Division, Visual Instruction 
Division, Reports and Ef• 
fioienoy Studies 
Federal Radio Commission 
Office ot Education 
Special survey Land-Grant 
Institutions 
Administrator 
Secretary of Interior 
Commissioner 
Commissioner 
Secretary of Agriculture 
Director of Experiment 
stations 
Assistants 
Chief of tand~Grant 
Colleges 
Title, Chief of Higher 
Education 





Assistant in Charge 
Principal in Charge 
Principal in Charge 
Principal in Charge 
Principal in Charge 
senior in Charge 
Senior in Charge . 
Senior in Charge . 
Chairman 
Chief of Higher 
Eduoation 
9. Seleoted Souroes: 
(a) Wiest, Edward. Agricultural Organization in the United 
States. University ot Kentucky. 1923. · · 
( b) Yearbooks of Ag;-iculture. 1894-1924. · 
( c) Monograph No. 14. Bureau, of Education. 1923• 
(d) Official Register, u. s. 1929. 
( e) survey of Land-Grant Colleges.. op. oi t • 
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The federal administration of land-grant institutions was 
initially placed with the Secretary of the Interior, who received 
the reports and made the recommendations to Congress. This procedure 
lasted frcm 1862 to 1868. Then the Office of Education was establish-
ed. From 1868 to 1895• the Commissioner of Education received the 
reports of land-grant institutions, approved or disapproved the plans 
·presented, and reported to the Secretary of Interior, who in turn 
reported to Congress. The new laws in 1895 included annual disburse-
ment of funds and the duties of this service increased. Congress 
ma.de an appropriation tor a special clerk who becatnf) Chief of Land-
Grant Colleges. His title was changed in 1911 to Chief of Higher Edu-
cation and in 19~2 he was still the federal officer in charge of 
Land-Grant Colleges. He reports to the Commissioner of Education. 
In 1887, the federal administration of the Experiment Sta-
tions was plaoed with 1he Secretary of Agriculture. He chose a ccm-
mi ttee to assist with the duties for a short time, then organized the 
Office of Experiment Stations and Congress appropriated money for 
maintaining a Director •. The secretary of Agriculture was made the 
rederal administrator ot Cooperative Extension Work in 1914. The 
next year, in 1915, he organized the States Relations Service and 
placed a Chief in charge. In 1921 all extension work was brought to-
gether under an Office ot Extension Work, md a Dfrector was placed 
in charge. These officers report to the Secretary of Agrioulture, 
and he reports to the President of the Senate and the Speaker of the 
House. 
Fran 1862 to 1g10, as each state accepted the land-grant 
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provisions, the legislatures and governors designated the agency 
or the commonwealth which should be responsible for the adminis-
tration of the new field of education. Thirty-seven.· states ac .. 
cepted the provisions of the federal government and set up the ad-
ministrative agency before 1870. The diversity of these first 
agencies is indicated in Table IV. 
TABLE IV 
10., 
TYP:ES OF AGENCIES ADMINISTRATING EARLY LAND-GRAND INSTITUTIONS. 











Type of Agency or Board 
Sta ta Officials 
Land Commissioners 
College Board of Trustees 
University or College Fiscal Agent 
Sinking Fund Commission 
State Board of Education 
Special Connnission for University 
am School LaJmds 
Special Commission of State 
Officials 
State Surveyor General 
Sale of Scrip through Fiscal 
Agency in New York 
In 1930, the administration of the Land-Grant Institutions 
in the Commonwealths was delegated to a board in each case. The 
board seleots_a president or chancellor who is chief executive of-
ficial of the institution. Certain divisions of the work in the· in-
stitution have state agents, supervisors, and directors in a central 
office. These are later discussed under the titles Cooperative Ex• 
tension Work, Federal Board for Vocational Education and State 
Administration. 
10. Source: survey of Land-Grant Colleges. op.cit. 
The administrative boards in the camnonwealths in charge 
of the Land-Grant Institutions in 1930 are appointed, .. or elected, 
as listed in Table v. 
TABLE V 
ADMINISTRATIVE BOARDS FOR LAND-GRANT INSTITUTIONS. 





Authority which Appoints 
Governor of the State ap-
points entire board 




The number of persons in each board varies greatly, 
from 3 to 50. The total in 1930 on 45 boards reached 644 
members.11• 
These beards have the appointment of the . instructional . . 
staff in the Land-Grant Institutions. The growth in ,ne.mbership of 
12. 
this group, which was 4,666 in· 1904, brought the f'igure :-.:to 26,509 
13. 
in 1930 - 20,988 men and 532l ·women. 
Office of Education. 
The pre-legislative history of the Office ot Education 
inoludes thirty years of interest and planning on the part ot edu-
cators. In 1840, a few educational items were placed in the census 
report. In 1854, a pl.an for a bureau of education was presented at 
11. Source: survey of Land-Grant Colleges. op.cit. 
12. Yearbook. Depar"bnent of Agriculture. · 1904. 
13. survey of Land-Grant Colleges. op_. cit. 
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an annual meeting of the educationai people. In 1866, a resolution 
was passed at a meeting of the National Association ot School Super-
intendents, to present to Congress a plan for a Federal Bureau ot 
14. 
Education. 
The legislative history of the bureau and the appointments 
conneoted with it began with an act of Congress on March 2, 1867, 
15. 
creating a Department of Education. This act provided that there 
should be appointed by the President, by and with consent of the 
Senate, a Commissioner of Education. This Commissioner was to.have 
authority to appoint one chief clerk ard two other clerks. 
The Department of Education created by the above act was 
changed in 1868 to a Bureau of Education and placed in the Department 
of the Interior. The Bureau was to be known as the Office of Educa-
16. 
tion and the legislation concerning it went into effect in 1869. 
As the office work demanded more personnel the new positions 
created were provided for by placing the salary for the new positions 
in the budget. \Vhen the appropriations were approved by Congress tpe 
positions were autone.tically open for appointment. As special divi-
sions were created, they were named in the budget plans and were also 
the subjects of special legislation by Congress. 
Until 1923, the personnel of the Office or Bureau of Educa-
tion were listed separately. Then the Classification Act was passed 
17. 
and all Civil service officers were grouped under another plan. 
Those who served educational offices were no longer set apart. Only 
14. Service Monograph of the United States Government. Institute 
for Government Research. No. 14. 1925. P• 2-3. 
15. 14 Stat. 434. 
16. 15 Stat. 921 106. 
17. 42 Stat. 1488. 
the chiefs and specialists who were not under the Civil Service plan, 
and who were listed in the Official Register of the Government my be 
tabulated with data now available • 
. From a group of five in 1869, the appointmeni.ts grew in num-
ber to 38 in 1886, and to 83 in 1923. The growth in organization atw.d 











GROWTH OF 'lHE PEBSONNEL OF THE OFFlCE OF EDUCATION AND LEGIS• 
18. 
LA'IlON CONCERNING IT. 





















Agents (Office, Seattle) 
Foreign Education 
Reindeer Herders 
u. s • . Law 
14 Stat. 434 
15 Stat. 92, 106 
14 Stat. 434 
Ibid. 
Ibid• 





14 Stat. 434 
16 Stat. 230, 242 
Ibid. 
16 Stat. 475, 490 
17 Stat. 61, 76 
22 Stat.; 219; 249 · 
23 Stat. 24, 27 
26 S~at. 228, 260 
27 stat. 572, 590 
18. Selected sources: (a) Monograph. No. 14. op.cit; 
( b) United States Statutes at Large, (citations in Table VI); 

















TABLE VI ( continued) 
Division or Specialist 
Specialist for Land-Grant 
Colleges 
Specialist in Educational 
Systems 











Commissioner, Member Federal 




City School Systems 
Elementary Education 
Secondary·· Education 
Commissioner, Member Board 
Maternity and Infant Hygiene 
Appropriations $224,240 
tt tt 399,960 
tt n 433,880 
" tt 510,000 
surveys, National 
secondary Education 
u • . s. Law 
28 Stat. 764, 7-98 
31 S-t;at. 86, 124 
35 Stat. 317, 351 
36 Stat. 1170, 1217 
Ibid. 
36 Stat. 468, 515 
38 Stat. 372 S l·· 
Ibid. 
39 Stat. 929, 932, 933 
39Stat. 1070, 1106 
40 Stat. 1213, 1249 
40 Stat. 757, 797 
Ibid. ,. 
Ibid. 
42 s.tat. 224 
Experts, Specialists 
·appointed by Connnissioner 
Teacher Training 
Experts, Specialists 
school Revenue 19. 
Experts, Specialists 
19. ApprQpriations Budget Estimates •. Senate Document, 334. 
71st Congress, 3rd Session. 1932. 
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TABLE v.rr 
OUTL~ OF PERSONNEL OF OFFICE OF EDUCATION 
1923 20. 1931 . 21. 
( including Civil Service) (excluding Civil Service) 
Commissioner--Seoretary Commissioner 
Activities Assistant Commissioner 
Chiet Clerk, 3 Assistants Chief Clerk 
Stenographic, 13 clerks Beseareh and Investigation 
Mails and Fil es, 3 clerks Consul tan ts 
Messe~er Service, 3 messengers 2 specialists 
Editorial, 10 Assistants · Health Education 
Library, 10 Assistants Industrial Education 
Statistics, 10 Assistants Colleges and Professional 
Alaskan Division, 10 Assistants Chief 
Field Service 2 Assistants 
Medical - 8 physicians American School System 
Hospital - 14 nurses Chief 
4 cooks and matrons 5 Assistants , . 
Education - 6 superintendents Foreign School Systems . 
143 teachers Chief 
Research and Promotion 2 specialists 
Assistant Commissioner Special Problaus 
Higher Education, 3 specialists Chief 
2 clerks 4 specialist:: as sis tm ts 
Rural Schools, 3 specialists Statistical 
1 assistant Chief 
1 statistician 1 assistant 
City Schools, 5 specialists Editorial 
3 clerks Chief 
Service Assistant 
Otf'ice of' chief' • Library 
Indus tr 1al Education and Chief' 
Homa Economics, 2 specialists 6 Assistants 
Commercial, 1 specialist Service 
Foreign Education, Chief' 
l specialist, 2 translators 6 Specialist Assistants 
Health Edu.cat ion General Surveys 
1 specialist, 1 agent : Commissioner in charge 
3 clerks 4 chief directors 
Educational Legislation 
Secret~, 1 specialist. 
20. Monograpp No • . 14. op.cit. , P• 1oz. 
21. School Life. 1931. yol. 16. No. 9. P• 180. 
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Legislation providing for recent national surveys included 
authority for the appointment of specialists, experts, and assistants 
for each of the three special surveys which were inaugurated under 
the titles of' Secondary Education, Teacher Training, and sohool Fi-
nance. This appointment power was included in the legisla tion-.,ot 
1931. 
Co-operative Extension Work. 
The pre-legislative history of the development of the co• 
operative extension work started with the period of 1890 to 1906. 
From a rural social need, boys am girls were interested in production 
contests in Macoupin County, Illinois. The results were finally ex-
hibited at the Louisiana Exposition. From there the idea spread to 
connmmi ties in Texas, Iowa, Ohio, and Minnesota. Encouraged by teach-
ers, county superint.endents, and social organizations, the work de-
veloped. The General Education Board was interested in 1906 and pro-
vided funds for use under the supervision of the D.~partmait of Agri.-
culture. From 1906 to 1914 under a co-operative agreement signed by 
secretaries of the Education Board supplying the private funds, allld 
the Department of Agriculture, the co-operative extension work became 
more firmly established. 
On July 1st, 1914, the Smith-Lever Act went into effect• 
In it the gOV'emment took over the support as well as the supervision 
,, 
of Extension work, and the relations with private philanthropy ceased. 
The work in 1914 required the appointment of a Director and the or-
ganization of a new bureau under the Department of Agriculture to be 
known as the States Relations Service. A uniform extension system 
of education was then developed on the cooperation of the Federal· 
and State governments, through which a3rl extension work of both the 
Department of Agriculture and the ·state .Agricultural Colleges was to 
22. 
be CD nducted. 
The appointive positions inaugurated with this new federal 
law have increased for the 15 years for which figures are available 
as listed in Table VIII. 
TABLE VllI 
GROWTH IN PERSONNEL IDE TO LEGISLATION FOR CO-OPERATIVE 
23. 
EllENSION WOBK. 
1915 1920 1925 1930 
Washington Staft 36 66 '73 87 
State teadera and 
District Agents 128 284 362 487 
County Agents (Men) 928 2033 2335 2509 
County Agents (Women) 279 784 874 1185 
Agents, 4-H Clubs 97 123 133 208 
Specialists 802 930 1107 
Negro Extension 74 225 277 300 - - - ____,.. 
Totals 1542 ·4337 5104 5883 
Federal Board for Vocational Education. 
In 1917, by authority of the Smith-Hughes Act, the President 
was required to appoint three members of the Federal Board for Voca-
tional Education. Four ex-o:ti'icio members nanBd in the Act, are the 
22. Co-operative Extension Work with a 10 Year Review. Annual 
. Report 10. 1926. 131 P• 
23. Source: Annual Reports. Federal Board for Vocational Education. 
1917-1932. 
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Secretaries of Labor, Commerce• and Agriculture, and the Commissioner 
of Education. The three appointees must be citizens of . the United 
States and fran certain fields of industry. One representative is 
from labor, one from manufacturing 81!1l.d canmeroe, and one from agri~ 
culture. The Federal Board for Vocational Education is empowered to 
employ suoh assistants as ??8Y be necessary to carry out the provisions 
. 24. 
of the act. 
Later legislation increasing the powers and funds for this 
board includes the Civilian Vocational Rehabilitation Aot of 1920, 
the George Reed Act or 1929:, .Almndments of 1930 to the Civilian Act, 
and of 1932 to the Smith Hughes Act. 
The Federal Board for Vocational Education began service 
under the Department of the Interior but its activities and responsi• 
bili ti es for special :funds have set 1 ts work apart as that of a 
special establishmEmlt. 
The appointmant power is shared with that of state boards 
created by state legislation to c~operate with the federal government 
in this field of education. Approval of the appointments made by 
state authorities is retained by-the f'ederal administrators. The 
increase or federally aided appointees in this field ~f education 
during the tourte~n years of federal participation is shown in ~ble 
IX. 
24. 39 Stat. 929. 
TA~IX 
GROWTH OF PERSONNEL DUE TO TEE LEGISLATION FOR VOCATIONAL 
25. 
EDUCATION BY FEDERAL AND STATE GOVERNME!NI'S. 
1918 1926 1932 
Federal Board for Vocational 
Education, Organization 
Staff, inoluding Regional 
Agen 1a and Specialists 27 33 48 
State Direotors 33 41 47. 
Supervisors 101 168 144 
Instructors in federally 
aided schools for the train-
ing of teachers 524 853 851 
Federally aided teachers 
of vocational education 5277 18717 28372 -
Totals 5962 19812 32462 
The govemment Register for '!930 lists the· staff for 
federal administration of vocational education as . including besides 
the Board, the following members: 
l Director 
l Chief of Agrioul tu.re Service 
1 Chief of Trades and Industries Service 
1 Chief of Home Economics Servi9e 
1 Chief of Commercial Education service 
1 Chief of Vocational Rehabilitation Service 
1 Editor am Educational Consultant 
1 Secretary am Chief Clerk 
In addition there are 87 Civil service Assistants who reside in the 
District of Columbia. The other members of the staff' serve in 
25. Sources: (a) Annual Reports of Federal Board for Vocational; 
Education. 1917-1932. 
( b) Miscellaneous Reports~ Federal Board for Vocational 
Education. No. 385. Revised. 
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various regions of the United States and Territories. 
Reserve Officers Training Corps. 
The Defense Act of 1920 is the legal basis of extensive 
co-operation of federal authorities in military education as conducted 
in schools and colleges. Army officers m:.d enlisted men detailed for 
this service were appointed for 226 educational institutions of col-
lege grade in 1930. During its first decade the appointees by the 
Secretary of War for this milltary education service reached 1717. 
Federal lhdio Commission. 
The Radio Act of 1927 created a Federal Radio Commission 
to be appointed by the President. These of't'icials have federal author-
1 ty .in educational broadcasting. The Begister .of Government Officials 
for 1930 lists t m staff as follows: 
5 Commissioners 
2 Seoretari es 
4 Legal Counselors 
2 Engineers 
1 Investigator 
1 Press Chief 
1 License Chief 
1 Files Chief 
1 Dispensing Clerk 
Sumna.ry. 
The appointment power of the President of the United 
States has its legal basis in the Federal Constitution. From this 
authority and that delegated by Congress in Special Acts, come the 
educational appoin~ments in connection with Land.-Grant Institutions, 
Office of Education, Federal Board for Vocational Education, Co-
operative Extension Service, Reserve Officer's Training Corps, aid 
the Federal Radio Commission. The states accept provisions made by 
the appointees when they enact laws accepting Federal Aid. These 
provisions include approval ot licenses of certain types of directors, 
supervisors, and teachers in the systems of education in the stat es. 
The federal appointments included in the fields listed above 
were initiated in the years 1862, 1867, 1887, 1914, 1917, 1920, and 
1927. Beginning with the Secretary of the Interior in 1862, the total 
personnel of federal appointees for Land-Grant Institutions, including 
the instructional staff in each college, was in 1930 approximately 
30,000. From a Commissioner of Education and Clerks in 1857, tie 
Office of Education had by 1930 developed a personnel of approximately 
75 Chiefs and Experts, exclusive of Civil Service. From the Secretary 
of Agriculture in 1887, the Experiment Station Service had by 1930 
developed a special office with a Director. Principals, Seniors, and 
Assistants in charge of nine divisions. The Cooperative Extension 
Work began with the federal Director in the Department of Agriculture 
in 1915 and included in 1930 a corps of appointees of 5883, exclusive 
or civil service assistants in Washington. The Federal Board for 
Vocational Eduoation consisting of seven meni:>ers in 1917 developed 
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during 13 years a corps of 32,462 federally aided employees• including 
the vocational teachers in secondary education. The Reserve Officers 
Training Corps initiated under the department of War in 1920,, appointed 
1717 instructors for this service in 1930. The Federal Iadio Commission 
authorized in 1927, lists a personnel of 18 and a · Civil Service in 
Washington of 97 for the year 1930. 
Table X presents for 1930 numbers and approximate numbers 
of Federal employees in education in tm selected fields. The numbers 
do not include the Civil Service employees which are listed in . govern-
ment reports under the provisions of the Classification Act. Since 1923 
the Civil Service pers:>·,nnel are listed• not by function of service, .but 
by department groups. 'lhe approximated numbers of the table are based 
upon the trends am specific cases f'amd in the data. 
TABI3 X 
FEDEPAL APPOINTEES -mEDUCATION, 1930 
, 
Washington Staffs: Land-Grant Colleges 
Office of Education 
co-operative Extension 
Federal Board for Vo• 
cational Education 
Federal Radio Commission 
State Boards, Directors, and Special Agents; 
Land-Grant Board Members 
College Presidents 
co-op. Ex. st. Agents 
voe. Ed. Direators 
and Supervisors 






















TABLE X ( continued) 
County .Agents and Directors: 
co-op Ex. 









STATE CONSTITUTION .AND LAWS PROVIDlliG FOB APPOIIf.IMENTS · 
Each state has a separate and distinc~ school system 
and the authority to make its own laws. Each differs in some 
particular trom every other state iri the statutory law concerning 
appointive power. Again, in llli:ij:Ly important features similarities 
are found.· Variations are found also in the state constitutions, 
some ot which do not mention appointing power~ 
Arizona's Constitution directs the governor to appoint 
three manbers ot the state board of education; one to be a· 
city superintendent, one, a principal of a high school, aJJd 
one, a county auperintendent.1• He appoints the regents of 
the university and the governing board or the other state 
educational institutions.2• 
California's Conati tution states that the legislature 
shall provide for the appointment or election of the state 
board of education,3• and that the university shall be kept 
tree from political or ·sectarian influence in the appoint-
ment ot its regents. 4. · . 
Colorado's Constitution authorizes the governor, by and 
with the consent ot the senate, to appoint three land com-
missioners to tat · charge or the lands set apart tor educa-
tional purposes. • . . · , 
Georgia's Constitution permitted the general assembly 
to substitute tor the State School Commissioner such office 
or offices, as may be necessary to pe:rfeot the system or ed-
ucation. 6, 
l. Arizona. Constitution. ll912) Article XI. Sec. 3. 
2. Ibit., ~ec. 5. . 
3. c';iirornia. Constitution. (1879) Article IX. Sec. 7. 
4. Ibid. Sac. 9. 
5. "c'oj;rado. Constitution. (1876) as emended to 1911 Art. IX. Sec.9. 
6. Georgia. Constitution. (1877) as amended to 1896 Art. VIII. 
Sec. II, Par.l. 
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Idaho's Conati tution provides for the membership of the 
state board ot ed~ation to be prescribed by law.7• 
Iowa's Constitution permits the general assembly to 
abolish or reorganize the board of education.a• · 
Louisiana's Constitution directs the . governor to appoint 
six members of ,the state board of education.9 • 
Michigan's Constitution directs the governor to fill 
vacancies on the board of regents by appointment.lo. 
Mississippi's Constitution requires ;the board ot educa-
tion to appoint the county superintendent but ' givea the legis-
lature power to make the office elective or· to abolish it al-
together.11• 
Montana's Constitution directs the governor to appoint 
eight ma:nbers . of the board of .education's eleven members.12• 
New .Tersey's Constitution provides that all officers whose 
appointments are not provided for, shall be nominated by the 
governor and!. appointed by him with the advice and consent of 
the senate.13. This leaves the educational o~ficera to be ap-
pointive. 
New Mexico's Constitution provides for1he governor to 
appoint, by and : with the consent of the senate the board of 
education; one, to be head of a state school; one, a county 
superintendent, and one actually engaged in educational work.14. 
'l'he governor is directed to appoint the board of regents, not 
more than five mmbers, not more than three from one political 
party.15. 
7. Idaho. Constitution. 1890 as amended to 1912 Art. IX. Sec. 2. a. Iowa. Constitution, 1857. ,Article rx. Seo. 15. 
9. Louisiana. Conati tution. 1921. Article :xII. 5 e- c.. 7. 
10.Michigan. Constitution. 1908. Article XI. Sec. ,3. 
11.Misaisaippi. Constitution. 1890. Article VIII. See. 204. 
12.Montana. Constitution. 1899. Article XI. Sec. 11. 
13.New Jersey. Constitution.1844. Article' VII. Sec. II. 
14.New Mexico. Constitution. 1912. Article XII .• Sec • . 6. 
15.Ibid., ~c. 13. 
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Ohio's Constitution as amended in 1912 gives the governor 
full power to appoint the superintendent of public instruo-
tion.16. · · 
Oklahoma's Constitution provides for an ex-officio board 
of education until otherwise provided by law.17. 
Oregon's Constitution provides for the gqvernor to be the 
state superintendent for five years, after which the legislature 
was to provide for the election of that officer.18. 
Pennsylvania's Constitution directs the governor by and with 
two-thirds of all the· senate, to appoint the superintendent o~ 
public inatruotion.19• \Vomen ot twenty-one years of age and 
upwards are made eligible.20• 
South Carolina's Constitution provides for the governor to 
appoint seven members of the board of educatl.on.21. 14he gen-
eral assembly shall make provision for the election or appoint-
ment ot other school officers.22• 
Texas' Constitutional Anendmant of 1928 provides for the 
legislature to make the officers_of the board o~ education ap-
pointive or eleotive.23. 
Virginia's Constitution provides for the board of visitors 
or trustees cit the higher institutions of learning to nominate 
a list of persons from which the senate elects three to the 
board of education.24 • . 
Wisconsin's Constitution states that the state superintend-
ent shall be elected but that all other officers shall· be el-
ected o~ appointed as fixed by law.25. 
16. Ohio. Constitution. 1851 amended to 1912. Artiele VI. Sec. 4. 
17. Oklahoma. Constitution. 1907. Articlell.rt Seo.~. 
18. Oregon. Oonati tution. 1857. Article VIII._ Sec. l •. 
19. Pennsylvania. Constitution. 1873 as amended to 1910. Article IV. 
Sec. a. 
20. lbid. Art. x. Seo. 3. 
21. South Carolina. Constitution. 1895. Article XI, Sec. 2. 
22. Ibid!, Sec. 3. 
23. Texas. Constitution. 1876 as amended to 1929. Article VII. Sec. a. 
24. Virginia. Oonsti tu tion. 1902. Article IX. Sec. 130. 
25. tvisconsin. Constitution, 1848 as am.ended to 1903. Article x. 
Sec. 1. 
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The following data show appointive power, certification, 
and removal power as expressed in two periods for each state. 
Those of the recent period are stated first and since these laws 
are still in force, unless repealed since 1932, and since the 
language indicates whether the power is permissive or mandatory, 
the wording of the statute is used as far as practicable. .&'or 
the statements of the earlier period, since a large number or 
them have bean repealed, a more condensed form of expression is 
used. The plan of presentation in grouping the material around the 
state, and in alphabetical order, is to make the facts and compari-
sons in the individual systems available with a minimum amount of 
space. 
ALABAMA. (1927) 
The governor shall appoint membe;rs of the state board of 
education, one from each congressional district. (The board 
has 2 ~x-officio, and 10 appointed membera).25. 
The state board of education, on approval of the state 
superintendent, shall appoint a course ot study committee of 
not less than 7 nor more than 10 members. 27. The state 
board ot education shall appoint a textbook commission of 
7 members, and an advisory board of Negro education, of not 
more than 5 membera.28. 
The state superintendent shall nominate to the boa.rd 
all the professional and clerical assistants of the depart-
ment. The divisions of the department include business 
management, teacher training, statistics, rural schools, el-
ementary schools, secondary education, vocational education, 
exceptional education, school and community organization, 
a.rd such other divisions as the state board creates on re• 
26. Alabama. School Code of 1927. Art. IV. Sec. 2'&. 
27. Ibid., Sec. qo. 
28. Ibid,, Set. Jo. 
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28. 
commendation of the state superintendent • 
. The g~vernor may remove members of the board of educa-
tor causea.29. .He nay rem:>ve , any person appointed under the 
provision of this code~30. · · 
ALABAMA. '( 1886) 
The state superintendent appointed a part time county 
superintendent.31. He in turn appointed township superin-
tendents.32. The former received $75 per annum, the latter 
was "relieved of road duty, jl.U7 duty, and poll tax"• 33. 
ARIZONA (1928) 
The governor shall appoint three members of the state 
board of education. (Five members are ex-officio).34. 
The state board of education shall appoint, upon re-
commendation of the superintendent of public instruction, _ex-
ecutive officers, deputies, clerks, and employees of the 
board. The state board shall supervise and control the cer-
tificat;on of teachers and may revoke all certificates for 
cause.3 • 
ARIZ~NA (1887) 
The state superintendent of'_publie instruction.with two 
members appointed by him shall s·erve as a board of examin-
ers.36. The superintendent appointed county examiners.37. 
The state superintendent was required to "be at some place 
where there is a post office.~ 
ARKANSAS (1932) 
The state board of education shall employ a Commissioner 
28. Alabama. Op. Cit. Art. y. Sec. 75. 
29. Ibid, 1 Art. IV. Seo• 30. 
30. Ibid .. Sec. 56. 
31. Alabama. Code 1 1886 Pt. I., Title II, Sec. 954. 
32. Ibid., Sec. 966. 
33. Ibid., Sec. 982. 
34. Arizona. Revised Statutes, Sec. 944. 
35. Ibid •• Sec. 989, Sec. 1044. 
36. Arizona. Revised St§tutea, 1887. Seo. 1481. 
37. Ibids, Sec. 1491. 
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38. 
of Education, "not related within the fourth degree of 
consanguinity or af'fini ty to any membertt of the board. 
The board shall issue licenses to teachers. No teacher shall 
be employed unless licensed hy the state boara..39. 
The Connnissioner of Education by and with the advice and 
consent of the state board of' education shall designate assist-
ants as may be necessary, to carry out the provisions of vo-
cational education.40. 
ABK!NSAS ( 1884) 
The state superintendent bad power to grant state certi~ 
ficates.41. 
The county court appointed a county examiner.42• 
CALIFORNIA ... ( 1929) 
The~overnor shall appoint the board of education ot 10 
members. • 
The state board of education has power to appoint, on 
nomination of the superintendent of public instruction, the 
head of each division of the department of educati0ll1. 4 • The 
board may appoint a secretary who shall act as exectJ:.tive of-
ficer of the board in ,absence of the state superintendent.45. 
The state board of education may create subordinate posi-
tions in eadp division and select persons ·to fill such posi-
tions. 46 • . , · · · · 
The superintendent ot public instruction may appoint one 
deputy, . one secretary, and one assistant superin-rendent in 
charge of research and statistics.47 • The superintendent 
shall have .power to employ assistant superintendents and •Other 
necessa;-y clerical and expert assistants, in addition to the 
above. 40. · - , · 
38. Arkansas. Laws of' 1931~ Act. 169, Sec. 22. 
39. l:bid., Seo; 15]. 
40. Ibid., Sec. 188. 
41. Arkansas. Statues, 1884. Ch. 135, Sec. 6166. 
42. Ibid., Sec~ 6183. · . 
43. Cali:f'ornla. Code and General Laws, 1929. Sec. 2. 1370. 
44. Ibid., Sec. 2. 1392 •. 
45. lbid., Sec. 2. 1390. 
46.· Ibid., Seo. 2. 1443, Sec. 2. 1444. 
47. Ibid., Sec. 2. 1411. 
48. Ibid., Sec. 2. 1412. 
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CALIFOffiIA (1885) 
No appointive power was recorded for state educational 
officials. '19 • • . 
COLOBADO ·· ( 1932) 
The governor shall appoint 8 members of the state board of 
agriculture. (2 members as ex-officio) •50• This board serves 
as the state boa:rd for vocational education, 51. and is author-
ized to appoint the personnel necessary to meet the provisions 
for federal aid.52• 
. The state board of education shall appoint· eight members 
of the state board of examiners. (Th~ ninth immber is ex-of-
ficio) .53• The state board of education may revoke certificates.54. 
The state superintendent of public instruction may issue 
state certificates, recommended by the state board of examiners. 
He has full power to recognize certificates from other states.55. 
COLORADO (1883) 
The state board of education granted state diplomaa.56. 
CONNOOTICUT (1930) 
The governor shall appoint 9 members of the board of ed-
ucation. l Two members are ex-officio) .57. . . . . . 
The state board of education may appoint a secretary and 
an assistant secretary who are not members of the board, also 5 such subordinates, agents, and employees as it finds necessary.8• 
The board may appoint an agent to secure the observance of laws 
relating to the instruction59 • and prosecuting agents to en-
force school laws.60• 'lbe board may ·appoint persons to administer 
federal aid,61. and grant state certificates to teach.62• 
49. California. Codes and Statutes, 1885. 
50. Colorado. Compiled Laws; 1921, Sup. 1932. Sec. 3002. 
51. Ibid,_ Seo. 8515.3. 
52. Ibid 1 
53. Ibid., Sec. 8257. 
54. Ibid., Seo. 8264. 
55. Ibid., Sec. 8436.2. 
56. Colorado • . General Statutes, 1883. 
57. Connecticut. General Statutes, 1930. Sec. 826. 
58. Ibid,. Sec. 827. 
59. Ibid., Seo. 827. 
60. Ibid,. Seo. 828. 
61. Ibid., Sec. 870. 
62. Ibid., Sec. 884. 
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00100:CTICUT {1887) 
The general assembly appointed 4 members of the state 
board of education. (Two were ex-officioJ.63_. 
The state board of education was empowered to appoint 
an agent to secure due observance of the school laws.54• 
The board appointed a secretary whose duties were similar to 
those of a state superintendent.65• 
DELAWARE (1932) 
The governor shall appoint the state board of education 
of six members.66. He shall appoint the commissioner ot ed-
ucation,67• and the county school commissioner of each county.68• 
DELAWARE (1874) 
The governor appointed the superintendent ot :free schools, 
who received no emolument, except "postage and traveling ex-
penses".69• 
FLORIDA (1927) 
The governor shall appoint the board of control.·· (Five 
members in chrorge of higher educational insti tutions.)70 • 
. The state board of education shall 8ml.)loy a · state super-
intendent of' public instruction, 71•a supervisor. ..• tor elementary 
achools, 72• and a supervisor of physical and health education.73. 
The board may remove subordinates from their. offices in the ~g-
partment of education/14. and revoke certificates for cause. • 
63. Connecticut~ General Statutes, 1887, ~ec. 2095. 
64. Ibid., Sec. 2098. 
65. Ibid., Seo. 2097. 
66. Delaware. ·Laws of 1931. vh. 193. Sec. 2. 
67. Delaware. Statutes, 1915. Sec. 2274. 
68. lbid., Sec. 2276. 
69. Delaware. Hevised Code, 1874. Ch. 42, Sec. 23. 
70. Florida. Compiled ~neral Laws., 1927. Sec. 778. 
71. Ibid., Sec. 623. 
72. Ibid., Sec. 625. 
73. Ibid., Sec •. 628. 
74. Ibid., Sec~ 755. 
75. Ibid., Seo. 648. 
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The state superintendent nominates for state board 
appointment two rural inspectors, '76. and a grading committee. 77• 
FLORIDA (1881) 
No appointive power was recorded for state educational 
officiala.78. . 
GEORGIA ( 1928) 
The governor shall appoint four members of the state board 
of education, three of whom shall be practical school men.'79• 
( Two members of the board are ex-officio) •. 
· The state . superintendent has power ·1x,. appoint three state 
supervisors.so. He may nominate a high school supervisor for 
election by the state board.al. T.h.e state superintendent has 
authority to suspend a county superintendent but removal. is for 
the decision of the state board of education.82• The state 
superintendent grades the papers for professional certificates 
or state licensea.83• 
GEORGIA (1882) 
The governor appointed the state school commissioner; 
appointment was to be confirmed by the senate.84• (This paarer 
was repealed in 1894).85. 
ID.AHO (1932) 
The governor shall appoint tive members o:r the state _ 
board of education. (One member is ex-officio.)86• He may. re-.. 
move a member for oauae.87• 
The state board of education shall appoint :the. commissicn.-
er of education, and upon his reccmnendation, may appoint such 
other specialists, assistant clerks, or other. executive of-
ficers, as the work demands.as. _ The board , may disniiss the com-
76. Florida. Op. Cit. Seo. 682. 
77. Ibid., Sec. 658. 
78. Florida. Digest of Laws. 1881. 
79. Georgia. Annotated Code, 1928. Sec. 1565a. 
80. Ibid,, Seo. 1565j. 
81. Ibid., Sec. 1436K-L. 
82. Ibid., Sec. 15651. 
83. Ibid., Sec. l565p. 
84. Georgia• Code, 1888. Constitution. Art. VIII. Sec. II. 
85. Georgia. Laws of 1894, Act. No. 152. P• 34. 
86. Idaho. Laws of 1923. P• 94. 
87. Idaho. Compiled Statutes, 1919. Sec. 791. 
as. Ibid., Sec. 797. 
missioner for oause.89 • The board, through the ex-
ecutive, shall have entire control of the certification 
of teachers in accordance with law.90. 
IDAHO ( 188'7) 
The territorial governor appointed a territorial 
superintendent of public instruction.91. 
ILLINOIS (1929) 
The governor, by and with consent of the senate, shall 
appoint nine officers of the normal school board. (Tu:> 
members are ex-officio).92. 
The superintendent of public instruction. shall grant 
certificates,93. and to suspend operatiom of certificates 
for cauae.94. 
ILLINOIS (1874) 
No appoint! ve _ power was recorded. 95.• 
INDIANA. (1931) 
The governor shall appoint six manbers c:£ the state 
board of education, three actively engaged. in education, 
three in sympathy with and engaged in vooational work. 
(Seven members of theboard are ex-offfoio)95. The state 
board is designated to appoint such assistants as may be 
necessary under the provisions of federaFaid~ 97 • The 
state bai rd .may grant state life certificates. 98. 
The state superintendent is authorized to employ two 
clerks for his office.99• W1 th the approval or the state 
89. Idaho. Op Cit. Sec. '19.7 • 
90. Ibid., Sec. 803. 
91. Idaho, Revised Statutes 1 188'7 • Ch. II.. Title III. 
92. Illinois. Revised Statutes, 1929. 0ivi1 Adlninist. 
Code. Sec. 12. 
93. Ibid., Ch. 122. Seo. 3. Tenth. 
94. Ibid, 
95. Illinois. Revised Statutes, 1874. Ch. 122. 
96. Indiana. Statutes, 1925. Sec. 5444. 
97. Ibid., Sec. 7056. 
98. Ibid., Sec. 6447. 
99. Ibid., Sec. 6429. 
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board of education, the state superintendent shall appoint 
a suitable person to inspect the elementary and high 
schools. oo. 
INDIANA (1881) 
. · 101 
The state board of education ~ted state certificates. • 
· IOWA (1931) 
The governor shall appoint · nine members for a state board 
of education. Not m:>re than five may be of one party, and not 
more than one alumnus from each state institution shall be 
members at one time.102. The governor shall appoint three of 
the seven educational examiners,103• with the approval of a 
majority of the senate, the governor may ·remove any member of 
the state board of education.104. 
The board of examiners shall employ a secretary and such 
persons as are necessary · to assist in examination and reading 
of answer papers.105. 
The state superintement may appoint a deputy, whose · 
appointment must be approved by the governor. He shall ap-
point a chief clerk and three school inspectors.l06. 
IOWA (1880) 
The execut1 ve 1guncil appointed two members of state board of examiners. 7 • The board iss.ued certificates.108• 
KANSAS (1933) 
The governor shall appoint· eight members of the state 
board of education, one, a member of the faculty of the 
state university or the state agricultural college; one, a 
member of :the faculty of one of the state teachers colleges; 
one , from the ta cul ty of a .denominational college, one county 
superintendent, one city superintendent, one high school prin-
cipal, two nembers not in school work. (One member is e:x:-
100. Indiana. Op Cit, Sec. 6430. 
101. Indiana. Revised Statutes, 1881. Sec. 4422. 
102. Iowa. Code. 1931. Sec. 3912. 
103. Ibid., Sec. 3858. 
104. Ibid., Sec. 3892. 
105. Ibid., Sec. 3858. 
106. Ibid., Seo. 3835. 
107. Iowa. Annotated Statutes, . 1880. Sec. 1583 Par. I. 
108. Ibid., Sec. 1583·. ,._Par. 3. 
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officio) .1o9 • . The governor shall appoint a board of 
regents of nine members to have charge of the state schools 
of higher education.110. . · · 
The state board of education shali issue certificates 
to teach,lM,an.d is empowered to cancel certificates.112• 
The state superintendent of public instr:nction may ap-
point assistants not exceeding four in number, who shall 
serve as supervisors of the .public schools including rural, 
graded, and high schools.113. 
KAIBAS (1885) 
The state superintendent . ·appointed one assistant and 
one clerk.~14. He appointed annually, . three persons ·. to 
visit the normal-schools and report.115. . . . 
KENTUCKY (1930) 
The governor shall appoint three of the eleven members 
of the educational commission.11~• He shall appoint ten 
members of the · textbook commission. (one member is ex-of-
fioio) .117. 
'.Iha superintendent of public instruction may appoint 
an assistant superintendent, chief clerk, all other clerks, 
stenographers, and employees, the work demands.118. These 
shall include besides those mentioned directors of statistics, 
, inspection and accountants, certification, and examination, 
rural supervision negro education, high school supervision, 
vocational education; office personnel for each, and addi-
tional departments within the funds.119. 
The director of certification shall issue certificates.120. 
109. Kansas. Laws of 1933. Note: aot not yet published. 
110. Kansas. Hevised Statutes Supplement, 1931. Sec. 74-3201. 
111. Kansas. Revised Statutes, 1923. Sec~ 72-1301. 
112. Ibid,, Sec. 72-1435. 
113. Ibid., Seo. '72-105. "'  
114. Kansas •.. Compiled Laws~ 1885. Sec. 5985. 
115. Ibid~, Sec. 3531 • . 
116. Kentucky. Statutes, 1930. Sec. 4383a-2. 
117. Ibid •• Sec. 442la-l. 
118. Ibid., Sec. 4396-5. 
119. Ibid., Sec. 4396-6. 
120. Ibid., Sec. 4501-10. 
KENTUCKY ( 1887) 
The superintendent of public instruction, Secretary 
of State, and Attorney General, elected two protessional 
teachers to serve. on the state board with them.121. The 
superintendent was empowered to appoint two clerks.122. 
LOUISIANA. (1932) 
The governor shall appoint three members of the state 
board of education. (Eight members are elected.)123. By 
and with consent of the senate, the governor shall appoint 
governing boards for Louisiana State University and Agri-
cultural and Mechanical Collega.124. 
The state board of education shall appoint the govern• 
ing boards over all otther higher educational. institutions.125. 
The board shall appoint an. examining commission of as many 
members as may be required.120 • · 
LOUISIANA (1888) 
The governor appointed six members of the state board 
of education. (Two members were ex-officio.)127. 
The state boa.rd appointed pariah superintendents, one 
for each pariah, except Orleans.128• 
MAINE (1930) 
The gove mor by and with consent of senate shall ap-
point the commissioner of eduoation.129 • 
MAINE (1884) 
The governor, by and with .consent of the senate, ap-
pointed the state superintendent of instruotion.130• 
MARYLAND (1924) 
The governor shall appoint the state board of education 
121. Kentucky. General Statutes, 1887. _Ch. v6. Art. IV. :Par.l. 
122. Ibid., Art. V., Par. 2. 
123. Louisiana. Constitution, 1921. Art. µn., Sec. 4. 
124. Ibid., Sec. 7. 
125. Louisiana. Constitution, 1921. Art. XII. Sec. 7. 
126. Louisiana •. Laws of 1916 Act. 120. Sec. 37. 
127. Louisiana. Laws of 1888. Act. Bl, P• 310. Sec. 1. 
128. Ibid,. P• 310, Sec. 3. 
129. Maine. Revised Statutes, 1930. Sec. 147. 
130. Maine, Revised Statutes, 1884. Ch. 11. Sec. 102. 
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of seven members.131• He shall appoint county boards 
of education ,132. and they in turn shall appoint district .!< 
boards of school trustees.133• The governor may remove 
members of the $tate board, for cause.134. , . . 
The state board ot education shall appoint the state 
superintendent of schools.135. The board may remove the 
state superintendent for cause.136. 
' . 
The state superintendent shall issue certificates to 
teaohers.137• He may remove members of county boards, tor 
cause.138• 
MIRILAND (1878) 
The governor appointed from among the country boards, 
four memb·e rs who with himself and the princ 1pal of the · 
nonnal school served as the state boaro..139• 
MASSACHUSETTS (1927) 
Tlie· go:V:ernor, with advice and consent of the council, 
shall appoint the cormnissioner of education.140. 1'he govern-
or shall al'poin t six members of Board of Education. ( One is 
ex-officio).141. He shall appoint the directors for the di-
visions of public libraries,' immigration, and the, blind 
These directors may appoint their subordinate atficera.142. 
The commisa:li.oner of education shall appoint directer-a 
of divisions other then those appointed by the governor, 
and other assistants as the work of the departments require.143• 
.The commissioner may establish a division consisting of a dir-
ecter· and a nine-member advisory board appointed by the govern-
or, to train and instruct soldiers and sailora.144. With ap-
131. Maryland. Annotated Code, 1924. Art. 77, Seo. 5. 
132. Ibid., Sec. 6. 
133. Ibid., Sec. a. 
134. Ibid,, Sec. 5. 
135. Ibid., Sec. 27. 
136. Ibid., Sec. 27. 
137. Ibid., Sec. 31. 
138. Ibid., Sec. a. 
139. Maryland. Hevised Code. 1878. Art. 27, Sec. 5. 
140. Massachusetts. General Laws, 1927. Ch. 15. Sec. 2. 
141. Ibid., Seo. 3. 
142. Ibid., Sec. 9, Sec. 12, Sec. 15. 
143. Ibid., Seo. 5. 
144. Ibid., Sec. 7. 
proval of the · state board of · education, :the commissioner 
may appoint a state advisory council, and local advisory 
councils in conneot1on with the university extension and 
correspondence course.145. . · · . 
MASSACHUSETTS (1882) 
The governor, by and with advice or the council, 
appointed eight members of the . state board of education. 
(Four members·were e:x:-off'icio.)146 • 
The state board of' education appointed a seoretar-y.147• 
The board was empowered1,tg appoint agents to make inquiries concerning the schools. • · 
MICHIGAN ( 192 9) 
The state board of education is empowered to grant 
certificates and revoke the sana for cause.149• 
The state superintendent oi' publio instruction may 
appoint a deputy and may revoke such appointment •150• He · 
may appoint such other assistants as he may deem necessaey.111 
He may request the governor to remove an incompetent county . 
commissioner, or member of the board of ·examiners.152• 
MICHIGAN (1890) 
The state board oi' education grants state certificates.153• 
The state superintendent appointed a deputy to execute the 
duties ot his af'fice in caseof a vacancy or absence · of the super-
intendent.154• 
MINNESOTA (1927) 
., The governor, •by and with the approval -of the senate, shall 
appoint five m3mbers ·tor a board of educationol55o 
145. Massachusetts. Op. Cit. Seo. 6. 
146. Massachusetts. ,Public Statutes, 1882. Ch. 41. Title X Sec.l 
14'1. Ibid.• Sec. 4. 
148. Ibid., Sec. g. 
149. Michigan. Compiled Laws, 1929. Sec. '1608. 
150. Ibid•t Sec. 7336. 
151. Ibid., Sec. 1337. 
152. Ibid., Sec. 7332. 
153. Michigan. Howell's Annotated Statutes, 1890. Sec. 49'10. 
154. Ibid •• Sec. 5027. 
155. Minnesota. Statutes, 1927. Sec. 2958. 
The state board of ,education shall have power to 
l3.ppoint the following edmational officers; commissione:r ot 
education, deputy commiasi0nGr, one head of depar-tm.ent at 
$4000, four heads at $350~:, five assistants at $3000, . four 
assistants at $2500 1 two assistants at $1500, and clerks 
and stenographers with salaries not exceeding the amount 
appropriated.156. . 
The connnissioner of education may nominate the sub-
ordinate officers,157. issue ·certificates,158• .and may annul 
certificatea.159 • . Any official of the department of' educa-
tion may be removed by the authority which appointed him.160. 
MINNF,SOTA (1878) 
The governor, by and with advice o~ the senate, ap-
pointed the sta:te auperinten~ent,161. 
MISSISSIPPI (1930) 
The state board of education .may remove a county super-
intendent.162• 
The state superintendent shall appoint three members as 
a state board of examiners.163• , He may employ an assistant, 
a chief clerk, supervisors of high schoolfi four stenographers 11 
and such other help as may be authorized. 4• 
MISSISSIPPI (1880) 
The state board ot education, with advice and consent 
of the senate, appointed county superintendenta.165• 
MISSOURI . ( 1930) 
The governor, by and with advice and consent of the 
senate, shall appoint the regents of teachers ,coll~ges, 
seven tor each colle;ge.166. · . . 
The president of the state board of education shall 
appoint five xoombers to be lmown ~s the state advisory 
156. Minnesota. Op. cit. Sec. 2961. 
157. Ibide, Seo. 2962. · 
158. Ibid., Sec. 2916. 
159. Ibid., Sec. 2926. 
160. Ibid., Sec. 2989. 
161. Minnesota. General Statutes, 18781 Ch. 36. Sec. 49. 
162. Mississippi. Code, 1930. Sec. 6549. 
163. Ibid., Sec. 6'5'49. , 
164. Ibid,, Sec. 6559. 
165. Mississippi. Revised Code, 1880. Sec. 690. 
166. Missouri. Statutes 1 1930. Sec. 9597. 
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committee on vocational education.167• 
The state superintendent may employ a chief clerk.168. 
He may issue certificates and revoke the same for cause.169• 
MISSOORI (1889) 
The state superintendent employed a chief clerk.170• 
MONTANA ( 1921) 
The governor by and with consent of the senate shall ap-
point eight members of the board of education. ( Three members 
are ex-officio).171. 
The state board of education shall issue certifi~ates.172. 
Th.a state superintendent may nominate a board or examiners 
for election by the state board of education.173. 
MONT.ANA (1888) 
The governor, by and with consent of the legislati~.i coun;.. 
cil appointed the state superintendent of instruction. • · 
NEBRASKA.·. (1929) 
The governor shall appoint one woman to serve on the 
state board for vocational education.175. 
The state board far vocational educat~on shall appoint 
any assistants necessary to carry out the provisions ot voca-
tional aducation.176. . 
-The state superintendent shall appoint a deputyl 77., 
issue . cert1:f'i ca teal 78. • and may revoke the same for· causa.179 • 
167. Missov.ri. Statutes, 19301 Sec. 9880. 
168. Ibid., Sec. 9445. 
169. li51d:-, Sec. 9444. 
170. Missouri. Revised Statutes, 1889~ Seo. 8080. 
171. Montana. Hevised. Godes, 1921. Seo. 831. 
172. Ibid., Sec. 837, Seo. 838. 
173. Ibid., Sec. 1089. 
174. Montana. Compiled Laws, 1888, Sec. 1861. 
175. Nebraska. Compiled Statutes, 1929. Seo. 79-2203. 
176. Ibid., Sec. 79-2207. 
177. Ibid., Sec. 79-1610 
178. Ibid., Sec. 79-1301. 
179. Ibid., Seo. 79-1308. 
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NEBRASKA (1881) 
T.b.e governor appointed five members of thebboard 
of control for the state normal school. (Two members were · 
ex-of'ficio).180• 
NEVADA (1929) 
The state board of education shall appoint one deputy 
for each of the five subdivisions of the state.181. ~L1hey 
may remove deputies upon recomrnendation of the state super-
intendent.182• The boa2'd shall grant certificatesl83~and 
may suspend or revoke them.184• 
The state superintendent·has power to appoint a deputy 
for his own office to do such work as the sta:be board or the 
state superintendent may direct.185. 
NEVADA (1885) 
No appointment power .was ~ecordea.186. 
NEW HAMPSHIRE (1926) 
The governor shall appoint fiveIIEmbers of the state 
board of education. (Three members are ex-officio)l87. 
He, with the council, may remove mmbers of the state board 
for oause.188• · . · 
The state board shall employ a skilled .executive·o~-
ficer to be called the "commissioner of educationtt. He shall 
be appointed for an indefinite term and shall be subject to 
removal upon majority vote or the board.189• The state boo.rd, 
through the commissioner shall issue certificates to those who 
pass required examinations.190• 1l'he state board, through the 
commissioner, and upon consultation of the local boards in each 
180. Nebraska, Compiled Statutes, 1881. Ch. ?9• Sub. llII. 
181. Nevada. Compiled Laws, 1929. Sec. 5658. 
182. Ibid., Sec. 5665 • . 
183. Ibid., Sec. 5655 • . 
184.· Ibid., Sec. 5868. 
185. Ibid., Sec. 5868. 
186. Nevada. General Statutes, 1885. 
187. New Hampshire. Public Laws, 1926. Ch-. 116. Sec. 2. 
188. Ibid., Sec. 3. 
189. Ibid., Sec. 9. 
190. Ibid~. Sec. ll. 
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supervisory union, may employ a superintendent, supervisors, 
inspectors, stenographers, ·accountants, clerks, and agents, as 
may be necessary to enable it to perform the duties imposed on 
it by law.191. · 
NEW HAMPSHIRE (1878) 
The governor and council appointed the superintendent of 
public instruotion.192. 
NEVI JERSEY (1930) 
The governor, by and with : _ advice and consent of the · senate 
shall appoint a commissioner of education. ~he governor, by and 
with the consent of the senate shall appoint the state board of 
education of ten membera.193• 
The commissioner of education, by and with advice and. consent 
of the board of education,may appoint five assistant commi931onars, 
'described below; one•, ,.to act in place of the commissioner during 
absence; one as supervisor of elementary education:.; one as super-
visor of industrial education; one to supervise and direct 'busi-
ness matt~rs; and one, to hear controversies and disputes which 
arise under school laws or rules and regulations.194• The commis-
sioner may appoint.· an inspector· of buildings,, and an inspector of 
accounta.195. By and with the consent of the state board,the com-
missioner may appoint county superintendents and for cause remove 
them.196 • 
The state b~rd of examiners shall grant cer_tificates197 • and 
may revoke them under rules and regulations by the state boara..198• · 
NE\V JERSEY (18'l8) 
The state beard appointed ·county superintendents.199. 
The state superintendent appointed an asaiatant.200• 
191. New Hampshire. Op. cit. 9 
192. New Hampshire. General Laws, 1878, Ch. 92., Seo. l. 
193. New Jersey. Statutes, Supplement, 1925-30. Sec. 185-lb. 
194. Ibid,, Seo. 185-2lc. 
195. Ibid., Subsection 6. 
196. Ibid., Sec. 185-22. 
197. New Jersey, Compiled Statutes; 1915. Sec. 4732. , 
198. Ibid. 
199. New Jersey. Revision of Laws Supplement,. 1878. Sec. 2. 
200. Ibid,, Sec. l. 
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NEW MEXICO (1929) 
The governor shall appoint five members of the state board 
or education. (Two members are ex-officio).201. The governor shall 
appoint an educational budget auditor.202. 
The state board of education may issue certitica tea,203. · and 
revoke them for cause.204. They may remove a cotm.ty superintendent 
for cause, after which he may never be employed in any county in 
the state.205. . 
. . 
The state ·superintendent may employ an assistant superintendent . 
conversant with the Spanish and English lsgua~s.206. · 
NEW MEXICO. ( 1880) 
The territorial governo"r appointed a territorial superintendent 
of schoola.207• · · ·-• · 
NEW YORK ( 1930) 
The regents of the university shall appoint the commissioner 
of education and a deputy commissioner of' education.208. 
,The connnisaioner shall appoint, subject to the approval of 
the re'gents • . such assistant connnissioners, as he sm 11 deem necess-
ary ,209. and all other needed employees and officers, 210 •• The 
commissioner may appoint the state medical inapector.2ll• He• with 
the approval of the regents·, may at his pleasure remove f'rom office 
any assistant connnissioner,or other appointee, or employee.212. He 
may remove a school ot"ficer, trustee, member of board of education, 
clerk, collector, for violating decisions, rules or regulations, 
of the regents or or the commissioner of education.213• He may re-
move any district superintendent for cause.214• · He shall issue 
certificatea,215. md may annul them for cause.216. 
201 •. New Mexico. Statutes, 1929. Sec. 120-102. 
202. Ibid., 120-301. . . . 
203. Ibid., 120-106t. 
204. Ibid., l20-l05g. · 
205. Ibid., 120-406. 
206 • Ibid• , 120-201.K. . . . . 
207. New Mexico. General Laws, 1880. Art. XXIV, Sec~ 7. 
208. New York. Consolidated I:aws, 1930. Oh. 16 • Seo. 20. 
209. Ibid1 ,Seo. 22. 
210. Ibid., Sec. 23. 
211. Ibid., Sec. 577. 
212. Ibid., Sec. 24. 
213. Ibid,, Sec. 95. 
214. Ibid., 
215. Ibid., Seo. 553. 
216. Ibid., Seo. 556. 
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NEW ·YORK (1881) 
The senate and assembly elected the state superintendent 
by join~ ballot.217• They cha;e nineteen members of the re-
gents. (Two were ex-o:t'ficio).218 • , 
The state superintendent appointed a deputy and clerks~19• 
NORTH -CAROLINA (1924) 
The state board of education shall appoint such super-
visors and assistants, both clerical am prof'essional as may 
be neoessa22122o. The boa:rd may employ a director of .negro education. • The state board is constituted the "legal board 
for certitying all teachers.222• 
The state superintendent may remove any member ot the 
county board of education for cause.223. 
NORTH CAROLINA (1883) 
The state board oi' education . appointed an ,en.{ineer and .a 
surveyor to direct the drainage ot swamp landa.22 ·• , The board 
appointed an agent of swamp lana.s.225• - . _ 
NORTH DAKOTA (1925) 
The governor, by and with consent of the senate, shall 
appoint three members of' the s.ta te board of education. ( Two 
members are ex-officio) •226• · . _ 
The state board of education is the board .for vocational 
education and has full authority to provide for certification 
for directors, supervisors, and teachers of_ vocational educa-
tion.227. 
The state superintendent may nominate a high school in-
spector ror election by the state board.228• The state super-
217 •. New York. Revised Statutes, 1881. Oh.XV. Title 2. Sec. 1. 
218. Ibid., _Title I., .Sec. 4. . , , 
2i9. Ibid.,. Title 2., Sec. 2, . Sec. 5. 
220.North Carolina. Consolidated Statutes._ 1924., Sec.5405 
221. Ibid. . 
222. Ibid., Sec •. 5404. 
223. Ibid~, . Sac •. 5421. 
224. Nort _Carolina. Code, 1883. Sec. 2512. 
225. _ Ibid,. Sec. 2523. 
226 • North. Dakota. SJorgpiled Laws Supplement 1925. Sec. 1423. 
227. Ibid •• Seo • . 147~ -- - . . 
228 • . Ibid., · Seo •. 1433. 
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intendant may appoint a deputy, inspector, and clerks pro-
vided by law.22i• . . . 
NORTH DAKOTA (1895) 
The state board of university and schooL'.: lands ap-
pointed an agent ot school lands.230. 
OHIO (1930) 
The governor shall appoint the superintendent o:f' public 
instruct1on~31• The directors of education, agriculture, com-
merce, and industrial relations, appointed by the governor 
shall constitute the state board for vocational education.232• 
The state board for vocational education may employ such 
technical assistants as maybe necessary.233• The board may 
appoint directors, supervisors, and other assistants as may be . 
necessary to carry out the provisions of th~ vocational act.234 • 
. The state superintendent .shall appoint five competent 
persons as a state examining board,235• who may issue certi-
fica tea countersl gned by the director of education.236. The 
state superintendent may employ such clerical assistants as 
will enable him to properly care for the duties of his ot'fice. 237 • 
OHIO (1880) 
, , 
The state c~~ssioner of schools appointed a state ex-
examining b03:rd, , · • who iss.ued life certifi catea.239 • The 
commissioner was permitted to appoint an examiner ti 0nvesti-gate cha:»:ges as to fraudulent uses of .. school funds. 4 • 
. OKLAHOMA ( 1931) 
The governor shall appoint,· by . and with consent of the . 
229. North Dakota. up. Cit, Sec. 1429. 
230. North Dakota. Revised Cales, 1895. Ch.9. Art.r.sec.169. 
231. Ohio. Annotated Code, 1930. Sec. 352. 
232. Ibid., Seo. 154-4. , 
233. Ibid., Seo. 154-49. 
234. Ibid., Sec. 367-5. 
235. Ibid., Sec. 7805. '.<· 
236. Ibid., Sec. 7808. · 
237. ·Ibid,, Sec. 353-1. 
238. Ohio. Revised Statutes 1880. Sec. 4065. 
239. Ibid., Sec. 4066. 
240. Ibid., Sec. 364. 
senate, six members of the state board of education. 
(One member is ex-of'ficio) 241~ One or more members of 
this board must be "lady or ladies't • 
The state board of education is also the board f'or 
vocational education,242. and the state textbook connu1ssio!!3 • 
The state superintendent of' instruction may appoint three 
high school inspectors and one stenographer.244. 
OKLAHOMA. ( 1890) 
The territorial governor appointed the superintendent 
of public instruction.245. 
OBEGON (1930) 
The governor shall appoint the state board f'or vocation-
al education.246. The board shall have f'ull authority to 
provide for certification of teachers, directors, and super-
visors of vocational educa tion.247 • 
OREGON (1887) 
(No appointive power is reoorded.)248. 
PENNSYLVANIA (1932) 
The governor sliall, by and with advice and consent of" 
the senate, appoint nine members of a council, to be known 
as the state council of education.249• i'he governor, by and 
with advice and consent of' two-thirds of the senate6 shall appoint the superintendent of' public .instruction.25 • 
The state council of educationshall employ such assist-
ants as it finds neceasary.251. 
241. Oklahoma. Statutes, 1931 •. Sec. 6741. 
242. Ibid., Sec. 7192. 
243. Ibid. , Sec •i 6741. 
244. Ibid., Sec. 6759. 
245. Oklahoma. Statutes, 1890. Sec. 6384. 
246. Oregon. Code, 1930. Sec. 35-303. 
247. Ibid., Sec. 35-305. 
248. Oregon. Annotated Laws, 1887. 
249. Pennsylvania. Statutes, Cwnulative Supplement,1928,Sec.4887. 
250. Ibid., Sec. 50a-206. 
251. Ibid•, Sec. 4898 •. 
The superintendent of public instruction may, as a 
member of the executive board, approve establishment o~ 
divisions in administrative departments.252. 
PENNSYLVANIA ( 1883} 
The governor, by and with advice and consent of two-
thirds of the senate, appointed the superintendent or· public 
inatruction.253• 
The superintendent appointedone of his clerks to be 
deputy.254• 
RHODE . ISLAND . ( 1923) 
The state board or education shall elect the commission-
er or education.255 •. The state board shall exercise all 
powers necessary to cooperate with the ]·ederal Board tor vo-
cational education.256• ~1he state ,board has authority to is-
sue certificates257• md may annul the same for cauae.258. 
The commissioner of education may appoint an assistant 
commissioner.259. ihe commissioner may employ clerks within 
the limits ot the funds appropriated and. for such service.260. 
RHODE ISLAND {1882) 
The general assembly appointed one member from each 
county to serve on the ftate board of education • . (Two mem-
bers were ex-oi'ficio.) 2 1• 
The state bo8l"'d elected a·commissioner or public educa-
tion.262• 
SOUTH CAROLINA ( 1932) 
The governor . shall appoint seven members of the state 
board of edooation. (Two are ex-officio) •263• 
252. Pennsylvania. Laws 1 1923. Act. No. 274. p.543. 
253. Pennsylvania. Digest of Laws 1 1883. Art. "IV. Sec. a. 
254. Ibid., Art VI. 
255. :Rhode Island. General Laws, -- 1923. Sec.~13. 
256. Ibid., Sec. 961~ 
257. Ibid., Sec. 999. 
258. Ibid., Sec. 1002. 
25g. Ibid., Sec. 931. · 
260. Ibid., Sec. 932. -
261. Rhode Island. Public Statutes, 1882. Ch.47.Sec.l. 
262. Ibid., 
263. South Caroline.. Code, 1932. Sec. 5282. 
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The state superin tende.ti"t may ent.Ploy · clerks as the 
. appropriation will justify.264. He shall appoint two members 
of the county board of education.265. He shall nominate the 
members of the state examiners, who shall be elected by the 
state boam.266• 
SOUTH CAROLINA (1873) 
(No appointment power is recorded.)267• 
SOUTH DAKOTA ( 1929) 
The govern.or shall appoint four members of the ·state 
bca rd of education, one to be a city superintendent or princi-
pal, two from normal schools, and one to be a county superin-
tendent.208• 
The state board of·education with the governor has 
authority to appoint certain members of the county boards of 
education.269. 
The state superintendent may recommend, for appointment 
by the state board of education such officers and assistants 
as he may deem necessary to properly administer the federal 
aid acts. (V<mational) 270• The state superintendent may 
issue cert1ficates27le and has power to revoke any certifi-
cate for cause.272. · 
SOUTH DAKOTA ( 189'1) 
The state superintendent appointed a deputy.2?3• 
TENNESSEE (1932) 
The governor shall appoint nine members of the state 
boa:ro of education, each pirty to be represented by at least 
three members. (One member of the board is ex-otficio).274. 
264. ~oµtll, Carolifi.a"30ode, 1932. Seo. 5282. 
265. Ibid., Sec. 5335, Sec. 5336. 
266. Ibid., Sec. 5292. 
267. South Carolina. Revised Statutes, 1873. 
268. South Dakota. Compiled Laws, 1929. Sec. 7407. 
269. Ibid., Sec. 7387. 
270. Ibid,~ Sec. 7409-5. 
271. Ibid., Sec. 7388. 
272. Ibid •• Sec. 7388-2. 
273. South Dakota. Annotated Statutes, 1897. Ch.17.Sec.2415. 
274. Tennessee. Code, 1933, Sec •. 2453. 
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The governor shall appoint five members of the ~~ate 
textbook commission, to serve at his pleasure.2', • He 
shall appoint-the commissioner of education.276• 
The state board of education shall appoint the directors 
of agriculture, trades and industry, home economics, rehabilita-
tion.277• 
The commissioner of education shall appoint all heads 
and subordinates of the department of edwation except those 
appointed by the state boaro of education. Those to be ap-
pointed by the commissioner are the directors of high schools 
supervision, elementary school supervision, certification 
libra2; and archeology, geology, and professor of registra-tion. 8• The commissioner shall issue certificates through 
the director of oertification,279• and may revoke the sama 
for cause.280. · 
TENNESSEE (1884) 
The governor nominated the state superintendent to be 
confirmed by the senate.281• · 
TEX:AS (1932) 
The governor, by and with the consent of the senate, shall 
appoint the nine members of the state board of education.282. 
The state board of education shall appoint a textbook com-
mission of five members.283• 
TEXAS (1879) 
(No appoint! ve power is recorded) •284• 
UTAH (1931) 
The governor shall appoint six members of the board or 
education. (Three members are ex-officio.) 285• 
275. Tennessee. Op. Cit. 
276. Ibid., Sec. 2312. 
277. Ibid., Sec. 2314-(1). 
278. Ibid., Sec. 311-7. 
279. Ibid., Sec. 2354. 
280. Ibid,, Sec. 2314-(15). 
281. Tennessee. Code, 1884. Sec. 1175 •. 
282. Texas. Revised Civil Statutes, 1932. Art. 2675. b-1. 
283. Ibid., Art. 2675b-5~( 
284. Texas. Revised Statutes, 1879. 
285. Utah. Compiled Laws, 1917. Sec. 4505. 
The state board is authorized to issue certificates286. 
and to revoke the same for cause.287• The board may employ 
expert assistants.288. 
The state superintendent may appoint ·a deputy.289. Cer-
tain state leaders of the agricultural college or Utah are 
designated by law to be supervisors over the state tor the 
high schools and district schools in the fields of industrial 
education.290• 
UTAH (1888) 
. , ' 
(No appointive power is recorded.)291~ 
. . 
VEFMONT (1932) 
The governor shall appoint three·membera as a state boa.rd 
of edui!!ion.292• He may remove .members of the boe:rd for 
cause. • ·· 
The state board or education shall appoint the commissioner 
of education.294• The board shall employ such competent helping 
teachers as board may authorize.295. The state ;board shall is-
sue certificates to taachers,296• and may revoke certificates at 
any time.297 • . The board shall ~ploy such •inspectors, lecturers, 
and clerical assistants as i it needs. 
VERMONT~. ( 1880) 
The general assembly elected the state superintendent of 
public instruction. 298. 
286. Utah. Op. Cit., Sec. 4506. 
287. Ibid., Sec. 4512. 
288. Ibid., Laws 1925. Sec. 4505~ 
289. Ibid., Compiled Laws, 1917. Sec. 4517. 
290. Ibid., Seo. 4537. · 
291. Utah. Compiled Laws, 1888• 
292. Vermont. Laws, 1923. P. 47. Act. No. 32. 
293. Vermont. General Laws, 1917. Sec. 1175. 
294. Vermont. Laws, 1923. P. 51. Act. 32. 
295. Vernx,nt. General Laws, 1917. Sec. 1202. 
296. Ibid., Sec. 1203. 
297. Ibid., Sec. 1173. 




The govern.or shall appoint the state board of educa-
tion of seven members, subject to confimma.tion of the gen-
eral assembly.299• He shall ap~oint the state superintendent 
of instruction in the same way.300. · · 
The state board of education is the board for vocational 
education and is authorized- to provide for proper supervision 
and management of such schools as receive appropriation.301. 
The board shall divide the state into divisions,with a minimum 
of one county or . one city in a division, and shall appoint a 
division superintendent for each.302 • . _ The state board may 
select examiners and inspectors. 3o3. · 
VIRGINIA (1873) 
The state boo rd of education appointed district school 
trustees.304. 
· WASH11TGTON ( 1931) 
The governor shall appoint three members of the state 
board of education. (Three members are ex-officio.305. The 
governor shall appoint the regents of the university of seven 
membera,306. and board of five regents for the state college~07. 
The governor shall appoint trustees for all normal schools ot 
the state.308. 
The state superintendent 'shall appoint one · assistant , 
superintendent, one deputy as inspector, and o:tfice force. 309• 
The superintendent shall appoint the necessar3 Bxperts, assist-ants, and employees for vocational edua:atian. i • 
WASHINC1110N ( 1881) 
The governor appointed, by and with consent of the coun-
cil, one suitable person trom each judicial district to serve 
299. Virginia. Code. 1930. Seo. 612. 
300. Ibid., Sec. 630. 
301. Ibid., Seo. 604. 
302. Ibid. 
303. Ibid., Sec. 610. 
304. Virginia. ~ode, 1873. Ch. 78. Sec. 7. (4) 
305. Washington. Revised Statutes, 1931. Sec. 4525. 
306. Ibid., Sec. 4554. 
307. Ibid., Sec. 4576. 
308. Ibid., Sec. 4604. 
309. Ibid., Sec. 4524. 
310. lbicl_ •• Sec. 4922. 
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with the territorial superintendent as the territorial 
board or education.311. .. - . . 
The territorial board granted. certificatea.312. 
WEST VIRGINIA {1930) 
The governor shalf ·appoi'nt six: me~bera of the board ot 
education by and with consent of the senate. (One member. 
is ex-officio).313. · · · 
The state superintendent shall have authority to ap-
point assistants and such other employees as shall be ne-
cessary.314• He shall grant certificates3l 5• and revoke 
the certificate of any teacher for cause.316. 'l'he state 
superintendent shall have authority to appoint a state 
supervisor for colored schools. 317 • · . · 
WEST VIRGINIA ( 1891) 
(No appointi v~ powe; i~ record~d). 318• 
WISCONSIN (1931) 
The governor shall appoint nine members to be a state 
board of vocational education, three to be employees, and 
three to be practical farmers.319• ~'he governor shall ap.:. 
point the regents of the university one from each congression .. 
al district, and ·rour from the state ·at large, of whom at 
least two shall be farmers and two shall be engaged in manual 
trades.320. He shall appoint ten members for . the board ot 
regents for normal schools, one of /whom at least shall be a 
woznan.321. · _ . 
The state superintendent may appoint the deputies, 
assistants, experts, clerks, ,and stenographers as may be ne-
311. Washington. Code, 1881. Sec. 3163. 
312. Ibid., Sec. 3165. 
333. West Virginia. _ Code, 1930.· Sec. 1726. 
314. Ibid., Sec. 1749. 
315. Ibid., Sec. 1820. 
316. Ibid., Sec. 1836. 
317. Ibid., ·~ec. 1749. 
318 • .West Virginia. Code, 1891. 
319. Wisconsin, Statutes, 1931. Sec. 41.4:3. 
320. Ibid,. S~c. 36.02. 
321. Ibid., Sec. 37.02. 
cesaary for his department. 322• He may employ supervising 
teachers and remove the same.323• He may annul a certificate 
granted by a county superintendent.3~4. 
WISCONsm (1878) 
The state superintendent was authorized to employ an 
assistant.325. · · ' 
WYOMING (1931) 
The governor has approval' power as follows: 
The state superintendent, vii. th his approval, may appoint 
. six members of the state board of education. ( One member is 
ex-otticio.)326• 
The state beard of education, with the approv~ of the 
governor, may ·appoint a commissioner ot -education. 7 •. 11he 
board shall certificate teachera,328• and provide agents to 
assist in general supervisory, advisory, and inspectorial 
duties of the state department of education.329. 
WYOMING (1887) 










Legislation from 1924 to 1930 which provided appointment 
Wisconsin. .QJ?.Ci t. · Sec. 14.71. 
Ibid., Sec. 39.14. 
Ibid., Sec. 39.27. 
Wisconsin. ~evised Statutes, 1878. Ch. 11. Sec. 
Wyoming. Revised Statutes, 1931. Sec. 99-104. 
Ibid., Sec. 99•117. 
Ibid., Sec. 99•115. See. 99-125. 
Ibid., Sec. 99•116. 
Wyoming. Revised Statutes, 1887. , S~c. 3905. 
. .. . . c .. ,,· 
165. 
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power, included the following: 
(a) Arkansas adopted a new school law which gave the governor power to appoint the state board and the board power to appoint a commissioner of education.331. .. · 
(b) California provided tor the appointment of the state board of education, and tor ·the deputy and assistant for the state superintendent. 
(c) Colorado provided a state board for vocational education. 
(d) Florida created the office of state supervisor of high 
schools ani of elementary schools. 
(e) Georgia provided for state supervision of schools. 
(:f) Idaho extended the term of office of the state superintendent. 
(g) Illinois placed a Director and Assistants in the department of registration and education. 
(h) ?linnesota continued the department of education under an ap-pointive state boaro. 
(1) Montana provided for the appointment of the state board. 
( j) New York ammended the • constitution iroviding for a department of education, and added a deputy commissioner. 
(k) Ohio abolished the state board of education and placed the . ·department of education under the superintendent o~ publie 
instruction. · 
(l) Pennsylvania provided for . a number of educational boards and 
commissioners. 
(m) Rhode Island provided for the . election of the state bca rd by 
the legislature. 
(n) South Carolina extended the term of the state superintendent. 
(o) Tennessee reorganized the department of education and made 
the administrative officers appointive. 
(p) Texas anmended the constitution so that the board of education 
may_ be appointed or elected. 
331. Arkansas, Laws of 1931. Act. No. 160. 
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(q) Utah provided for the appointment of the state board 
by the governor. 
lr) Virginia e.mendedd.the constitution, reorganized education, 
and provided for the appointment of the state superintendent. 
(s) Washington reorganized the state board of education.322• 
332. Library of Congress. Legislative Reference Service. 
State Law Index. Vols. I, II, III. 1925-1930. 
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TABLE X 
APPOINTMENT POWER OF GOVERNORS, STATE BOABDS OF EDUCATION, 



















PERIOD I, 1878-1888 
and 
PERIOD II, 1922-1932 
1878-1888 
Part time co. sup ts. 
(a) St.Bd.Exam. 2 of 3 
( b) Co• Bd .E:x:_am. 
1922-1932 
St • . Bd. Ed. 10 of 12 
members 
(a) Course of Study com. 7 
(b) Textbook commission 7 
(c) Advisory Bd.Negro.Ed.7 
(a) Nominates clerical and 
professional assist-
ants 9 divisions 
St. Bd. · Ed. 3 of 5 
Executive officers, deput-
ies, clerks, and employ-
ees of Board 
State Connnissioner of 
Education 





























St. Bd. Ed. 10 
(a) Head or each division 
(bl Executive sec'y 
(a) l dep'y, 1 sec'y, l 
head ofstatistics 
(b) other necessary experts 
and assistants · 
st. Bd. of Agri. 8 of 10 
St. Bel. ~f Exam. 8 of 9 
St. Bd. Ed. 9 of 11 
. (a) _Sec'y, assistants, a-
gents,employees as nec-
essary 
(b) Bd. for Voe. Ed. 
(a} St. Bd. :Ed. 6 
(b) Com. of Ed. 


























st. Bd. Control, higher 
education 5 
(a) st.Supt.Pub.Ins. 
(b) Supv. elem. sch. 
{c) Supv. phys.tr. and 
health educa. 
(a) 2 rural inspectors 
(b) l grading committee 
St. Bd. Ed. 4 of 5 
(a) 3 Supv. Elem. Sch. 
(b) 1 Supv. high sch. 
St. Bd. Ed. 5 of 6 
(a) Commissioner of Educa. 
(b) Specialists·;assistants, 
as needed 





























st. Bd. Eel. 6 of 13 
(a) Assistants necessary to 
administer federal aid 
(a) Clerks for office 
(b) Elem.Sch. inspector 
( c) High Sch. inspector 
(a) st. Bd. :ma.. g 
(b) Educa.Exam. Bd. 3 of 5 
Secretary 
(a) Deputy 
( b) Chief clerk 
(c) 3 sch. inspectors 
(a) st.Ba.Ed. a of 9 
(b) Bel. Regents in chg. 
higher education 9 
(a) 4 assistants, ~lem. and 
High Sch. inspectors 
(b) Chief assistant 
(a) Educational Commission 
3 of ll 
(b) Textbook Commission 
10 o:r 11 
(A) Assistant 
(b) Directors, Statistics, 
Inspection,Cert.Exam~ Rural 
Negro J!:d., H~s., Voe. Ed. 



























St. Bd. Fd. 6 of 8 
Parish Supts. 
st. Supt. 
St. Ed • .l!;d. 4 of 6 
St. Bd. Ed. 8 of 12 
Secretary 
1922-1932 
(a) st. Bd. Ed. 3 of 11 
(b) Gov.Eda.for La.st. Univ. 
and Mech. College 
(a) Gov. Bds. for all other 
higher educa. institu-
tions 
(b) St. ~xam. Commission 
State Connnissioner of 
Education 
(a) st. Bd. J!:d. 
(b) Co. Bds. l!:d. 
State Superintendent 
7 
(a) st. Ba.. Ed. 6 or 7 
(b) Commissioner of ~duca. 
(c) Directors,Pub.Lib. ,Im-
migration, Blind. 
(a) St. Advisory Council 
































Deputy and such assistants 
as necessary 
St. Bd. Ed. 5 
(a) State Commissioner or ~d. 
(b) Deputy Commissioner 
{c) 5 Dept.Heads, 11 assist-
ants 
Subordinate officials 
(a} St. Bd. ~xams. 3 
(b) Assistant,Ohiet Ulerk 
Supervisors 
Regents for Teachers Col. 
7 each 
















State superintendent st. Bd. Ed. 8 of, 11 
(a) St. Bd. Exam. 
Bd. of Control for Bd. Voo. Ed. l of \?,d.. 















5 Deputy superintendents 
5 of 8 
· (a) State Commissioner ot Ed. 
{b) Supervisors, inspectors, 
·accountants, clerks .· . 






























Deputy and clerks 
1922-1932 
(a) St. Ed. Fd.. 10 
(b) State Commissioner or 
Education 
(a) 5 assistant conmissioners 
(b) County superintendents 
(a) St. Bd. Ed. 5 o:r 7 
(b) Educational Budget 
Auditor 
l assistant 
(a) State Commissioner of Ed. 
(b) ·Deputy Commissioner 
(a) Assistant Connnissioners 
as he ·deema·necessary 
(b) .AJ.1 other employees 
(c) Medical inspector 
(a) agent for swamp landsSupervisors. assistants as 
(b) engineer surveyor for. maybe necessary. 



























St. Bd. Ed. 3 of 5 
Agent for school lands (a) Supervisors, teachers for 
vocational education 
State examining board 
Territorial superin-
tendent 
(b) High school inspector 
Deputy inspector, clerks 
(a) st. Bd. Voe. Ed. 4 
(b) State Superintendent 
(c) Directora,Agri.,Commerce, 
and Industrial Relations 
Directors, assistants, super-
visors for vocational educa-
tion 
(a) Exam. Bd. 5 
(b) All clerks . necessary 
(a) St. Bd. Ed. 6 of 7 
(b) St. Textbook Com. 
(c) St. Bd. Voe. Ed. 
(a) 3 high school supv. 
(b) stenographer 
St. Bd. Voe. Ed. 





























(a) Council _of Ed. 9 
(b) State Superintendent 
As many assistants as -
necessary 
As member ,. of executive board 
approves di visions in 
adnlinistrative departments 
State Commissioner of Ea.uca-
._ tion 
Assistant Commissioners and 
Necessary clerks 
St. Bd. Ed. 7 of 9 
st. Exam. Bd. 
2 members co. bds. 
·st. Bd. Ed. _ 4 
(a) Certain members Co. Bds. 
Ed. -
(b) Assistants to Admin. of . 
























St. Com •. · 
1878;,.1888 1922-1932" 
(a) st. Bd.Ed. 9 of 11 
(b) St. Textbook Com. 5 
(c) State Connnissioner of 
Education 
Directors, Agri., Trade & 
Indus. and Home Ee. 
Directors, High School Supv., 
Elem.Sch.Supv., Library. 
Registration 
St. Bd. Ed. 9 
State 
Textbook Com. 5 
st. Bd. m. 3 of 5 
Expert assistants 
Deputy 
St. Ed.Ed. 3 
(a) State Commissioner of~. 
(b) Deputy Commissioners 































(a) St. Bd. Ed. 7 
(b) State superintendent 
(a) Supv. for Voe. Ed. 
(b) Exam. inspectors, clerks 
(c) Division superintendents 
(a) St. Bd. Ed. 3 of 6 
(b) Regents for Univ. 7 
(c) Regents State Col. 5 
{d) Trustees for Normals 
Assistant and office force 
{b) Expert assistants for 
vocational education 
St. Bd. Ed. 6 of 7 
(a} Assistants 
(b) Supv. colored schools 
st. Bd.. Voe. Ed. g 
(b) Regents ·1 each Cong. 
Dist. and 4 at large 
(c) Regents for Normal Sch.10 
(a) Deputies, Assistants, 
F,xparts, Clarks 









(a) State Commissioner of 
Education 
(b) Agents, Inspectors, as 
needed 
(a) State Board of Education 
6 or 7 
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SUMMARY 
Of the 24 state consti tutiona adopted from 1780 · to: 1880 
and still. in force in .the states, Pennsylvania, ~one provided for 
the appointment o~ the chief educational officer of the state. The 
governor, with consent of two-thirds of the sena ta, appoints the 
state superintendent. Colorado provided for the appointment or lmd 
commissioners whose function was disposal of ~chool lands according 
to law. Of the 24 constitutions adopted since 1880, ten states make 
direct provisions for appointments of state bomrds of education, and 
Ohio, through an amendment of 1912, directs her. goyernor to appoint 
the state superintendent without restrictions. 
The selected statutes and laws for one pe·riod of data range· 
from 1873 to 18_91, with thQl. e from 37 states in the ten year , period 
from 1878 to 1888. 
Eleven of the. 48 states were still under territorial govern-• 
ment and the appointive power in those were of a territorial nature. 
Seven states have no appointive power reco~ed for the educational 
field at this early period. :'hese are California, Florida, Illinois, 
Nevada, Oregon, South Carolina, and Texas. 
Eight states record a meager power . or appointment as . con• 
neoted with drainin~ swamp school lands, examining .boards, a .clerk, 
or an assistant. These are Alabama, Kansas; Michigan, Mississippi, 
Missouri, North Carolina, Ohio, and Wisconsin. 
Five states indicate stronger appointive power. New Jersey's 
state board·appointed county superintendents, New York's senate 
and assembly elected the state .superintendent, and 19 members of 
the regents, with but two ex-officio members; Rhode Island's 
general assembly appointed . the state board, who elected a state 
connnissioner; Vermont's general assembly eleoted the state super-
intendent; and Massachusett's governor appointed a board, whose 
secretary was the chief officer of education. 
The governors of seven states were empowered to appoint, 
by and with consent of the senate or assembly, the chief education-
al officer. In two states the ·power .was limited; Georgia repealed 
the law in 1894, and Delaware specified that the .state superintendent 
\ 
was to raoeive "no emolumenttt.. The other five -·states were Maine, 
Minnesota, New Hampshire, Pennsylvania, and Tennessee. 
The data for the recent period used for cpmpariaon ranges 
from 1921 to 1933; with 41 states in the ·period from 1927 to 1932. 
""State laws of this period direot the chief officer in 
I 
education in eighteen states to be appointed, eight by the governor, 
wix by boards who are appointed by the governor, and four by state 
boards of education, elected or ex-officio • . The eight states in 
which the chiet o:tticer is appointed by the governor are Delaware, 
Maine, Massachusetts, New Jersey, Tennessee, Ohio, Pennsylvania and 
Virginia. Tiie six states in which the state boards, who are ap-
pointed by the governor, appoint the .chief official, are Arizona, 
Idaho, Maryland, New Hampshire, Vermont, and Minnesota. -1'he four 
states in which the chief official is appointed by a state boatd, 
which he.a been elected or is ex-officio, are Arkansas, .l!'1a:-- ida, New 
-so-
York, and Rhode Island. 
In addition to these, Alabama, California, and Kentucky 
have Divisions in the Educational Department headed by appointed 
specialists. , They are no~nated by the chief officer fi,r election 
by the state board; Michigan and. Wisconsin direct their chief 
officers to appoint as they deem necessary; Georgia and West Vir-
ginia provide for appointed supervisors and assistants; Nevada and 
Virginia have appoi~ted division superintendents; Wyoming, in 
addition to an elected state superin tement has a Commissioner of 
Education who is appointed; Kentucky, North Carolina, and West 
Virginia have directors of negro education; South Dakota, Illinois, 
Indiana, Iowa, ~nsas , Montana, Nebraska, and Oklahoma provide :f"o r 
appointed inspectors, supervisors, assistants, and deputies; New 
Mexico provides for an educational budget auditor. _ Thirty~eight 
states have some type of appointed educational spec~alists or ex-. 
perts in the personnel ot the office of the chief executive of 
.education. 
In thirty-nine states the governor has sone appointive 
power in naming the state board of education, varying from a single 
member to naming the . en tire board. In the other states the board 
is ex-officio or elected by the ·le:gislature. Wyoming is .the only 
state which directs the state supe~intendent to appoint the state 
board of education. 
In twenty-five states the state boards of education exer-
cise appointive power; nmning officers of education varying in im-
portance from office clerks to the Connnissioner or. Education or the 
•Bl-
state. In thirty-tour states the chief' officer has appointive power 
varying in importance as much as that or the state board. Where the 
chief' officer is himself an appointee, he is usually :permitted more 
power of appointment or specialists among his subordinates then when 
that officer is elective. In New Jersey, all subordinates, including 
the county superintendents, are appointed by the Commissioner of' 
Education. 
In evecy state a teacher must be licensed. The power to 
certificate, which is an indirect appointive power _, limiting the 
list of eligible persons for teaching positions, is provided by 
statute and the authority given to state superintendents, state boards, 
examining boards, and in a few instances to county·· superintendents. 
In the case of vocational teachers~ federal authorities must approve 
the licenses. The power to revoke certificates for cause ia usually 
placed by statute in the authority which grants certificates. 
Removal power is specified by statute ~and varies from that 
of the Commissioner 01' Education in New York, who may reDJ)ve any 
subordinate who disobeys one or the rules ot the Commissioner, to 
that of elective of ricers who :must be removed by due process or law. 
In view or the facts and oondi tions stated, it seems evid-
ent that appointive power in federal and state educational control 
has definitely and more or less continuously increased. 
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CHAPTER IV 
ORDINANCE POWER OF EDUCATIONAL OFFICIALS 
The lowliest, yet by no .means. the least :effective part 
of legislation consists .of "rules and regulations~ that have the 
1. 
force of law. .. 'l'he immense burden . of ,legislation has caused this 
phrase to be .written into the .law in connection :with the powers and 
duties of administrative officials and it fonns the authority for 
powers of control exercised through ordinances. Tb.is ordinance power 
has attained much significance in administrative law discussions 
and is ,defined as statutory power.given to administrative officials 
for the purpose of carrying out the details. of a statute, or putting 
into effect admittedly conditional statutes. Interpretative regu-
lations express the meaning of a statute, they are not themselves law. 
More significant than the saving of time of legislative bodies are 
the advantages given to administrative procedure, and the opportunity 
' 2. 
for the utilization of the judgments of specialists. • 
James Hart wro ta in 1925 of the Ordinance Making powers of 
the President of the United States that except in special cases the 
President may. delegate his. ordinance making power to heads of depart-
3. 
ments, whose acts in such cases are in law as his own. Congress, 
l. Comer, John Preston. Legislative Functions of National Adminis-
trative Authorities. 1927. P• 23-29. 
2. Ibid, 
3. The Ordinance Making Powers of the President of the United States. 
P. 188. 
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however, passed a law that the head of each department is authorized 
to prescribe regulations, not inconsistent with law, for the govern-
4. 
ment of his own department but this refers more directly to the 
conduct of clerks, disposition .of business. and preservation of rec-
ords. The regulations which have the ordinance-making power are of 
a ditferent kind. They are binding \on all citizens who my be af-
5. 
tected by them, and have, in fact, the character of laws. 
' . 
Discretionary authority in educational netters was granted 
5. 
to the Commissioner of Agriculture by Congress ill: 1887. The expres-
sions ttas far as practicable," "as to him shall seem most important," 
and "as will best promote the purpose of this act,"· contain a certain 
amount of discretion and likewise, power. This was increased in an 
7. 
Act of 1914 whe~e the Secretary of Agriculture must apprare plans f'cr 
state extension projects. Similar powers, closely akin to ordinance-
making power, are granted to ·the Federal Board for Vocational Education 
s. 
under the Department ot the Interior, through the Act or 1917. 
The Board's approval of staniards which each state is compelled to set 
up in regard to specific matters is required in this act. In 1920 the 
Board's powers were extended to .include making of the rules and regu-
lations ffthat nay be necessary or appropriate to carry into effect the 
provisions of this act" and to approve plans "if believed to be 
4. · Rev.Stat., sec. 161. 
5. Lowell• · A. Lawrence. 
Europe. 1897. Vol. 
6. U. s. 24 Stat. 441. 
7. U. s. 38 Stat. 3?3. 
8. u. s. 39 Stat. 932. 
The Governments and Parties in Continental 




These are the legal bases for sane of the federal regu-
lations that appear· in the fields of vocational education, co-
operative extension service, experiment stations, and agricultural 
colleges. The War Department has authority to make regulations 
concerning the Reserve Officer's Training Corps in state education-
10. 
al institutions. · The Radio Connnission was given authority in the 
Radio Act of 1927 which has led to a wide control of educational 
broadcasting at schools and colleges. Inability to confine the 
voice of the radio within the borders of a state is one of the mtural 
changes which calls for federal administration of an educational medi-
um. The Act of 1927 uses tbe term, "serving zones," but a method of 
using the radio for state educational functions has not been as yet 
satisfactorily effected. Even the long established fact that edu-
cation is a function of the state does not deter the proper adminis-
tration official from granting educational "hourstt to national agencies. 
Ordinance power in such instances often leads to special legislation. 
Very closely related to ordinance-making powers of adminis-
trators is the power of adjudication, settling of controversies aris-
ing in the f'ield of education among subordinate officials, or among 
local school boards, teachers, or patrons. Review of deoisions ma.de 
by county superintendents, and the right to settle cases of appeal, 
as authorized by the proper law-making tribunals will therefore be 
discussed in this study in connection with ordinance-ma.king power0 
9. -u. ;S.l 4J. 'sta.t. 736. 
10. Rev. stat. 1226. 1o u.s.c.A. sec. 385. 
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. The right ot appeal to the United States Supreme Court 
on questions or education, in the states,---this Court being the 
ulti:imte ccurt of appeal--, makes its decisions of .the uttnost im-
portance. · For appeals that · illustra.t.e how this high court has 
changed its policy or non-interference. with sta:te educational c.on-
troversies .to one ot ·review when state laws unreasonably interfere 
with the liberty of parents and guardians to direct the upbringing 
. . 
and, education ot children under that r control, the cases or Meyer 
11. 12. 
v. Nebraska, Zuoht v. King, and the Orego;n Case nay be mention-
13. 
ed. The Nebraska Case and similar ones in Iowa and Ohio resu.l ted 
in judgments that declared laws in those three states to be un-
constitutional. They were state attempts to restrict the teaching 
of a foreign le.mgua.ge., The case of Zucht .v. King resulted in a 
judgment that ·upheld an ordinance which required children to present 
a certificate or vaccination before they attended a public school. 
The Oregon case resulted in a decia on that a state cannot compel 
children to attend only public schools • 
. In controversies between a state and local aithority, the 
14. 
case or Barbier v. Connolly and that of Kies v • . Lowry are illuatra~ 
tions ot how the Supreme Cou.rt upheld the rights of states to pre-
15. 
scribe regulations for educational purposes. 
There is but one state which wrote into the colisti tution 
an expression of o:rdinanoe power for ,state educational authorities 
11. 262 u. s. 390. 
12. 260 u. s. 174-177. 
13. 268 u. s. 510. 
14. 113 u. s. 27-32. 
15. 199 u. s. 233-240. 
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and that is carefully gua;rded by reserving to the legislature the 
right to revise, or amend, or repeal. Virginia's constitution places 
in the state board of education the power to make ruJes and regu-
16. 
la.tions with the force and effect of law. 
The ordinance powers as expressed in state laws of the 
early period r·rom 18?3 to 1891 are as follows: 
17. 
Alabama, 1886. {No ordinance or judicial power was recorded.)° 
Arizona, 1887. The state board adopted rules and regulations for 
the government of the public sohools, adopted uniform 
textbooks,._ and prescribed a course of study for the 
schools.1~. The board of examiners adopted rules and 
regulations for examinations of teachers.19. 
Arkansas, 1884-~ The state superintendent furnished suitable questions 
for e:x:s.minations of teachers. 20• · · . 
Califomia, 1885. The state board of eduoation had power to adopt 
rules 8llJd regulations for governing the public schools, 
recommend rules for examinations, a course of study, and 
a list of books far district librariBs. 21• 
Colorado, 1883. The state board had power to adopt rules and regu-
lations for the goveming of the public schools.22• 
Connecticut• 188
3
7. · The state board shall direct what books shall be 
used.2 • 
Delaware, 1874. (No ordinance or judicial power was recorded.) 24• 
Florida, 1881. The state board prescribed the manner of ma.king ap. 
peals and c cnducting arbitration. 25• · 
Georgia, 1882• (No ordinance or judicial power was recorded. 26• 
16. Virginia. Consti tutfon, 1902. Articl~ n:. · Seo. 132. 
17. Alabama. Code1 1886. 
lB. Arizona. Revised Statutes, 1887. Sec. 1475• 
19. Ibid., Sec. 1481. 
20. lr'imnsas. · Digest of Statu tea, 1884. Sec. 6149 • 
21. California. · Codes and Statutes 1 1885. Sec. 1521. 
22. Colorado., General Statutes, 1883. Sec. 2997. 
23. Connecticut. General Statutes. 1887. Sec. 2096. 
24. Delaware. Revised Cod.e 1 1874. 
25. Florida. Digest of Laws, 1881• Ch. 180. Sec• 3. 
26. Georgia. Code, 1882~ · 
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Idaho, 1887. The territorial superintendent decided disputed 
points in school law.27. . 
Illinois, 1874. ·The state superintendent had power to make rules 
and regulations for carrying into effect the laws 
establishing and minta.ining tree, schools in the state 
and was legal advisor to school oi'ficers. 28• 
Indiana, 1881. (No ordinance or judicial power was recorded.) 29 • 
Iowa, 1880. The superintendent of public ins~ru.ction rendered 
written opinions on school law am decided cases appealed 
from. the·decisii.on of the county superintendent.30• 
Kansas, 1881., (No ordinance or judicial powers reoorded.)31• 
Kentucky, 1887. The state board prepared rules and regulations for 
the government or the camnon schools. 32• 
Louisiana, 1888~ The state superintendent settled, disputes between 
school directors lnt his decision was not f'inal. 33• · 
Maine, 1884. (No ordinance or judicial power was recorded.) 34• 
:Maryland, 1878. The state board had power to enact by-laws f'or the 
administration ot the school. system, to explain the intent 
of the law, and to decide controversies arising over 
school law.35• , 
Massachusetts, 1882. (No ordinance or judicial powers reoorded.) 36• 
Michigan, 1882. The state board was em.powered to make by-laws a:nd 
regulat ions37 • and to prepare questions suitable tor ex~n-
ati on for certi:t'icates.3B. The state superintendent was 
empowered to make regulations for conducting proceedings 
under school laws ·. 39 •. •  . ' 
Minnesota, 1878. (No ordinance or judicial power recorded.)40• 
27. Idaho. Revised Statutes, 1887. Sac. 651. 
28. Illinois.. Revised Statutes, 1874. Ch. 122. Sec. 8. 
29. Indiana. Statutes, 1881. 
30. Iowa. Code. 1880. Seo. 1579. 
31. Kansas. General Statutest · 1881. 
52. Kentucky. General Statutes, 1887. Ch. 96, Sec. 5. 
33. Louisiana. Laws, 1888. Act. Bl. Sec. 2. 
34. Maine. Revised Statutes, 1884. 
35. Maryland. ,Revised Code, 1878. Art. 27, Sec. 11. 
36. Massachusetts.· Public statutes, 1882. 
37. Michigan~ Annotated statutes, 1882. · Sec. 4964. 
38. Ibid., Sec. 4970. 
39. Ibid., Seo. 5028. 
40. Minnesota.. statutes, 1878. 
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Mississippi, 1880. The state board had power to decide appeals 
from county superintendents and f'ran state superin-
tendents. If all conditions were fulfilled,. the de .. 
oision of the state board was finai.41. 
Missouri, 1889. (No ordinance or judicial power is recorded. )42• 
Montana, 1888. The superintendent had power to adopt a course 
of study am to make rules and regulations for all public 
schools. 43• 
Nebraska, 1881. The state su.perintendent organized normal in• 
stitutes ·when he "d~emed it practicable.tt44• He decided 
disputed points in school law and his decisions were 
final until reversed by courts.45• 
Nevada, 1885. ,The state boa.rd of education adopted rules for county 
examinations and prescribed a course. ot study in public 
schools. 46• 
New Hampshire, 1878. (No ordinance or judicial power was recorded.)47• 
New Jersey, ,1877. The state board of education formed by-laws for 
the government of the board, prescribed and caused to be 
enfar.-ced, rules and regulations necessa:ey far carrying 
into effect school laws of the state.48• They prescribed 
rules am regulations for teachers institutes. They de• 
cided appeals and had power to revoke licenses.49• 
New Mexico, 1880. (No ordinance or judicial power was reoorded.)50• 
New York, 1881. The regE11IJ.ts bad power to make such by-laws and or-
dinances as they judged expedient for the accomplislmel:tt 
of the trust reposed in them, were. in control oi higher 
learning.51• · 
41. Mississippi. Revised Code, 1880. sec. 691. 
42. Missouri. Revised Statutes 1 1889. 
43. Montana. Compiled Laws, 1888. 
44. Nebraska. Compiled Statutes, 1881, Oh. 79. Subdivision VIII. 
Sec. 2. , 
45. !J&!• • Seo. 4. 
46. Nevada. General Statutes. 1885. Sec. 1286. 
47. New Hampshire. Genem:L Laws. 18?8. 
48. New Jersey. Revision of 1,aws. 1877. 
49. !J&!•, Seo. 51 131 10a. 
50. New Mexico. General. Laws, 1880. 
51. New York. Statutes, 1881. Ch. x.v. Sec. 16. 
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North Carolina, 1883. The state board or education made by-laws 
for the government and exercise of its powers.52• 
They had full power to legislate and make all needful 
rules and regulations for the govem.men t of public 
schools.53• 
North Dakota, 1895. The superintendent of public instruction p."'e ... 54 · scribed rules for examination and for holding institutes. • 
He prescribed a ecurse of study,55. . 
Ohio, 1880. {No ordinance or judicial power was recorded.) 56• 
Oklahoma, 1890. (No ordinance or, judioial power was rec<rded. )57• 
Oregon, 1887. ~e ~ta te board of education authorized text · books, 
prescribed rules and regulations fo~ the government ot 
public schools, am set as a board of exaxniners.58• The 
state superintendent called meetings when he deemed it 
advisable, and decided questions of dispute.59• , 
Pennsylvania, 1883. (No ordinance or judicial. power was recorded.) 60• 
Bhode Island, 1882. (No ordinance or judicial power was recorded,) 61• 
South Carolina, 1873. 'lhe .state board ot education was empowered to 
· take such action as would advance the cause of common 
schools in the state.62• 
South Dakota, 1897. The state superintendent had power to prescribe 
rules and regulations for county normal institutes. 630 
Tennessee, 1884. (No ordinance or judicial power was recorded.) 64• 
Texas, 1879. (No ordinance or judicial power was recorded.) 65• 
52. North Carolina.. Code, 1883. Sec. 2503. 
53• Ibid., Sec• 2506. 
54. North Dakota. Revised Codes, 1895. Seo. 628. 
55. Ibid., Seo. 627. 
56. Ohio. Revised Statutes, 1880. 
57. Oklahoma, statutes, 1890. 
58. Oregon. Annotated Laws, 1887. Seo. 2582. 
59. Ibid., Sec. 2572. 
60. Peiiii'sylvania. Digest, 1883. 
61. Rhode Island, Statutes, 1882. 
62. South Carolina. Revised Statutes, 1873. Title X Oh. xxxvr. 
Seo. 2. 
63. South Dakota. Annotated Statutes, 1897. Sec. MlO. 
64. Tennessee. Code1 1884. 
65. Texas. Revised Statutes, 1879. 
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Utah, 1888. (No ordinance or judicial power was recorded.) 60• 
Vermont, 1880. (No ordinance or :oudicialpower was record~d,) 67• 
Virginia, 1873. The state superintendent had. power to determine 
the true in tent am meaning .of school laws, make 
regulations as to hearing of disputes, and his decision 
was final unless reversed by the eourts.68• The state 
board or education ma.de by-laws and regulations for 
carrying school laws into effect.69• 
Washington, 1881. _The territorial board adopted uniform text books 
and prescribed rules for examinationa.70• 
West Virginia, 1891. (No ordinance or judicial power recorded.) 71• 
Wisconsin, 1878. The state superintendent prescribed rules and 
regulations for management of school district libraries, 
examined and determined appeals~ and prescribed rules 
of practice in respect thereto. 2• · 
Wyoming, 1878. The territorial superintendent made mles and regu-
lations to carry school la.ws into ef'fect.73o 
66. Utah. Compiled Laws, 1888. 
67. Vermont. Revised Laws, 1880, 
68. Virginia. Constitution. Art. v.rn. Ch. 78. 
59. Ibid., Che 78. Sec. 7 {l}. 
70. Washington. Code. 1881. Sed. 3165. 
71. West Virginia. Code 1891. 
72. Wisconsin. Revised Statutes, 1878. Seo. 166. 
73~ Wyoming. Revised Statutes, 1887. Seo. 3906. 
The ordinance and judicial powers as recorded in the 
statutes of the recent p~riod, from 1914 to 1933 are as follows: 
Alabama, 1927. The School Code of 1927 contains statutes author-
izing the s.tate board of education to promulgate rules 
am regulations for • proper construction _of -school 
buildings, physical. examination of . children; 74•for the 
grading sd standardizing of public schools,75•to govern 
the right method and disposition upon review of actions 
and orders by county or ei ty boal'ds of education, or 
county superintendents affecting edu~tional interest, 70• 
prescribe minimum contents · or courses of study for all . 
elementary and high schools · of the state77•., and such 
rules and regulations as will give full force and effect 
to all of i 1;s p:rovis ions. 78• 
Arizona, 1928. The state boa.rd ot education is authorized to make 
rules and regulations for its government and for the 
govemment of its executive officers, prescribe their 
duties and direct their work, determine the policy amd 
work to be undertaken by the board and delegate to its 
executives the execution of all policies decided upon. 79 • 
The state board is directed to prescribe and enforce a 
course of study in the common sehools,80• prescribe rules 
and regulations tor the supervision and control of 
certification ot teachers.81• 
Arkansas, 1931. The state board ot education shall have general 
supervision of ·the public schools or the state: propose 
plans am specifications for the canstniction .and equip. 
ment of school buildings, prepare rules am regulations 
tor sanitary inspection of all buildings and for the 
examination of all pupils to detect contagious and in-
fectious diseases; qualify and standardize public schools 
and prescribe requirements for accrediting and grading 
the common schools; take such other action as it may deem 
necessary to promote . the physical welfare of the school 
children am -promote the orgJ1nization and increase the 
efficiency of the schools of the state.82• The board 
74. Alabama, School Code, 1927, Article IV, Section 36• 
75. Ibid., Sec. 38. 
76. Ibid., Sec. 60. 
77. Ibid.,. Sec. 38. 
78. "ibid., Seo. 57. 
79. Arizona. Revised Code, 1928. Sec. 989. Subsec. 2. 
so~ Ibid., Subsec. 5. 
81. Ib1d., Subsec. 7. 
82. Arkan.aas,Laws, 1931. Aot. 169, Sec. 14• 
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shall prescribe rules and regulations for certifying 
qualii'ied teachers, s3• and prescribe a uniform system 
of' reaords.84• 
California, 1929. The state board of education shall.have power 
and., 1 t shall be 1 ts duty, to adopt rules arid regulations 
for its own government, for the govemment of its ap-
pointees am anployees, tor tlE gover.nmelit of the day 
and evening elemental'Y schools, the day and evening 
secondary schools, the technical and vocational schools 
of the state, for the government of the several teachers 
colleges of the state, anid for the government of such 
other schools, as may receive in whole or in part fi•• 
nancial support from. the states;85• To issue su})poenas 
to compel. the attendance of witnesses before tm board 
or any member thereof, and whenever the 'testimony of any 
witness of any matter pending before it is material, the 
president must cause the attendance of the witnesses 
before the board, or a. member, thereof', to testify con-
cerning such ma.tters.86• · The state board shall at the 
request of the governing autho~ities of any state in• 
stitution, establish courses of' study for the inmates of 
such 1nsti~tion;87. establish standards for school 
buildings;8 • provide examinations for creden:tials;89. · 
establish more divisions in the department of education 
as in the judgnm.t of the board are necessary for the 
pr-oper transaction of the business of the department.90_. 
Colorado, 1921. The state board of agriculture, acting as the 
state board for vooational. education shall mke such 
rules and regulations .as may be necessary for the ad• 
ministration or act, provicli.ng Federal Aid for Vocation-
al Education.~1• The state superintendent ,shall 'decide 
all points touching the construction of the school laws 
and his deois:iion shall be final until set aside by a 
court of competent jurisdiction or by subsequent legis• 
lation.92• 
83. Arkansas. op.cit. Sec. 15• 
84. Ibid., Sec. is. 
85. California. Codes am General Laws, supplement, 1929, Seq. 2~ 
1382, Sec. 2, 1383. 
86. ~., Seo. 2, 1385.-
87• Ibid., Sec. 2, 1400. 
es. Ibid., Sec. 5, 120, sec. 5, 127, Seo. 5, 240. 
89. Ibid., Seo. 2, 1462• 
90. IbI'ci., Seo. 2, -1440. 
91. Colorado. Compiled Laws, 1921. Sec. 8515, 3• 
92. Ibid., Seo. 8268. -
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Connecticut, ·1930. The state board .of education shall have generai 
aupervisiion and ccntrol of the educational interests of 
the state; , direct what books shall be used in . the schools; 
shall seek to improve the methods and improve tbe ef .... 
ficiency of the teaching therein by holding state meetings 
of teachers 'am officers and by suoh other means as they 
shall deem a:ppropriate;9~• and make rules and regulations 
for granting certificates.94 • . 
Delaware, 1915. The .state board of education shal;t. make its o'WD. by .. 
laws and all regulations deemed necessary to' carry on the 
proper work and affairs of the board.95• This board is 
vested with sole and exclusive jurisdiction to hear and de-
termine finally all appeals -tram the several county school 
commissioners am · all appeals of teachers·, ·applicm. ts for 
certificates, camty superintendmm.ts a:cd members of school 
connnitteea and bcerds of education•96. 
Florida, 1927. The state ,board ·of education 1s .dir-eoted and en.powered 
to entertain and decide ·upon all questions md appeals re-
ferred to it by the state superintendent of public instruc ... 
tionon any matter of difference or dispute arising :under . 
the operation of : law, and to p;rescribe · the manner of making 
appeals and conducting arbitrations.,97• The governor , of 
Florida, may of his own ruling reduce millage for textbooks 
if he finds the amount of 3/4 mill will be too much ,to buy 
textbooks• 90. • · .. 
. , 
Georgia, -1914. , The state board ot education shall provide rules and 
regulations tor supervis:. on or al.l schools in the sta-te. 
They shall provide the course of study for all c amnon and 
high schools ·ot the state receiving state aid.99. The 
board shall be the final court of appeals to hear and decide 
all mtters which have been appealed t'rom the state super.-
intendent of schools.100, -The county board of education 
shall constitute a tribunai for hearing and determining any 
matters of local controversy 1n reference to the construction 
or administration or tm school law, with power to mmmon 
witnesses and take .. testimony if necessary; and when 1hey have 
. made a ·decision, said decision shal..l be binding upon the 
parties, Either of the parties shall have . the right to ape. 
peal. to the state school oommissioners.lOl. 
g3. Connecticut • . . General statutes, 1930. Sec. 829. 
94. ~-, Sec. 884. 
95• Delaware. , Revised Code, 1915. Sec, 2275. 
96. Ibid., Seo. 2275. •. · 
97. iior1c1a • . Compiled General Laws, 1927 •.. Sec. ,755. 
98. Ibid., Sec. 889. , . . 
99. Georgia. Park's Annotated Code, 1914• Seo. 1565. 
100. ~•, l565C. . 
101. ~-, 1485. 
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Idaho, 1919. The , state board of' education shall constitute a final 
court of appeals in all educational ·cao.troversies; shall 
perform legisiative functions not inconsistent with law 
and shall delegate to its executive of':ficers the execution 
oi' all policies decided upon,l02-• . 
Illinois, 1929 • The duty of the • state superintendent , shall be to 
make such rules . and regulations as may be necessary to 
carry into ef'i'ioient am uniform effect the provisions of 
this act, and of all laws for establishing and maintaining 
free schools in the state. 103• He shall be the legal ad-
visor of school officers; and when requested, to give his 
opinion in writing upon any question arising under school 
laws of the state;l04• to hear and deter.mine all contro-
versies arising under the school laws of ,- the state, coming 
to him by appeal f'roma county superintendent of schools.ro5. 
Indiana. The state boa.rd of education may lll9.ke and adopt such rules, 
by-laws, and regulations a~ may be necessary for its own 
government, and for the .complete carcying into et't'ect the 
provisions of the .next sect ion of' this act, aim.d shall take . 
cognizance of such questions as may arise 1 n the practical 
administration of the school system not otherwise provided 
tor, and duly consider, discuss, and determine the same.106• 
The state superintendent shall be charged with the adminis-
tration of the system of' public instruction and a general. 










;~~o~!:o~i !!;P~;~!?ov.Fds ;, and scho~l . res~rves set apart. 
1931. The state superintendent smll examine and determine . all 
appeals taken to him, according to law, prescribe rules of 
practice therefore not inconsistent with law, and render 
written opinions upon questions submitted by school officials 
pertaining to their duties.108• The state board shall per-
,'- ! t.orm, a:ll:· o.ther aots necessary and proper for the execution 
of the powers and duties conferred by law upon it and the 
finance committee.109. 
Idaho. Compiled statutes, 1919. Sec. aoo. 
Illinois. Revised Statutes, 1929. Oh, 122, Seo. 3, Subsec. 7. 
Ibid., Subsec. a. 
Ibid., Subaec. 9. 
Indiana. Annotated Statutes, 1926. , Sec. 6446. 
Ibid., 6429 •·  · 
'iowa. Code, 1931. Sec. 3832 (19). 
~., Sec. 3921. (10). 
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K;ansaa, 1923. The state board of education shall have exclusive 
and _ sole authority to define official. standards of ex-
cellence in· all matters relating to the administration, 
course of study, and instruction in rural schools, 
graded schools~· and high schools ', and to a.ccredi t those 
schools in which the specified standards are maintainea.110. 
The·board ·shall prescribe courses of st¥dy .for the public 
schools of the state, an:l they shall revise the several 
courses of study. when in their · judgment such revision· is 
desirable; they shall have authority to· make -rules and 
regulations relating to the observance of the prescribed 
· course of study; and they- shall issue certificates, · under 
auoh regulations, not inconsistent with law, as· the state 
board may detel'mine.111•. Aggrieved persons may appeal t .o 
the state superintendent in proceedings relating to joint 
districts and his decision on said appeal shall be i'inal.112. 
Kentucky, 1930. The state board of education shall prepare ·rules, 
by-laws, and regulations for the govermnent of the common 
schools; prescribe regulations for the management of 
li bra.Dies·; prescribe and publish graded course of study, 
. the order to studies, and time allotted to ·each.113, The 
state board shall name which subjects the course of ,study 
shall embrace as prescribed by law.1.14 • The state Stilper-
intendent shall explain the true intent amd meaning or · all 
school laws and published regulations of the state board 
of education. He has power to examine under ·oath; administer 
the oath, and cause testimony to be reduced to writing.115• 
He shall prepare regulations governing the school equipment;ll6. 
and regulations goveming vocational. education.117. ·The 
superintendent shall prepare regulations for claasigying 
schools, minimum requireimnts for grade of elementary and 
'hi~h achools.118. 
Louisiana, 1921. The state board of eduoa.ti on s ball fix the qualifi-
cations and prescribe the duties of parish superintendent.119. 
The state board shall take entire charge of the examination 
110. Kansas. R!!vised Statutes1 1923. Sec. 72-103. 
lll. Ibid., Sec. 72-102.· . -112. 72-305. Ibid., Sec. 
113. - statutea 1 1930. Sec. 4382. Kentucky. 
114. ~•, Seo. 4385. 
115.- Ibid., Seo. 4388. 
116. ~•• Sec·. 
117. ~•, Seo. 4398a-5 • 
118. .lli_!., Sec. 4385 • . 
119. Louisiana. Consti tution 1 192L; Art. XII. Sec. 26 (page 79). 
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of' .teachers and shall determine the subjects which shall 
be used.120• The state superintendent shall have genera1 
supervision of all sohool boards in the parishes, of .•. all 
eiementary, high am state sahools, and shall see . that 
the school system of the state is carried proper1y into 
ef'fect.121• The state board of education shall prepare. 
rules, by-laws, and regulations terr the government of the 
public schools of: th~ state.122• The state superintendent 
shall, whenever required, give advice, explanation, in~ 
structions, or information to the school -board members and 
superintendents and to citizens· relative ·to public school 
law, and all other ~estions calculated to promote the 
cause of ·education. 23. 
Maine, 19ZO. The commissioner of education shal~ make rules and regu-
lations for carrying out the registration of teachers. He 
may presaribe certificate regulations;l24• prescribe studies 
to be taught;l25. make all necessary rules and regulations.126. 
Maryland, 1924. The state board or education shall prescribe .with 
and on advice of the state superintendent, rules and regu-
lations for . construct ion .ot buildings,127. grading am • 
standardizing schoolsl28, courses of study for the public 
elementary schools, · high schools, and normal. schools. 
Massachusetts, 1932. The commissioner shall -be the executive and ad-
ministrative ,head of the department. He shall have charge 
of the administrationot all laws, rules and regulations 
which ·it is the duty of' the department to administer and 
enforce.129 .• • 
Michie;an, 1928. It shall be the duty of the superintendent of public 
instruction ~o do all things necessary to pranote the wel• 
fare of the public schools and public- educational insti-
tutio~s am provide proper eduoational facilities for the 
youth of the _ state.130•_- The superintendent of public in- _ 
struction may remove from ofi'ice any member of any school 
board, except school districts located wholly or partially 
. . 
120. Louis,iana. Co!!,?iled Laws 1 1920. Act 120. Seo.; 37. 
121. !E.!!• t Sec. 26. 
122. !E.!!• t Sec. 2. 
123. ~--• sec. 25. 124. :Maine. Revised Statutes1 1930. Ch. 19, Sec. 155. 
125. ~., Seo. 149. 
126. !E.!!•,, Sec. 161. . 
127~ Maryland. Annotated Code 2 1924. Art. 77. Sec. 13. 
128~ Ibid., Se~. 14e 
129. Massachusetts. General Laws1 1922. 
130. Michigan. ComEiled La.ws 1 19m. Seo. 7331. 
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within a city, who shall have illegally used the public 
moneys entrusted- to · his charge or who shall persistently 
and without sufficient cause refuse or neglect to dis-
charge any duties or his office. The party so removed 
may within thirty days after said removal institute pre,.. · 
ceedings before a court of competent jurisdiction for -
the setting aside of such order for removal. :from o.tfice.131• 
Minnesota, 1927. The state board of education is authorized ·to ··-
adopt all necessary rules for ·the c-onduct of its . affairs; 
the said board has authority also, to define the duties 
of appointeea.132. · -




and 1 t shall be his duty to supervise in a general way the 
public f'ree schools of the state arid to prescribe such 
rules a.Di regulations for the· efficient organization and 
conducting the same,' ._ as he nny. deem necessary.133• The state 
board of education shall decide all appeals from ·the de-
cision of the: county ,superintendents, or from the decision 
of -the state superintendent; but all matters relating to 
appeals shall be presented in writing; and the decision of 
the board shall be tiruu;l34• 
1931. The state superintendent shall cause copies of the 
law relating to schools, with instructions for carrying 
into execution of· such laws, to be printed in a~ separate 
volume and distributed to each county in the state for the 
use of the school officers therein.135• When such instruc-
tions are practical, they have great weight wfth the oourts 
in determining the true meaning of the law.13 6• 
1921. · The state board of educationsshall have power and 1 t 
shall be its duty to adopt rules and regulations for its 
own government, and rules and regulations, proper and 
necessary, for the ' execution of the powers and du.ties con-
ferred upon it by law.137 • , -· 
1929. The state superintendent shall decide disputed points 
in school law and all - woh decisions shall be held to have 
the :f'crce of law until reversed by the oourts.138• He shall 
presoribe regulations for all proceedings under the general 
school laws of'.·, the state.139• 
131. Michigan. o~.oit. Seo. 7333. 
132. Minnesota; , Statutes, 1927. Sec. 2960. 
133. Mississippi. : Code, 1930. Seo. · 6557. 
134. Ibid.; Seo. 5549. 
135. MissQlri. statutes Annotated, 1931. Seo. 9444;.- .. 
136. Missouri. State ex. rel. v. Job. 205 Mo. I. 
137. Montana. Revised Codes, 1921. Seo. 836. 
138• Nebraska. Compiled Statutes, 1929. Sec. 79•1604. 
139. ill!•, Seo. 79•1605. 
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Nevada, 1929. The powers and duties of the state board shall be as 
follows: to pr-esori be and cause to be enforced the 
courses of study for the public schools; to revoke or., sus-
pend for immoral or unprofessional conduct, or persistent 
defiance of and refusal to obey the laws of the state, or 
the rules and regulations of the state board, or of the 
state superintendent defining and governing the duties of , 
teachers, any state diploma, or any state certificate.140. 
The sµperintendent of public instruction shall have power 
· and it shall be h'is duty to prescribe suitable rules and 
regulations for making all reports and conducting all neces-
sary proceedings under this act.141. 
New Hampshire, 1926. The state board of education nay make all rules 
and regulations necessary for the Ijlanagement of its own 
business and for the conduct of its officers. It shall . be 
the . duty of school boards and employees of school districts 
to ccmply with the rules and regulations of the board.142• 
Any person aggl'i eved by an order or finding of the commis-
sioner of education may appeal. therefrom to . the state board, 
which shall . investigate t~ matter in any way it sees fit 
and. 1 ts order shall be final..143. 
Ne\, Jersey, 1930. The commissioner of education shall, with the ad• 
vice and consent of the state board· of education, designate 
one of such assistants ( there are five) to hear ail con• 
troveraies and disputes which may arise under the school 
laws, or the rules am regulations of the state board of 
education, or the oanmissioner o:C ·education, subject however 
to a right of appeal to the state board.144• The deoisi ons 
of school tribunals, have the cmclusive quel.ity of a ~judg-
ment pronounced in a legally created court of limited 
jurisdiotion.ttl45. 
New MeXioo, 1929. The state boa.rd of education smll determine edu-
oa tional policies of the state, and shall enact and :publish 
by•laws fer tbe administration of the public school system, 
which when enacted and published shall have the foroe of 
law.146. The state board of education shall· explain the . 
true ·intent and meaning of the law, and shall decide without 
expense to the parties c oncem.ed, all controversies and 










Nevada. ,Compiled Laws. 1929. Seo. 5653. 
~-, Sec. 5655. . , 
New Hampshire. Public Laws, 1926. Ch. 116, Seo.~. 
~•, Ch. 116. ,, Sec. 12. 
New Jersey. · Compiled Statutes. Supplement 1930. Sec. 185•210. 
New Jersey. 57 N.J .L. 628;, 31 Atl. 168. , 
New Mexico. Statutes Annotated, 1929. Seo.- 120-101. 
Ibid., Sec. 120•101. 
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New York, 1930. Subject and in conformity ·to the constitution and 
laws of ·the state, tm regents shall· exeroise legislative 
functions can.earning the educational .systElll of the state, 
determine 1 ts educational policies, am except as . to the 
judicial functions of the camnissioner of education; es- , 
tablish rules for carrying into effect the laws and policies 
of tbe state, relating to education; and the functions, 
powers. duties, and trusts conferred or cha~ged upon the 
university and the educational department.148~ The ·com,..;. 
missioner of educa:tion shall /have general supervi st on over 
all schools and institutions which are subject to the pro-
visions · of this act, or any . or the statutes relating to 
education, aliD.d shall advise ·and guide the school officers of 
all . the districts and cities of the state in relation to 
their duties and the general .. mmagement ar the schools under 
their contro1.149• , Whenever it shall :be proved that any 
trus~ee, member or a school board; clerk; collector, treasurer, 
school can.missioner, superintendent or scho·ols, or any other 
school officer has been guilty of any willful violation or 
neglect of duty under this chapter, or willfully disobeying , 
any decision; order, or regulation of th~ regents or of the 
commissioner of education, said ·•oanmissioner nay, by an 
order under his hand and seal remove such school officer :from 
his office. Said commissioner may also withhold from any .... 
district or city its share of the public money of the state 
tor Willfully disobeying any provision of' la.w or any decision; 
order; or regulation as a:foresai.d.150. _ · _,• 
North Carolina, 1919. The state board of education is created a cor• 
poration with the right to sue an:l be sued, ·· to make con-
tracts and by-laws; and is vested with all other powers con-
ferred on -corporations, so far -as such powers are necessary 
or convenient to the attainment of the objects of the board 
or to the performance of its duties.151. The state superin• 
;:tendent is empowered and it shall be his duty: to direct 
the operations of the public s()hools and enforce the laws 
and regulations thereto. The county board of' education and 
all other school officers in the several counties shall ··· 
obey the instructions of the state superintendent and accept 
his construction of the aohool laws~l52e . -
North Dakota, 1913. The state board of education is ~uthorized to es-
tablish such rules as may be· found necessary to secure uni• 






New York. Consolidated Laws, 1930. Ch. 15, Sec. 46. 
~•• Seo. 94. 
Ibid., Seo. 95. 
North Carolina. Consolidated Statutes, 1919. Sec. 5384. 
lbid., Seo. 5392. - ·, 
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The rules and regulations for classifying state, rural, 
graded ·and consolidated sehools as provided by law, sha11 
be made by the state boa.rd ot education.153• The state 
superintendent shall, when reqµested, give written answers 
to all. · questions concerning · the school law. · He shall · de-
. oide all appeals fran the . decision of the oo.unty superin-
tendents. He shs.U. prescribe and cause to be enforced, 
rules of p:ractice and regulations pertaining to the hear-
ing and determination of appeals and necessary for carrying 
into effect 1he school laws of the state.154• · . 
Ohio, 1929. · The superintendent of public instruction shall prescribe 
suitable torma and regulations for the reports and other. 
proceedings required by the school laws, with such · instruc-
tions for organization and government of -schools as he 
deems necessary and transmit them to the local school of .. 
ficers, .who shall be governed thereby in .the performame of 
their dutiea.155• . · · 
Oklahoma, 1931. · The state b<:erd of education shall devise rules and 
regulations for the . apportionment of the special common 
school equalization fund and shall have power and is author-
ized through i1B officers to approve sworn claims in such 
amount as th at tor which a district may qualify under the 
provision of this act in the judgment or the board.156. 
The state board of vocational education ( state board ot , edu-
cation) is hereby authorized, designated, and required to 
co-operate with the federal board for vocational education 
and to do all things necessary to entitle the state to receive 
the benefits thereot.157. · The state board of' education has 
all authority in the matter of examination of all teachers ,. 
and the county and city examining boards are hereby abolish• 
ed.158. The textbook commission (state board) is authorized 
to select the texts for grades one to twelve ( inolud mg 
maps, charts).159• 
Oregon, 1930. The state board shall have power to prescribe a ·series 
of rules and regulations for the general government of the 
~ublio schools and for the maintenance of discipline· therein.160. 
The state superintendent of public instruction shall decide 
without cost to the parties all q11estions or doubt that may 
153. North Dakota. Compiled Laws, 1913. -Seo. 1427. 
154• .!.lli•, Seo. 1110. · 
155. Ohio. Annotated Code, 1929• Sec. 357. 
156. Oklahoma. Statutes, 1931. Sec. 7105. .. 
157. Ibid.~ Seo. 7192. 
158. Ibid., Sec. 7007. 
159. Ibid., Seo• 6695• 
160. Oregon. Code Annota ted1 1930. Ch. 35. See. 003• 
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be submitted to him, , and all disputes that may be ·appealed 
to him from · the county superintendents, concerning : the 
proper .administration of the. sohool laws and of the rules 
ana regulations of the state board of education, and con-
cerning the ministerial duties of the schools officers and 
teachers; but he my in his discretion submit any such 
questions or disputes to the state board of education, who 
shall . then decide the same. · . The state board shall adopt 
reasonable rules of procedure to govern the submission of' 
such questions and the trials and appeals for this act. 
The decision of the state board or the superintendent as 
herein provided .for, shall guide school officers and teach-
ers in the discharge of their duties in respect to the mat-
ters so decided; but this section shall . not be construed to 
deprive any perso}n of his ordinary remedy in a court of com-
petent jurisdiction.161. · 
Pennsylvania, 1929. The department of public schools shall have the 
power and i is duty shall be: to administer alLthe laws of 
this , c anmonweal th w1 th regard to the establishment ma in• 
tenance, and conduct ot the public schools; to issue all 
commissions to superi,ntendents and assistant superintendents 
to prescribe minimum ~ourses ~f . study for the public schools.162. 
Rh~e Island, 19230 The state board of education shall prescribe and 
cause to be_ enforced all rules and regulations necessary for 
carrying into effect the laws in rele.tio:p. to schools. , The 
said board may, tor viola~ion or neglect ·of law or for vio-
lation or neglect of rules in pursuance of law by any town 
or town officer, ord~r the general treasurer to withhold the 
payment of any portion of the public money that has been or 
my be apportioned to any such town. The board of education · 
shall repor.t to the general assembly annually all infractions 
ot school law which shall be brought to its attention, with 
a record of suoh action as the boo.rd shall have taken in each 
instance.153. · It is provided that when a town cannot support 
a school, (under certain conditions) it rre.y request the st~te 
board to take the town over, if the board feels this is 
warranted, and thus take charge , of the sohoo1,164. . · · 
I , 
South Carolina, 1932-. The state board of educe.tion has the power: to 
ad~pt rules and regulations :f'or the government of the free 
schools, -to prescribe and enforce examination rules1 to pre-






Oregon. , op.oit. Ch •. 35. , Sec. -104 (8). 
Pennsylvania. Lawsi 1929. Act. No. 175. P• 245-246. 
Rhode Island~ General Laws, 1923. Seo. 917. 
lbid., Seo. 955. , 
South Carolina• Code of Laws, 1932. Seo. 5282 • . 
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state board shall have power to review on appeal all de-
cisions of county boards of education, -, 8.111id - the deciei on of 
the state board shall be final upon the matter at i ssue.165• 
south Dakota, 1929. The board of regents haa power to govern and 
regulate each institution under its control in such a manner 
as it shall deem best ca~culated to promote the purpose for 
which the same is maintained.1°7 • The state board of edu• 
cation has authority to select such officers as the superin-
tendent may deem necessary to administer the federal act for 
vocational ·education.168. The state superintendent shall 
prepare the c;n1estions for examination of teachers.1°9•· 
Tennessee, 1932. The commissioner; ori request of the county board of 
education, shall enforce all rules and regulations of' said 
commissioner,170. The textbook commission selects and adopts 
a uniform system or series of texts for elementary and high 
schools. · They may select none which contain anything of a 
sectarian or partisan charaoter.l?l. The coo.nty board may 
conaolida te schools .172. ·. 
Texas, 1925. The state superintendent shall be ·empowered to issue in-
structions and regulations binding for observance on all or- · 
ficers and tea ohers in all cases wherein the provisions of 
school law my require interpretation, and also cases tla t . 
may arise in which the law baa no provision, in order that 
no hardships and no delays or inconvenience (are brought , 
about) in the management of school ai'fah-a.1'73. He shall 
hear and determine all appeals f'ran the rulings and decisions 
of subordinate school officers. Appeal slal.l always be from 
his rulings to the state boa.rd.174• All appeals from the 
county superintendent nay elect ·to appeal to any court having 
jurisdiction, or to the state superintendent of instruction.l 75. 
Utah, 1917, The state superintendent shall be charged with the adminis• 
tration or ·the systm of public e.ducation, 8llll.d shall have 
full power to investigate all matters pertaining to the public 
166. South Carolina. · op.cit. Sec. 5288• 
16'7. South Dakota. Compiled Laws, 1929. Sec. 5573. 
168. . Ibid. , Seo. 9409•5 
169. Ibid., Sec. 7386. 
170. Tennessee. Code, 1932. Sec. 2314 (16). 
171. Ibid., Sec. 2453. 
172. Ibid.• Seo. 2326-1. 
173~ Texas. Revised ·civil Statutes, 1925, Sec. 2657. 
174~ .!£!.!•, Seo. 2625. 
l '76. Texas, · Revised Statutes, Cumulative, 1932~ ·sec. 2685. 
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176. 
schools. He shall when requested by superintendents or 
other school officers~ give them written answers to all 
questions concerning the school law. His decision shall be 
held to be correct and final until set aside by a c curt ot , 
competent jurisdiction or by subsequent legislation.177. 
Vermont, 1917. The state boa rd of education shall have supervision 
and management of the public, educational system and through 
the commissioner ot education shall make sd promulgate 
regulations necessary for the execution or his powers and 
duties and ·or. the powers .. and duties of all officers under 
its supervision and contro1.l78. 
Virginia, 1930., The state board of education may make all ,needful rules 
and regulations not inconsistent with law for the management 
and conduct of,the schools. When published and distributed 
they shall have tm force and effect of law unti~ revised, . 
amended, or repealed by the general assembly.179• 
Washington, ;,1922. The state superintendent has the power and duty to 
decide all points of lavr submitted by a county superintendent 
or on appeal and his decision shall be final unless set aside 
by a court of competent jurisdiction.180• The state board 
shall have power and it shall be the duty to prepare an ont-
line cwrse or courses .ot study for the o anmon schools and to 
prescribe suoh rules for the general govern.men t of the canmon 
schools as shall secure regular! ty of attendance, preva:t.t 
truancy, secure efficiency, and promote the true interests of 
the common sohoola.181. 
West Virginia, 1932. Subject to and in conformity with the constitution 
and.laws of this state the state board or education shall de• 
termine the educational policies or this state and shall mke 
all rules and regulations for carrying into effect the laws 
and policies of tbe state relating to education, and such 
other matters pertaining to the public schools in tbe state 
as may seem to the board to be necessary and expedient.182. 
The state superintendent ot schools shall cause to .be instituted 
such proceedings or, processes as may be necessarily proper to 
enforce any rule _ or d~rection of the state board of education 
176. Utah. Compiled Laws, 1917. Sec. 4518• 
177. Ibid., Seo. 4520• 
178. v'er.iiiont. General Laws, 1917. Sec. 1172., 
179. Virginia •. Code1: 1930. Sea. 609. 
180. Washington. Compiled Statutes, 1922. Sec. 4523. 
181. Ibid., Seo. 4529. 
182. w'eat9 Virginia. Oode1 1932·• sec. 1730. 
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nade in confo:rmi ty with its powers and duti es.103• At the 
request in writing of any citizen, teacher, school official, 
county .or state otticer, the state superintendent of 
schools shall give his interpretation of the meaning of 
any part of the school law or of the rules of the board of 
education.184. 
Wisconsin, 19310 The state superintendent shall examine and determine 
all appeals which by law may be rmde to him, and prescribe 
rules of practise in respect thereto not inconsistent with 
law. 185• He shall prepare and publish frcm time to time 
courses or study for the common' am high schools.186. The 
state superintendent may order a school board or other 
school officer to repair or improve or remodel a school 
building, judged unfit far school purposes.187• · He shall. 
grant a hearing, and affirm, amend, or vacate his original 
order.188• 
Wyoming, 1931. The state superintendent shall make all further rules 
and regulations that nay be neoessa:ry to carry the law into 
full effect, according .to its spirit and intent, which shall 
have the same force and effect as though contained herein.189. 
He shall explain the true intent andcmeaning of the school 
laws and of rules and regulations of the state board of edu-
cation and shall. decide without ~:x:pense .to the parties con-
cerned, all controversies and disputes involving the adminis-
tration of the public schools·and his decision shall hold 











. have power enforce all the provisions or this article and 
or the rules and regulations of the state board of eduoation.190. 
The state superintendent with the state bas rd shall prescribe 
policies of educa.tional administration throughout the state 
and shall recommend rules and regulations for the adminiatra. 
tion of the public school system. For the purpose or enforc-
ing the school laws~ the board may institute legal proceedings 
in the nane o:r the state of Wyoming.191. The state board shall 
prescribe standards regulating the general course of study.192. 
West Virginia. op.cit. Sec. 1774. 
]bid., Sec. 1746. 
Wisconsin. Statutes! 1931. Sece 14, 57 ( 7) ™•, Seo. 15.57 ( .io . 
Ibid., Seo. 39• 33 (3). 
Ibid., Sec. 39. 33 (5} 
iY"oiiii,ng. Revised Statutes, 1931. Seo. 109•701. 
Ibid., Seo. 99•106. • 
Ibid., Seo. 99-111. 
i'bi:d., Seo. 99-113. -
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sunnnuy • 
Federal educational officers who have ordinance too.king 
power affecting education in the states a.re connected with the depart-
ments of Interior, Agriculture, and War. The ordmanoe power is 
authorized by the various acts grallting federal aid, the :ledio Act, 
and the National Defense· Act. 
Ultimate judicial power resides in.the United States Supreme 
Court which in recent years has reviewed educational controversies in-
volving the constitutionality of state laws on educational matters. 
The phase of administrative law called ordinance power is 
placed in the state board of education in some states, and in the 
state superintendent in others. 
The "'rules and regulations" authority is given by consti tu.-
ti on to the state board of Vi?ginda. It is granted in the recent per-
iod, 1914-1933, to the state board of Alabama, Arizona, California, 
Georgia, Montana, New Hampshire, Oklahoma, Oregon, South Carolina., 
Virginia, amd Wyoming. The phrase ia changed to "rules, by-laws, and 
regulations" in Indiana and Kentucky; to ''by.;.laws which shall have the 
force of law" in New Mexico; to '•force and effect of law" in Virginia; 
to "all rules necessa_ry" · in Minnesota, Iowa, and North Dakota; to 
" ' ' 
"prescribe and cause to be enforced" in Rhode Island; to ttprescri be 
rules" in Washington; to ~as the~ deem appropriate" in Connecticut; 
to "make by.:.lawa and regulations" in Delaware; to ,,determine policies" 
in West Virginia. 
Idaho's state board of education is authorized to perform 
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"legislative functionstt; North Carolina~ a board is . a ttoorporati:on 
which may sue or ,be sued, ms.ke contracts and . by .... laws." Kansas' 
board is given •'exclusive and sole authority" to define standards 
and accredit schools of ,the state. 
The state board is the "final court of appeals" for case~ . 
of school law, in Georgia and ,, Idaho; tle "sole and exclusive juris-
diction to hear and determine f'inallytt in Delaware; shall ttdecide all 
questions of' appeal. f'rcm the , state superintendernt" .in: Fl(?rida and 
Texas; their ttdecision shall be final n1n Mississippij New Hampshire, 
New Mexico, and south Carolina. California's stat~ board has 
authority to "issue subpoenas and compel attendalli ca .. of' witnesses~; . 
Wyoming's board may "insti~ute .. legal proceedings in the name of Wyoming." 
Power to zmke "rules and regulations as may be necessEr·y 11 
is given by law to the state superintendent, or to the connnissioner of 
education in Illinois, Ma,inE3 1 W.ssissippi, Neyada, Ohi~, ·and Wisconsin; 
"to do all things necessary" , in, Michigan; . "tull power to investigate 
all matters pertaining" in Utah; to make "rules and regulations With 
the same :t'oroe and effect as though contained hereintt .(statutes), in 
Wyoming. 
The state superintendent , reyielfs ,sohool law controversies 
and his "decision is final until set aside by a competent court of 
jurisdiction" in Colorado, Nebraska, Utah, Washington. The commission• 
er or state superintendent is authorized to . 11hear and determine all 
appealstt !'ran subordinates in school law in Illinois, Iowa, North 
Dakota, Texas, and Wisconsin. He must "interpret school law" in West 
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Virginia, Texas, Kentucky. In New Jersey, the commissioner desig-
nates one assistant to hear appeals; Wyoming•s superintendent is . 
requested to "entorae the school law." In Tennessee, the commission-
er will ttenforce't if' requested to ,by the county board of education. 
Oregon's lawwhereby the state superintendent ttdecides all questions 
. ' ' 
of doubt" is not to be "construed to deprive :parties of ordinary ·, 
remedy through the courts." ·_ The canmissioner of Massachusetts is 
charged to enforce the sohool laws. In Kansas, · the decision of the 
state superintendent on questions or on·appeal from joint districts 
shall "be finaltt. In Georgia, the camty board constitutes a . 
tribunal to ·try cases of school law. · North Carolina's superintendent 
has the duty of enforcing school law. All subordinates must ttaccept 
his construction of school law.tt In New York, the commissioner has 
power to withhold state money ·:rran schools which do not obey school 
law, rules and regulations • . ··In New Jersey the decisions of school 
tribunals have •tthe conclusive quality of a judgment :pronounced in a 
legally created court of limited jurisdiction.tt 
In the statutes ot the earlier period; 1873-1891, there was · 
no ordinance or judiciary power recorded for Alabama, Delaware, 
Georgia, Indiana, Maine, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Missruri, New 
Hampshire, New Mexico, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvemda, Rhode Island, 
Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Vermont, nor West Virginia. Those which were 
expressed in territorial laws had littl~ force. 
The states which expressed definite ordinance power for the 
state board of education were California, Kentucky~ Michigan, New 
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Jersey, New York, No:t9th Carolina, Oregon, South Carolina, m.d 
Virginia. The power was usually expressed as ttthe making of rules 
and regulations for the government of the public schools." 
Judicial power for the state board was expressed b'y 
Florida, Maryland, Michigan, Mississippi,alli New J"ersey, as power 
to decide appeals from decisions on. school laws. 
The ordinance powers ot state superintendents were 
recorded for Illinois, Michigan, North Dakota, ·,. orego;n,, south Dakota, 
and \Usconsin.. The power was often limited to school libraries, 
normal institutes, calling meetings, or preparing cpestions for 
examinations. 
Judicial powers were granted the state superintendent in 
Iowa, Louisiana, Nebraska, Virginia, alld Wisconsin. They were to · 
determine the meaning of school laws, &1d decide appeals :f'ran. cases 
of school -law under local school officers. 
From the data of the two periods of school law recorded 
in this chapter, the increase of ordinance am judicial powers of 
federal and state officials is evidento 
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CHAPrER V 
M!OOHANISM3 OF CONTROL IN EDUCATION 
In the field ot educational control the administrative 
authorities must necessarily use various methods and forms for 
contact with local schools and with subordinates in administrative 
positions. Some of these methods are designed by special legis-
lation, sane are issued as ordinances, and sane are used by ad• 
ministrators as influential devices. A school boy nay learn to 
sing the star Spangled Banner because of a law in one state, an or-
dinance in another, a standard requirement in a third. Again, this 
feature of the boyts curriculum may be in the local. teacher~s pro-
1. 
gram only; it may be embodied in a state law; or, if the school 
·1s receiving federal aid, he may be obeying a federally approved or• 
dinance when he sings the song. 
The number of meohanisns which administrative agencies find 
available for certain degrees of control are co,ntinueJLly increasing. 
2. 
Wallace discusses twenty-one in the fieldl. of education. Among them 
are listed appointment, approval, certification, oroinance-ma.king, 
and review -- all or which have been taken up in the earlier chapters 
of this study. Five more najor mechanisms will be discussed in the 
present chapter. 
1. Maryland. Code or 1924. Art. 77. sec. 02. 
2. Wallace, Schuyler c. State Administrative Supervisfon Over Cities 
in the United states. 1928. P• 97. · 
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Official Reports. 
"Reports involve both negative and positive influence. 
The negative is signifioant because negleot of du-yy on the part of' 
the local officer is less likely it reports are required. From. 
the positive point of · view, the requirement of reports is important 
in that local pride is stimulated, if when the reports are publish-
ed the camnuni ty ranks w·el.l UP, in tm list. lf the reverse be true 
t 3. 
than. the local administrators are simulated to greater action." 
Rose oe Pound stated in a recent number of the Oregon Law Review: 
"We tu.rn to statistics to tell us, or at least to help tell us, what 
tasks are before us, how we are going to achieve them, and how far 
.4. 
we are doing, or failing to do, what we have set rut to do.~ 
In the early history of education, reports were required 
where the disbursement of funds depended upon ·them, but they were 
considered ma.inly as beneficial for information. A. N. Raub, writing 
a text on school ·management for teach.era in 1882, urged tb.e teacher 
to keep a record of the admissions, attendance- deportment, and class 
recitation of pupils. He sets forth. the advantages of reports and 
states "blank forms in many cases are supplied by the state, and , 5. 
others may be had at . but small . expense from the publishing. houses." 
. . 
The laws of the states for the period in which Raub writes 
disclose that the preparation of blank forms for reports was one of 
the principal duties of state educational officials in Alabama, 
3. Crawford, Finla Gorr. State Government • .. 1931. P• 451 •.. 
4. What Use Can Be Made of Statistics? Oregon Law Review. 1933. 
Vol. .XII. No. 2. 
5. Raub, A. N. School Managemnt. P• 59. · . 
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Arkansas, California, Colorado, Georgia, Idaho, Maryland" Massachusetts, 
Nebraska, Uew Hampshire, New Jersey, New York,· North Carolina, Ohio, 
Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, and Virginia. The 
states which at this time mde reports a lawful requirement were Ala• 
bama:, Georgia, Iowa, Louisiana, Mississippi~ Missouri, and Ohio. The 
state officials or Wisconsin and West Virginia. were required to collate 
or abstract the reports which were sent in·• to the state oi'fi ee by 
G. 
county superintendents 0 
The laws for the recent period fraa 1913 to 1932 indicate 
the importance attached to reports by law-making bodies,. as shown by 
the fact that every-state requires many types of records to be nade and 
a. Ala., Code1 1886. Seo. 950, Subsec. l; Ark., stat. 1884. 
Sec. 6150; Cal., Codes and Stat. 1 1885. Sec. 1532 ( 6); Colo., 
General stat., 1883. Sec. 3004f Ga., Coa.e, 1882. Sec. 1250; 
Ida., Rev. Stat., 1887. Sec. 631; La., Laws, 1888. Act. Bl, P• 91, 
Seo• 4; Md., Rev. Code, 1878• Art. 27. Sec. 13; Mass., Public 
Stat •• 1882. Chap. 41. Title X, Sec. 3; Minn., Comp.Laws, 1888. 
Sec. 1862; Miss., Code 18801 Sec. 317; Mo., Rev. Stat., 1889. 
Seo. 8079; Neb., Comp. Stat., 1881. Chap. 79. Subsee. VIII. Sec. 5; 
N. H., Gen. Laws 1 . 1878. Chap. 92. Seo. 2; N. ;r. t Rev. Laws Supple., 
1877 • P• 1072, Seo. 12; N • Y., Stat •. 1881. Chap. 15. Title 2. 
Seo. 19, Seo. 16; N. D., Rev. Code, 1875. Chap. 9. Art. I, Sec. 
625; N. c., Code, 1883. Seo. 2540; Ohio, Rev. Stat., 1880.:Sec. 357, 
Seo. 359; Dkla., stat. 1890. Chap. 79. Sec., 390; Pa •• Purdon' s Dig.• 
1883. Art. JV t Sec. 164, IV; s. O., Rev. Stat•, 18'13. Title X, 
cliii'p. 35, Seo. 6; Tenn., Code, 1884, sec. 1180 ( 4); Tex., B!!• 
Stat., 1879. Chap. 3. Art, 3716; Vt., Rev. Stat. 1880. Chap. 27, 
Sec. 453; Weat Va., Code, 1891. Chap. 45. Seo. 67; Wis., Rev. Stat. 
1878. Chap. 2. Sec. 166 (8). -
.;;112..:. 
7. 
copies sent to state . ottices. Tru.sler, in a recent text on school 
law mentions cases where a statute, : with a penalty f'or failure to 
make reports, has been testecl out in the _courts am found t .o . be ef'-
s. 
f'eot1ve. The keeping of records is no longer a -matter of' discre-
tion . on the part of _  local. authorities, but ~snow mandatory law. 
The constitutions of' the states do not mention the matter 
of local records but a number of them ar.e specific regarding the 
?. Ala., School Code, 19 27. Art. IV, - Sec. 43; Ariz., Code1 1928, 
Sec. 989, Seco 990; :Ark., Laws 2 1931. Act 169. Po 476. Sec. ?; 
Cal., School Code, 1929. Sec. ·2, 1419; Colo., Comp. Laws 
Supple. ·, 1932. Sec. 8259; Conn., Gen, Stat. t 1930. Sec. 996; 
Fla., Comp, Gen. Laws 1 1927, Sec! 778; Ga., Annot. Code Supple.; 
1922, Sec. 1436 ( v}; Ida., Stat. 1 1919. Sec. 890, · Sec. 898; · -_·  · 
Ill., Rev. Stat.; 1929. Ch. 122, See. 7; Ind., Stat • .-1926.; 
Sec. 6431; Iowa, Code, 1931. Sec. 3832; Kans. t Rev. Stat.; 1923. 
Sec. 72-,.204; ey.·, Stat. t 1930. Sec. 4387, Seo. 4389; La., 
Laws, 1916~ Act. 120. Sec. 4. p.; 256; Me., Rev. Stat. a 1930 •... 
Sec. 149, Seo. 151; Md., Code1 1924. Art. 79. Seo. 19; Mass~ t: 
, Gen. Lawa 2 1932. Oh. 72, Sec. 1 .. a; Mich., Comp. Laws 1 1929•' 
Seo. 7706m; Minn.; Stat., 1927. Seo. 2905; Miss., Code;l930. 
Sec. 6536; Mo.~ · Rev. Stat. 1 1929. Sec. 9460; Mont., Code, 1921. 
Seo. 939, Sec. 973; Neb.,· Stat. 1 1929. Seo. 79t.l905; Nev., · · 
Comp. Laws 1 1929. Seo. 5655 (5); N. H., Pub. Laws, 1926 .• Ch. 1;70 
Seo• 2A; N. J •, Comp. Stat. Supple., l930i N. M., Almot. Stat. 1 
1929 •. Seo • . 120-4; N. Y., Comp. Laws 2 1930 • . Sec. 99 (l), Sec. 
94 (2); N.· n., Code Supple., 1925• Sec. 1135;. N. c., Cons. ·stat., 
1924. Seo. 5493, Seo. 5502; Ohio, Code, 19!30. Seo. 7'787; O~a., 
sta"t. 1 1931. Sec. 6743; .Ore., Code, 1930. ~ec• 3~10; .Pa.~ .• 
Stat. Supple., 1928. Sec. 4892; R. I•, Gen. Laws, 1923. Seo. 9171 
981; s. c., Code1 1932. Seo• 5274, sea. 5277; s. D. ,. ComF• Laws, 
1929 • Seo. 7563, sec. ?424; Tenn. t Code, . 1932 • . Seo. 2314; 
~. Rev. Stat. 1 1932. Art. ,2661; Utah, .Code1 1919. Sec• ·4518; ., v~., Laws, 1923. ,,Act 32. Sec. 17b; Va., Code, 1930 • . :sec. ~31, 
Seo. 644q; -Wash.• Rev. Stat. a 1931 • . sec. 4623, S,ec. ,4770; 
W • . Va.; Code1 1932. Sea •. 1740; Wis •. , Stat~ 1931. :S,ec. 3.9.03, 
Seo. 39,11;. Wyp. , . Rev. Stat~; . 1931. Sec.,· 99•107. 
a. Trusler, ,Harry ,Raymondo . Essentials of School Law. P• 223• 
soho~l Dist. V:• Tut,tle, ;26 N. H. 4?_0; Jay v. S.chool Dist, 24 Mont. 
219 • . 
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report of the chief' officer in education to the legislature. 
Others place in the governor or the legislature the author! ty to 
require informs.tion f'ran the state superintendent, information 
which he would be unable to supply without the local reports which 
9. 
are required to be sent to his ofrice. 
As t_o the right of the state to require reports and to 
cause the forfeiture of salaries of' officials who negleot this . duty, 
the following quotation from Ruling Case Law shows that even the 
local board of education nny not excuse a· teacher, principal, or . a 
superintendent from this duty. · 
Essentially and intrinsically, •the Slhools, -- in which· 
are educe. ted and trained the children • mo are to becane 
the rulers· of the connnonwealth, · are •matters , of state and 
not of local jurisdiction. In such ma.tters ,the state is 
a unit ·and the · legislature the source of power •••••••• It 
is for the lawmaking power to determine , whet~er. the ·author-
ity shall be · exercised by a: state board of education, or · 
distributed to county, to.vnship, or city orga?iza_tion 
throughout the state. If the power is given to the_ looal 
community, it 1my be withdrawn at any time, and a. state 
statute regulating the conduct of _the public schools by ,. 10. 
the respective municipalities, is clearly constituaional. 
9. New Mexico. Consti tution 2 1911. Article .v. Sec. 9. 
Idaho. Consti tution 2 1890 • . _Article "IV. Seo. 17 •.. 
Illinois. · Constitution; 1870. Article v •. ., Seo. 21. 
Kansas. Constitution, 1859. , Ar.tiole I. - Seo, 16·• · 
Nebraska. Constitution, 1920. Artiole v, . Sec. 22. _ 
West Virginia. Constitution, ·1072. , Article VII • . sec._ 10. 
North Carolina. Constitution, 1872. Article , Ill. ~ Sec. 7. 
Nebraska. . Cons ti tuti on, 1920. Article · V • ·' Seo. 22. 
Alabama. Constitution, · 1901• Article v., Sec .. 121. 
Idaho. Constitution, · 1890. · Artie.le IV. Sec. a. 
Illinois. Constitution, 1870~ · Article v. Se_c. 21.. 
Missouri. Constitution, 1875. Ar.tiole -VII. Seo. 22. 
West Virginia. Constitution, 1872 • . AI:9ticle. ··· Seo. 18. 
North Carolina. Constitution, 1872. Article III. Sec • . 7. 
0klahonn. Consti tution1 1907. Art1ele VI.. Sec. 33. 
10. Ruling Case Law. Vol. 19, R. o. L. P• 765, Sec. 71. 
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Decisions in oases of controversy on ' the matter of reports confirm -
11. 
this theory. 
The Office of Education at Washington, D. c. has no federal 
authority for requiring reports -from state departments of education. 
Blank forms are supplied with requests for ·reports. ' Tb.at this ' federal 
service bas come to be used and appreciated is shown by the fact that 
the ommissions have beoane less and less as the collated reports from 
Washington are published. In a 1932 report for the Biennial survey, 
the state departments and state universities responded 100% • . Less 
than 60% of certain types of high schools responded. These federal 
reports are for information, · advice, or investigation. 
The first reports required by the federal government in edu-
cational matters were in the First· Morrill Act of 1862,, in. connection 
12. 
with the land grants for colleges~ · The governors were required to 
report annually concerning the funds received from land sales. Again 
in 1887, the Hatch Act required reports from the experiment stations. 
These reports were made to the governor of the state with a duplicate 
. 13~ 
copy which was to be sent to the Secretary of Agriculture. The 
power to withhold funds as a means of enforcing requirements for re-
ports and for carrying out other. provisions was initiated in the second 
14. 
Morrill Act of 1890. Similar power was incorporated,. in a supple-· 
-. 15. 






New Hampshire. School District v. Tuttle-., 26 N. , H. 
Maryland. Board of School Commissioners V• Adams. 
Maine. Brown v. Chesterfield. 63 Me. 241• 
U. s. 12 Stat. 504a 505. ~ 
U. s. 24 Stat. 441• 
u. s. 26 stat. 419• 
U. s. 34 Ste. t. 64. 
~70. 
43 Md. 349. 
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act of 1917 requires reports, with the device of withholding allot .. 
16. 
ments as a means of enforcing canpliance. The annual publications 
of the :federal government, classed as educational by the National 
Advisory Committee, am including all types of information and rec- .. 
17. 
ords, .reached the large figure of 60,274,397 publications in 1929. 
This figure did not include publications by Co~gress, but those of 
49 other agencies. 
It is impossible to state the extent of control which re- . 
• ports may bring about, .since so much depends. upon the administrator 
who is making use of this mechanism. Their value ia not doubted. In 
a very recent national report on education by Charles ,H. Judd publish-
ed in the volumes entitled Recent Social Trends, .1 t is interesting to 
note how many tines his footnotes contain the statement, Data supplied 
by the Office of Education, and how mny times specific reports 
18. 
published by the federal of:f'i ce are ci tad. 
Compulsory Attendance. 
Education is the one field of government service in which 
compulsory attendance is a control mechanism. It is a matter of 
history how permission to attend .the ·. early free 2;1ohools has evolved 
into a natter of obligation end how the state has · ''superseded the 
home in estimating the importance to the child of the education pro .. 
19. 
vided." 
16. U • S • .39 Stat. 935 a 935. . . . , 
17. Report of the National Advisory Committee on Education. op.cit. 
18. Recent social Trends. Report of the President's Research 
Oonnnittee on Social Trends. 1933. Q.'h. VII. 
19. Cubberley, E. P. Independence of School Government a Necessity. 
School end society. 1933. Vol. 37. P• 266. 
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The data of the period 1873 to 1891 discloses that 16 
. . , . · 20. 
states had some type of canpulsory education, and· that 32 states 
and territories had no eanpulsory attendance laws. Keesecker, in 
a study of laws . relating to compulsory- attendance finds that Wis• 
consin, Rhode Island, Illinois, ·Minnesota, Nebraska., Idaho, Colorado, 
. 21; 
Oregon, and Utah initiated this law before 1890. ' It is interest-
ing to note the geogra.phioal location of the first five states to 
pass such a law: Massachusetts~ 1852; Vermont, 1867; New Hampshire, 
1871; Michigan, 1871; and Waahing~on, 1871. 
In the recent period of data all of the states compel at~ 
tendance during certain specified years, atm.d devote from one to 22 
sections of law in stating the pr-ovisions and· various features of the 
20. Cal., Codes and Stat., 188.5. Seo. 1688; Conn. Gen. Stat., 1887. 
sec. 2102; Me., Rev. stat., 1884. Ch. II. Sec. 2A-27; Mass., 
Pub. stat., 1002.· Ch. 47. Sec. I; Mich., Annot. stat., 1882. 
Seo. 5070; Mont., Comp, Laws, 1888. Sec. ·192~-1924; Nev., 
Gen. stat., 1885. Sec. 1369-1374; N, H.-, Gen. · Laws, 18780 Ch.- 91. 
Seo. 6; N. J., Rev. Laws, 1877, Sec. 76; N.Y., ·stat.1881. 
L. 1874; N. D., . Rev• Coda 1 1875. Sec. 759; Ohio, Rev. Stat. 1880. 
Seo. 4205; s. D., Annot. Ste.to 1899. Seo. 2492; Vt.- Rev. Laws~ -™• Seo. 669; Wash., Code, 1881. Seo. 3165; Wyo., Rev. Ste.to 
1887. Seo. 3949. · 




The state constitutions of' the.several states make general 
provisions for instituting compulsory attendance; stating that the 
'•legislature may require, tt or ''shall provide," that every child II1Ust 
23. 
attend school. One state, Kentucky, provides for exemption on 
22. Ala., School Code 1 1927. Seo. 301; Ariz., Code 2 1928. Seo. 
1029-1040; Ark. 1 Laws, 1921. Act, 306. P• 360; Cal., School 
Code, 1929. Sec. 1.130~1.430; Colo., Comp. Laws Supple.,· 1932. 
Sec. 8468; Conn., Gen. Stat., 1930. Sec. 901-919; Fla., Comp. 
Laws, 1927. Art. 7. Sec. 504; Ga., .Annot. Stat. Supple. ,1932. 
Sec;l444; Ida., Comp. Stat., 1919. Seo. 1018; 111,,·Rev. Stat. 
~• ·ch. 122, Seo. 301; Iowa, Ccxl.e 2 · 1931. Seo. 4410; · ,Kana.• 
Rev. Stat., 1923. Sec. 72-4801 to Seo. 72-4806; Ky., Stat., 
~•. Seo. 4526 ( o) 1-13; La., Laws, 1922. Art. 117. P• 242; 
Me., Rev. Stat., 1930. Ch. 19. Seo. 74-88; Md., Code1 1924. 
Art. 77. Ch, 21. Sec. 220-235; Mass., Gen. Laws, 1932. Ch. 76. 
Seo. 1-17; Mich., Comp. Laws, 1929. Saco 7526, Sec. 7527; 
Minn., Stat. 1 1927. sec. 3080-~091; Miss., Code, 1930. Sec. 
6716-6724; Mo., Stat. 1 1931. sec. 9433; Mont., Code, 1921. 
Sec. 1135-1140; Neb., Stat. 1 1929. Ch. 79. Art. 19; Nev., £2!!E.• 
Laws, 1929. Sec. 5849•5857; M. H., ·Pub. Laws, 1926. Oh. 118. · 
Sec. 1-17; N. J., Oum. Supple. to Comp. Stat. 1 1934:. Sec. 185; 
N. M., Stat., 1929. Sec. 120; N. Y., Laws, 1930. Ch. 15. Art. 23; 
N. D., Sut>ple. to Comp. Laws, 1925• See. 1342; N. O., Cons. 
Stat. 1924. Sec. 5434; Ohio-, Code, 1930. Sec. 7762; Okla., 
Stat., 1931. Ch• 34, Art, 16; Ore., Code1 1930• Oh. 35. Seo. 2101; 
Pa., stat., 1920. Sec. 5061-5066; R. I., Gen. Laws, 1923. Sec. 
1034; s. c., Code, 1932. sec. 5666~;'l'enn., Code1 1932. sea-.'" 2428• 
2442; s. n •• Comp. Laws, 1929. Sec. 7642; Tex., Rev. Stat., 1932. 
Utah, Laws, 1917. Seo. 4642; Vt., Gen. Laws, 1917. Sec. 1243-
1262; va., Code, 1930. Seo. 683-686; Wash., Comp. S~at. 1929. 
Seo. 5072; w. va., Rev. stat.· 1931. sec, 1847; Wis., Stat. 1931. 
Sec. 40. 70; Wyo., Rev. Stat., 1931. sec. 99~334. , 
23. Colorado. Constitution, 1876. · Article IX. Se,c. n. 
Idaho. Conati tution1 1890. · A:rticle IX. Se,o. 9 .• 
Wyoming. cons ti tu tion1 1889. Arti~le VI.I. Seo .• 9. 
Nevada. Conati tuti on, 1864. Art iole XI.· Sec• 2. 
New Mexico. consti tution1 1911. Article XII., Seo. 5. 
Oklahoma. Oonsti tution, .1-907. · Articl& XIII. Sec. 4. 
Virginia. Constitution, 1902. Article IX. Seo. 138. 
North Carolina. Constitution, 1876. Article IX. s_ec. 5. 




The federal government requires compulsory attendance in · 
25. 
the District of Columbia and in American Indian Reservations. 
The state Supreme Courts have upheld the state laws and provisions 
connected with canpulsory attendance, including the right to require 
26. 
vaccination as a prerequisite to· entrance. . . . In 1925, the United 
states Supreme Court decided that an attendance law in Oregon to can-
pel children to attend .only public schools was an infringement of 
27. 
rights guaranteed by the federal consti,tution. 
Textbook Control. 
The textbook is a nn1ch disputed factor in the educational 
program. Who shall control the selection of textbooks and who shall 
own the books in the elementary and secondary fields of education · 
28. 
are unsettled questions. Not only are there controversies over 
the uniformity and ownership of textbooks, but difficulties arise over 
contracts involving large sums, relations with c0Jm11eroial concerns; 
and litigation regarding other phases of the textbook question • 
.Among the few points in which all of the states agree is 
that "neither the pupil nor his paren(or guardian has any voice in 
29 • . 
the matter." The power of a legislature to take away the privilege 
· .. 
of a local school board to select textbooks has been determined as 
30. 
no legal infringement of rights • . . 
24. 
25. 
Kentucky. Constitution, 1890. 
Federal Relations to Education. 
on Education. Part II. P• 152. 
260 u. s. 174-177. 
Sec. 5. 






268 u. s. 510. 
Tidwell, Clyde. State Controloof Textbooks. 1928. 78 P• 
Trusler. Op.cit. P• 385. 
35 Cyc. 1128. 
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.Twelve states have been so concerned as to inao:rpora ta 
31. 
plans and ideas about textbooks into their constittmtions, 
Oalii'ornia demands both uniform and free textbooks i:µ. her constitution; 
Virginia vests the power of selection in the state board; New Mexico 
and Oklahoma express approval of uniformity with infrequen.t change; 
Colorado, Utah, 8Jnld Wyoming register the- negative of state control, 
making it impossible without constitutiona1 amendment; four states 'ror-
b:M teachers to have an economic interest in sales of , textbooks • . 
A writer on school management in 1882 stated that the selec.-
tion or textbooks was an "important dut.y left to the respective school 
32. 
boards. rhe teachers should be .consulted.~ The data discloses, 
however, that in the periodj 1873-1891, ten states had laws designed to 
. 33. 
obtain uniform! ty in text-book use . in elementary schools. 
31. Virgin~a. Constitution, 1902. Article XX. Se~. 132-139• 
California. Constitution, 1879. Art iole DC. · Sec. 7. 
Louisiana. Const i 1u ti on, .. 1921. Sec. 261, 
New Mexico. Constitution, 1911. Article xx:. Sec. 1.7. 
Oklahone. Conati tution, 1907. Article XIII~ Sec. 6. 
Colorado. Constitution, 1876. Article ll. Sec. 16. 
Utah. Constitution, 1895. · Article X. Sec. 9. 
Wyoming. Constitution, 1889. Article VII. Sec. 11. 
Illinois. Oonati tut ion, 1870. Article VIII. Sec. 4. 
Mississippi. Constitution, 1890. Article VIII. Seo. 210. 
south Dakota.. Constitution, 1890. Article VIII. Sec. 17. 
West Virginia. Consti tutfob.1 1872. Article m. Sec. 9. 
32. Raub. 0p.01 t. P• s s ' . · . . ., 
33. Ariz., Rev. stat., 1887. Sec. 1475; Cal., Codes and Stato1 1885• 
Seo. 1521; Me., Rev. stat., 1884. Seo. 87. iv, . 198; Minn.·, 
Gen. Stat., 1879. Ch. XXX\TI• sec. 156 to 168; Mont • . , Comp. Stat., 
1888. sea. 1928; s. c., Rev. stat., 1873. Ch. XXXVII. Sec. 1-2; 
u'ta.ii, Comp. Laws, 1888. Seo. 1930; Va., Code, 1874. Title 23. 























Maine's Commissioner was em.powered to direct wm t books 
34. 
should be used. Sixteen had no laws concerrting textbooks, and 
21 states left the selection to counties or districts. Mo state 
had state-wide free textbooks at this t imeo 
Tidwell's study on the state control of textbooks shows 
for the period of 1895-.1907, eight more states with ·1aws for uni-
35. 
form textbooks. 
No state had adopted state-wide -free textbook plans in -. -
1907. The data of the period, 1913-1932, show that every state ha_d 
textbook laws. Tw_o states·, Oregon and Indiana, bad no _laws des[ gned 
to permit free ~extbooks, in the public schools. Eleven states-, 
Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware~ Massachusetts, Maine, New 1ersey, 
. ·~ ,,,,. 
New Hampshire,· New York• Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, anil Vermont 
' 
had no laws designed for ·state-wide uniformity~ ·Thts shows variation 
in the laws, but leaves the majority of states with laws concerning 
34. Maine. nevised Statutes, 1884:. Seo. 87, iv, 198. 
35. Tidwell, Clyde J. State Control of_ Textbooks. r, 
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36. 
free textbooks and plans for uniformity. 
36. Ala., School Code, 1927. Seo. 437; Ariz., Code, 1928. Sec. 989, 
Seo. 1048; Ark. Laws, 1931. Art. 379. Sec. 5; Cal., School Code, 
1929, Div. v:r, Part II; Colo., Comp. Laws Supple. a 1932. 
Seo. 8333; Conn., Gen. Stat., 1930. Seo. 82a, 923-935; Fla., 
Comp. Laws, 1927. Sec. 852, 869; Ga., Laws, 1931. Act, 296, p. 
136; Ida.., Comp. Stat., 1919. Sec. 803, 989; Ill., Rev. Stat.-, 
~• Ch. 122, sec. 502-514; Ind.-, Annot. Stat., 1926. Seo. 6480-
6505; Iowa, Code, 1931. Sec. 4446, 4456; Ka., Rev. Stat.,· 1923. 
Seo. 72-4101 to 72-4ll3; Ky., Stat., 1930. Sec. 442le-l-12; La., Laws, 1932. Act, 107. p. 398, Seo. 4. Me., Rev. Stat., 1930. 
Ch. 19. Seo• 44-; Md., Oode 1 1924. Art 77. Ch. 10. See. 129-133; 
Mass. Gen. Laws, 1932• Ch. 71. Seo. 48; Mioh., Comp. · Laws, 1929• 
Seo. 7633; Minn., Stat., 1927. Seo. 3048-3057; Miss., Code, 1930, 
Seo. 6791-6830; Mo., stat. 1931. Sec.· 9270, Ch. 5'1. Art. 14;. 
Mont., Code, 1921. Sec. 1187-1200; Nev., Comp. Laws, 1929. Sec. 
5895-5903; N. H., Pub. Laws, 1926. Ch. 117. Seo. 14; N. j• 
Cum.Supple. Comp. Stat. 1 1924. Seo. 185-150 to 185-152; N. M., 
Stat. 1929. Seo. 120•105, 1801, 1701; N. Y., Cons. Laws, 1930. 
Ch. 15. Seo. 94; N. D., Supple. Comp. Laws, 1925. Seo. 1397-1398; 
N. C., Cons. Stat. 1924. Oh. 95. Subsec. :x::t. Art. 35; Ohio; · 
Annot. Code, 1930. sec. 7739; Okla. stat., 1931. see, 6695-6742; 
Ore., Code 1 1931. Ch. 32. Seo. 203, 1512; Pa., Stat. 1 1920. 
Sec. 4870; R. 1., Gen. Laws, 1923, Sec. 934; s. c. ,Code, 1932. 
Seo. 5289; s. D., Comp. Laws, 1929; Tenn., Ood_e, 1932. Seo, 2453-
2471; Tex., Rev. Stat •• 1932. Art. 2675, 2839, 2842; Utah, 
Comp. Laws, 1917. Seo. 4555; vt., Laws, 1923• Va., Code; 1930. 
Seo. 617, 692; wash., Comp. Stat, 1922. Sec. 4894; West Va., 
Rev. Stat., 1931. seo. 1735; Wis., stat. 1931. Sec. 40.28 (2); 
Wyo., Rey. Stat., 1931. Seo. 99-123. 
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Standards. 
Legal control tends inevitably to follow social need. 
When local initiative and experimentation have shown a rule to be 
of sound worth, and the najority of tm canmuni ties of a state 
rec~nize it, then it is wrl tten .into law and becones obligatory 
on all. Such has been the history Qf reports, of canpulsory attend-. 
ance, of textbook control. The values or having minimum standards 
with which to select school ·building sites, construct buildings~ 
• . , • r 
determine proper physical equipment, , health sUI.'roundine!f.3, a,.nd many 
. more such school services; have been re~ogni~ed by local. school C?f• 
' , . 
ficials: • . To supply these standar~s haEJ bec.c:me part or the -'1,uties ,, of 
.. . ,. 
state departments, either by law _ or by _ordinance, 
One of the phases or st~ndarclizati,on that}ias particular 
control value is that of accrediting schools • . Ha~ry }l.- ~hrasht:3·;~ 
writing in 1931, states that tbe acc:r:ied1 tJng pl~ w~s first d,.eveloped 
by a group or universities and colleges . which g~ve oertificE1te~ of 
admission to high school graduates whose tr~sc:i:-ipt of _grades indi~ated 
37. r , , • '- . 
certain advancement. The idea was first- ~dopted by Miohig~_>in 
1871 and became a middle west ,, feature of college admis a io~ with_ In-
diana, Iowa, Wisconsin, Illinois-~. Ohio, Texas, :Minne~ota, and :Missouri 
following in order to .. 1888. The North Central As~ocia t ion of Colleges 
and Secondary . Schools was organized 1~ _ 1895 .. \Vi th. _t be id,a of establish--
ing sane uniform standards for accrediting and articulating scb.oola. 
At this t 1me there were no laws granting this powe.r to • 
37. The Development of the Acoredi ~ing Plan • . The High School 
Quart·erly, (1931) Vol. XX. P• 9. 
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state departments. In 1913, the Office of Education published its 
38. 
first report of accredited · schools. · It was compiled by Kend:rio 
Babcock: who gave the name of the accrediting · agency -in connection 
with each state. The department of education of the state was listed 
as accrediting or classifying the secondary schools in Vermont, 
South Carolina, New York, New Mexico• New Jersey, New Hampshire, and 
Maryland. A special board was named for Massachusetts, . Connecticut, 
Rhode Island; the superintendent -of public . instruction was respons-
ible in Pennsylvania; both the university and the state departmemt 
were listed for Missouri, . Indiana, 8lnd Maine; and the other · thirty-
two states were accredited by their respective ,state universities. 
In 19.30, Margaret Carr ocmpiled a · 1·1ke, bulletin on ac-
credited secondary schools • .. The agencies listed as responsible were 
state departments, universities, or a responsible accrediting associ-
ation. Forty-four state departments at this recent ·date have methods 
or aocredi ting. Six eta tes use both ·the state department and the 
w:iiversity for this purpose: Arizona, Georgia, Illinois, Michigan, 
Wisoonsin, and \Vyoming. Three a ta.tea, Califomia, Colorado, and 
Nebraska, use the university plan, only. One state, Nevada, is listed 
39. 
as having no plan of accrediting. - , · ThroUgh the seven bulletins 
dealing with credit agencies, which the :federal bureau has published 
dating 1913, 1915, 1916, 19221 1925, : 1928, aJw.d 1930, the same definition 
of "an accredited secondary sohool" ia used,---one which is equipped. 
38. Accredited secondary Schools. Bureau of Education. Bulletin 
1913. No. 29. P• 65. 
39. Carr, Margaret J. s., Accredited secondary Schools, u. s. 
Bureau or Education. 1930. ·. Bulletin, No. 24.· 
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to prepare students tor colleges requiring 15 · units for uncondi tiona.l 
admission and which has been investigated and approved by one of the 
following agencies, a State offic~r of education, ·a college ~r uni• 
versi ty inspector or committee on admissions, an officer or camni ttee 
of an accrediting association. 
In 1932, the Gover.nment of. the United States authorized a 
special survey of secondary education by a staff of specialists di-
rected by Leonard v. Koos. A monograph on tm articulation of high 
school and college was published 1n ,1932, the results of .inquir1 es 
sent to more than 2000 secondary schools and colleges. The plan most 
frequently employed by higher institutions in their efforts to improve 
articulation is ttcooperation with state departments." Koos' study 
indicated that the acceptance of high school transcripts for un-
40. 
conditional admission to colleges had become·the most popular method. 
:Though the published bulletins give interesting figur:-es 
for comparison, the data of this study discloses still more definitely 
that standardization as a control factor is becoming more. armd more a 
concern of legislators.,. The laws of nine states, California, Florida, 
Georgia, Indiana, Iowa, Rhode Island, Mississippi, Michigan, tm.d New 
Hampshire, do not set out accrediting as a specific duty, but leave 
that to the discretion of the officers in the ordinance power. the7 
possess. The statements about inspection and prescribing crurses of 
study, however, indicate there are standards set up by the state, 
aa well as the machinery for classification. States in which the 
40. Koos, Leonard v • . Articulation of High School and College. 
National survey of secondary Education. Bulletin. 1932. 
No. 17, 
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law specifies . the power to class~fY. and sta.ndaiuiz~ the second-
ary and elementary. schools are Pennsylvania, Wyoming, Tennessee, 
Minnesota, Massachusetts, New jersey, Idaho, Illinois, North 
Dakota, Ohio, Oregon, Nebraska., Nevada, New Mexico • . :The states 
whose laws use the. term "accredit" an~ wh.ich deal with the arti-
culation of the high schools and the colleges within the state 
are Arkansas, A~izona, Oklahoma, South Carolina, South Dakot,a, 
41. 
Missouri, Montana, Kansas, and Vlashington. -
41. Ala., School Code, 1927. Sec. 78; Ariz., Code, 1928. 
Sec. 989; Ark., Laws, 1931. Act. 169. P• 488. Sec. 14; 
Cal., School Code, 1929. Sec. 2.1583; Colo., Comp. Laws, 
1921. Sec. 8268; Conn., Gen. Stat., 1930. Sec. 833, 920-931; 
Fla., Comp. Laws, 1927. Sec. 494J Ga., Annot. Codes Supple. 
~. Sec. 1436 d, 14371; Ida., Comp. Stat., 1919. Sec.803; 
Ill., Rev. Stat., 1929. Ch. ·122·, Sec. 3, Subsac. 7; Ind., 
Annot, Stat., 1926. Sec. 6911-6916, 6430; Iowa, Code, 1931. 
Sec. 3832. Subsec. 7; Kans. Rev. Stat., 1923. Secs. 72-5001, 
72-103; Ky., Stat., 1930. Sec. 4395; Me., Rev. Stat., 1930. 
Ch. 19. Sec. 149, 83; Md. Code 1 1924. Art. 77. Sec. 13, 14, 
20, 30; Maas. Gen. Laws, 1932. Ch. 71. Seo. 3; Mich., Comp. 
Laws, 1929. Sec. 7369, 7432; . Minn., Stat., 1927 • . Sec. 3029; 
Miss., Code 1 1930. Sec. 6538, 6553; Mo., Stat., 1931. · Sec. 
9379, 9387-9447; Mont.,. Laws, 1931. Art. 148 • . Sec. 20; Neb. 
Stat, 1924. Sec. 79-1001; Nev. Comp • . Laws, 1929. Sec. 5553; 
N. H., Pub• Laws 1 1926. Ch. 117, Sec. 20; N.J • Annot. Supple. 
Comp. Stat., 1930. Sec. 185-210; N.M., Stat. 1 1929 •. S~c. 
120-105; N. Y. Comp. Laws, 1930. Ch. 15. $E3c. 94; N.D., 
Supple, Comp. Laws, 1925. Sec. 283bl2; N.G., Cons. Stat., 
1924. Sec. 5392; Ohio, Code, 1930. Sec. 7645,7651; Okla.,, 
Stat,, 1931. ~ec. 5759; Ore., Code. 1930. Se~.35-203, 4109; 
Pa., Laws 1929. Act 175. Sec. 1302a, Laws, 1931. Act 144, -
Sec. l307f; R. I •• Gen. Laws, 1923. Sec. 1055, 1075;' S. C. 
Code, 1932. Sec. 5289, 5480, 5481, 5424; s. D., Lawsa 1931. 
Ch. 138. Bao. 2 (2), (13); Tenn •• Code, 1932. Sec. 2316(5); 
Tex., Rev. Stat,, 1932. Art. 2663 b-1, 859; Utah• Laws, 1925. 
Ch. 75. Sec. 4505; Vt., Laws, 1923. Act. 32. Sec. 17. Gen.Laws~ 
1917 1 Sec. 1313-1317; Va., Code, 1930. Sec. 649; Wash., Comp. Stat., 1922. Sec. 4529 ~itth; w. Va., Rev. Stat., 1931. 
Sec. 1731; Wis., Stat., 1931. Sec. 40.39. 39.26; Wyo., 
Rev. Stat., 1931. ~ec. 99-113. 
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The state constitutions "are silait on the subjects of 
accredit :lng and standards as applied · to education, ·· except the 
general tenns that allow the use ·or permissive power. · 
In connection with federal aid, the federal government 
has set up certa 1n standards as requirements to be enforced by 
the federal · agencies arrenged to handle the funds provided by 
Congress. There are notederal ·authorities for articulating the 
classes of schools one with another. The Bureau· of. Immigration 
prepared a list of accredited schools for· ·the attendance of aliens. 
This list is the only attenpt of the federal government to accredit 
schools, independently of the states ·or or private ·agencies, The 
42. 
list of schools so accredited in 1929 was ·1391. · 
The American schools have : graduated steps of progress 
throughout the · educational system ·from _the primary to the university. 
In this plan the system of accrediting ·by state officers, which has 
followed t he lead of educe. t iona.1 speoiali sts in uni verst ti es and in 
special organizations, has a significant place. The publication of 
the lists by the Office of Education is an influenti~ device that . 
aids in the increased use of this mechanism of control •. 
Control oi' &:dio. 
One of the new meohanisms for control in educa~ion _which 
is still in the experimental stage is the radio. It ia of interest 
to this investigation because the legal data is confined to federal 
law, a peculiar feature for any mechanism in the educational field. 
42. Annual Report or the Commissioner General of Immigration. 
1929. P• ·23• 
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The legal regulations by state authorities so f'ar have been con-
43• 
cerned with attempts to restrict slander and to compel the use 
44. 
of radio for certain police duties. ,. Because of the physical 
qualifications, the medium necessarily interests larger communi• 
ties than those bounded by state lines. 
As early as 1924, Commissioner Tigert stated: "The 
sohool, the library, and the newspaper are usually ranked as the 
three great educa tiona.l agencies. , _,The radio pranises to take its 
place as the fourth, and it appears to be fast fulfilling that 
45. 
promise•••••" Secretary ot the Interior, Wilbur, said in 1931: 
"We must admit that no one lmows . 1just what radio will do in . edu• 
cation ••••• it can reaoh every ear in the United States, regardless 
of college degrees, oolor of · skin, profession, oi- economic 
status ••••• we do not want . too much centralization in the control 
46. 
of it." In a 1932 publication in research prob:Lems in educe tion, 
w. w. Charters stated: 
44. 
45. :· 
"While , the value of radio as a medium. of t:tducation 
is generally accepted, the extent of its service is not 
known. Some claim t re radio w111 usher in. the master 
teacher and provide an exit for the mediocre classroom 
instructor; others b:;1eve that it represents the lecture · 
method at its worst~ • 
In 1923, California's Commissioner of elementary schools 
Ohio. Code, 1930. sec. 13431.1; Illinois, Revised Statutes, 
1929. Sec.4tCJwm California, Codet 1932. Sec. 258. · 
Maine. Laws, 1927. Act, 140. sec. 30. -
United states Department o t the Interior, Office of' Education, 
Bulletin 20 1 1931. P• 3• Wilbur, Ray Lyman. The Radio in OUr Rep11blic. School and 
Sooiety1 May oo. 1931. 
Research Problems in Padio Education. 1933. P• 3. 
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broadcast talks to the schools. Since that time, experiments 
have varied and multi.plied over a wide range. • Prominent city 
experiments were •Conducted in Oakland, Cleveland• Atlanta; and 
Seneca, N. Y. A county experiment was made in Cook •County, 
Illinois. State experiments included the Ohio School of. ·the Air, 
which reached 29 states; and Arkansas, where the state -superinten-
dent learned he could reach 112 Smith-Hughes schools which had 
required 3 months to reach by automobile. Gro~p experiments were 
made in Kentucky, Kansas. North Carolina, Florida• south Dakota, 
Colorado, -Illinois, Califomia; national experiments were made in 
music and lecture by the National Broadcasting Company and the 
48. 
Columbia School of the Air. 
The above statements are an indication of the growing 
interest in education by ra.dio and is not a complete review of the 
radio activities in education. 
The first legislation was the Radio Act of 1927, an act 
of.Congress which became necessary to meet an '\l!lprecedented situ-
ation which threatened chaos in the field of &dio • . Previous to 
this enactment, the United states Attorney General gave. an opinion 
that the secretary or commerce had no discretion in the matter at 
49. . 
granting or refusing radio 11 cans es. The resulting .situation 
. . 
brought about this important Radio legislation by Congress. 
Radio knows no state 1'1nes in effec~ and the term ttserving 
zones" was used. The states w~e recognized, however, and assigned 
48. Perry, Armstrong. lt!. dio and Education. . Biennial Survey of 
Education in the United States. Bulletin 1931. No. 20. 
49. U. s. 29 Opp. Atty. Gen. 579. 
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certain amounts of .. the total broadcasting privileges. Even this 
much reoogni tion of states rights in the new,. field has caused much 
litigation, and the extent of state control of radio is constantly 
. "- · 
being tested in- judicial tribthals, The Radio Commission created 
by the Act of 1927 is a board of federal ed-g.cational administrators 
with large powers of potential control which includes appointment, 
approval, ordinance. standards, and adjudication. 
The Act directs the &dio Commission to regulate amd con-
trol radio broadcasting. : All stations are required to be licensed 
by the Radio Commission ·before being allowed to operate. The power 
to grant this license is in the Radio Commission; and in determining 
who should have licenses the same administratom were empowered to 
classify stations, determine the nature and service of each group, 
allot wave .lengths or frequencies to certain groups and to individual 
stations, allot time of operation, &d determine locations. The 
Radio Commission was given authority to enact rules and regulations 
for the guidance of broadcasting stations, and issue licenses only 
if_ the operation of the station would "serve public interest, con-
venience, and necessity." This standard 1 s probably the most widely 
50. . 
discussed feature of the radio law. The questiqn of the right of 
51. 
Congress to regulate radio has been tested in the Supreme Court. 
The rights of the Commission have been tested against property depri• 
52. 
va~.tion without "due proaess." It has been held by the Supreme 
50. u. s. · 44 Stat. 1169. Seo. 16, Sec. 9.: 
51. U. s. 29 Fed. (2nd) 113. 282 U. s. 367. 
52. 282 U. So 367. 
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Court of the United States tba t the Federal Badio Commiss'ion is 
purely an administrative body· to carry out tl:e Be.dio Act of 1927 
and amendments thereto. The proceedings of the District Court 
of Appeals of the District of Columbia, which reviews decisions of 
the .Radio Commission, are purely administrative· and are not re--
viewable by the Supreme Court of the United States. 
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Summary. 
The mechanisms or control discussed in this ohapter are 
reports, ccmpulsory at~endance, textbook control, standards or 
accreditization, and ·radio. 
Official reports • constitute one of the oldest methods of 
contact between an administrator and -the school. From being a de-
vice used by teachers as an aid in school management, it has gram 
to be a requirement in every state, &td in connection with federal 
aid, in the federal government. There is no author! ty as yet to 
require state departments to make reports to the Office of Education 
at Washington, but this is regarded as a handicap, sinee many of 
their publications must include a statement of the percentage of 
responses to the request for reports. In several states the oonsti• 
tut ions are concerned with reports· from state officials to the 
legislature or to the governor. State courts uphold the legal right 
to require reports and to fix a penalty for failure in this duty. 
Compulsory attendance laws were enacted during the early 
period from 1873 to 1891 in sixteen states, Statutes of the recent 
period f'rom 1913 to 1932 contain canpulso17 attendanoe laws for 
every state and include many paragraphs setting forth rules and 
regulations for enforcing universal attendan:.ce. Ten states have 
written some fonn of· provision for c anpulsory attenda:t ce in the con• 
stitution. The early attitude of the courts was one of supporting 
the right of the state in controversies concerning attendance. In 
1925, the supreme Court held tl:et Oregon's law to compel children to 
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attend only public schools was aninfr~ngement or rights guaranteed 
by the federal constitution; thus setting .a limit upon the rights 
of a state in this field. : The report of Judd -on Education in Recent 
Social Trends strengthens ~be findings from the .· data of this study 
on compulsory attendance by stating that since 1900 the age or number 
of days of required attendance has been advance~ in every state_ ex- . 
capt Maine, who strengthened her law in 1899. In being given the 
power to enforce compulsory laws the state departments have had a 
definite increase of control. 
Ten states had laws which were designed to obtain unif arm-
' ' 
i ty of textbooks in the early period of data, and constitutions of 
twelve states contain textbook directions. Three states are opposed 
to state control and will require a ?onstitutio~al amendment before 
such may be accomplished. Every state in the recent period has a 
textbook law, but there is much disagreement as to the agency of con-
trol. The laws passed since 1925 indicate tendency toward more 
state ccntrol in both uniformity and free textbooks. The attitude of 
the legislators in dealing with this subject, when the adjudication 
powers of state officials are considered in connection with it, is to 
place more authority in the state officials. 
From the data of the study, which sh~ws little interest in 
acoredi ting and standards in tm early day; but which shows during the 
recent period 44 state departments empowered to accredit the secondary 
schools to higher inati tutions, it is evident ,that state cont.~ -l has 
increased very decidedly. Federal standards are made in connection 
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with federal aid and in conneotion with radio. 
The radio, as a control mechanism, is as yet almost wholly 
in control. of the federal authorities. • The only law which concerns 
education by means ot radio is federal. Because of the unprecedent .. 
ed physical qualities, and the potentialities of this device, it seems 
to be ·a centralizing influence beyond the power of the· states to con-
trol or regulate~; 
As samples ot mechanisms of control,•the five discussed in 
this chapter demonstrate a centralization of control in each instance. 
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TABLE XII 
LAWS CONCERNING SELOOTED MOOHANISMS FOR CONrROL IN EDUCATION 
Compulsory 
B 18'73-1891 Re12orts Attendance · Textbooks Standards Radio 
A 1913-1932 A B A B A B A B A B 
Federal X X X X 
Alabama X X X u X 
Arizona X X UF X X 
Arkansas X X u X 
California X X X UF X X 
Colorado X X X 
Connecticut X X X X 
Delaware X X UF X 
J1'lorida X X UF X 
Georgia X ' X X u X 
Idaho , X X u X 
Illinois X X X 
lndiana X X .u X 
Iowa X X X X 
Kansas X · X u · x 
Kentucky X X UF X 
Louisiana X X X UF X 
Maine X X :. x F X X 
Maryland X X F X 
tssachusetts X X X , F X ichigan X X · x X X 
Minnesota X X X 
Mississippi X X X u .·· X 
Missouri X X X X 
Montana X X X UF X X 
Nebraska· X X F X 
Nevada X X X UF X 
New ~shire X X X F X New Jersey X X x F X 
Mexico X X UF X 
New York X X X · x 
North Carolina X X u X 
North .Uako ta X X X X 
Ohio X X X . X X 
Oklahoma X X u X 
Oregon X X u X 
Pennsylvania X X F X 
Rhode Islam X X F X 
South Uarolina X X U. ·X X 
Sou th .Uakota X X X F X 
Tennessee x · X u X 
Texas X X UF X 
Utah X X UF X X 
Vermont X X X F X 
Virginia X X u X X 
Washington X X X X X 
West Yi rgi nia X X u X X 
Wisconsin X X X 
Wyo.ming X X X F X X 




It is the special purpose of this chapter to summarize 
the findings of the recorded data on edu°8.tional control, and to 
analyze them with reference to centralization in education. They 
have necessarily been selective. To .read and classify all or the 
laws and rulings of our nation's govemmental e.genci es would be 
an overwhelming task. A selection of topics for special discussion 
has been made from among those seeming best to illustrate the shift 
or movement in educational control. The chosen topics are -
app61ntive power, ordinance power, and certain legal mechanisms of 
control in education. From the study of these legal agencies an 
attempt is made to gain an insight into one of the significan.t 
trends in American education. 
It is plain that a study of educational legislation can 
only be understood in its relation to social and economic movements. 
These bring about and oondi tion the, written law. Consequently, it 
· 1s in the light or the history of social and economic forces, tlat 
the data nmst be examined. Therefore, brief sketches of the evo-
lution of certain educational movements have been added to this 
study. The miscellaneous reports of educational agencies and .re-
lated literature have afforded the material for these sketches. 
They include the pre-legislative development of the Land-Grant 'col.;." 
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leges, the Office of Education, Co-operatiweExtension Work; official 
reports, educational standards, radio control, appointment powe.r, . 
and ordinance power. 
The American schoo~ system hasbeen termed a creation of 
law. There is no suoh organization as ,a national school system in the 
sense that it is controlled by a si~gleanthority. No educational 
forms are created by law in the sense . that law initiates the move-
ment. Nevertheless the great netwo.rkot schools . in America consti• 
tutes a system that sets these institutions apart from education in 
other nations. It is pos:si ble for a pupil . in America to move his 
residence every few months throughout his educational experience and 
be aocredi ted f'ran one school to another, and from one state to an• 
other, ao that his progress is continu~s• Among the subdivisions in 
the Office of .Education, tao have oome to be known as Foreign School 
Systems and the American School System. The Ohief of the .American 
School System serves under the Re~earohand Investigation Divisi~n; 
and the name merely implies that he is in charge of fact finding 
services in the American field of education. . 
The initial demands or bases tor support and encouragement 
·- . . 
ot schools were wr1 tten into legal dooumemts by. the founders of. our 
government. The Massachusetts constitution of 1780 and the Ordinances 
o:r the Continental Congress in· 1785 att.d 17~7, are examples of these 
demands. These initial plans :ror democratic education and of public 
endowment a re still the patterns for ~he foundations upon which 
Am.erican public schools are built. In that sense only is . the American 
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school system a creation or law. Previous to the enactment of 
law is found an evolution of educational thinking illustrated in 
this study by the pre-legislative sketches. 
For mny years studen 1B of education and of government 
have been aware of a shift in educational. control. As conditions and 
social development have made possible larger units, many aspects of 
control have shifted from local to state atfioials amd some are 
gradually shifting from state to federal authorities in education• 
Phases of this shift have long been apparent. The present study 
shows definitely this transfer, as is indicated in the laws, statutes, 
constitutions, and judicial decisions of government. 
These records show the en trance and deve1opment of federal 
participation in education. They show the co-operation of state and 
federal government; increased 'judicial recognition of' educational 
problems; the cases in which the decision of the Supreme Court of the 
United States limits the power of the Connnonwealth in legislation 
on education, end where the State Supreme Court upholds the right or 
the Connnonwealth as against the rights of parents in the education of 
their children. The data of this study reveal a trend toward fentral• 
ization through selected legal mechanisms, reports, compulsory attend-
ance1 textbook control, and standards,:trrom local control to state 
requirement and entoroement. Of more significance is the shift in ·a~ 
pointive powers and ordinance powers. In addition to the specific 
measurable increase in numbers of appointed officia1s in education the 
nature of appointive and ordinance powers contain an immeasurable 
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pot en tiali ty. 
When John Adams expressed the. will or the people or 
Massachusetts in the Constitution of 1780 he stated the demands of 
a people who believed in democratic education. Subsequent history 
has not changed the belief that the opportunities of education 
should be "spread to various parts ot the country" and "to all or-
ders of people." _Tha Massachusetts article on education has been 
unchanged through a century and a half of educational development 
and stands unchanged in 1933. Only· five of the original Common-
wealths placed an educational clause in their constitutions. These 
proved to be leaders. All the other Commonwealths ~ventually am.ended 
their old constitutions or adopted new ones containing an education-
al clause. South Carolina was the last state of the originail group 
to include it. In 1aea; she wrote an article on education, contain-
ing eleven paragraphs. It was incorporated and adopted in the new 
constitution. Since 1868• no .Commonwealth has failed to include edu• 
cation in the tundamntal law. In 1933, the total number of para-
graphs in the 48 constitutions had reached the number of 440. The 
wisdom of placing so many definite statements in the constitution has 
been questioned. No one questions the intention of America to make 
education a responsibility of her government. 
Before the adoption of our Federal Constitution, the Conti-
nental Congress of 1785, representi~g pioneers of our democratic 
government, laid a practical foundation of endowment in an ordinance 
whioh aimed to guarantee that the means of education would be avail-
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able when society was ready to organize schools. In 1787, the 
Continental Congress pledged the government to the encouragement 
of education. Territories were required to take steps to :provide 
education before the federal government recognized them as states 
and accepted them into the union •. 
The federal constitution fails to mention education 
specifically, as it i'afi.ls to mention public health, or banking. 
"General welfarett bas been interpreted in the .light of social and 
economic conditions in eaoh generation. The Supreme Court of the 
United states is the ultirmte arbiter, actually or potentially, of 
constitutional clauses. Decisions of this tribunal on the meaning 
of "general welfare, tt and on the meaning of "personal liberty11 and 
"due process" have not remained static. They. have reflected tm 
evolution of ocroial thinking. The pressure of society brings a 
challenge to a law enacted by Congress or by state legislatures be-
fore the Supreme Court speaks. Hence, so long as society dces not , 
object to certain laws, and they remain, unquestioned, the Supreme 
Court is silent regarding themo 
In 1818, in the Dartmouth College Case, Chief' Justice Mar-
shall stated in, his opinion: 
"Education is an ohjective of national concern, an.d a 
proper subject for legislation." 
In 1903, in a case outside of the educational field, Muller V• 
Oregon, Justice Brewer stated an opinion, which later led to decisions 
of great importance to education: 
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"Constitutional questions~ it is true a.re not settled 
by even a consensus of present public opinion, for it is the 
peculiar value of a written. constitution tmt it places in · 
unchangins form, limitations upon legislative action, and 
· these give a permanence amd stability to popular gov-ernment 
which otherwise would be lacking. 4t the same time, when a 
question of fact is debated and debatable, and the extent to 
which a .special constitutional limitation goes is affected 
by the truth in regard to that fact, a wide--spread and long 
continued belief oonoerning it is worthy of consideration. 
We .take judicial cognizance of all matters of general know-
ledge.« · 
This reoogni tion led eventually to the impor·tant decision 
limiting a state on legislating with extreme prejudice. Attempts 
by the Commonwealths to bar the German language or to force children 
to attend Protest-!:mt schools, were halted by the Supreme Court. rt 
was "general knowledge" that wav:es o.f prejudice brought these laws· 
into existence. The wid~r oamnunity • the United States~ found them 
repugnant to the Federal Constitution. . The far-reaching influence of 
the decision in 1923, concerning the German language, is illustrated 
by a law passed by Texas in 1929, adopting a ful~ set of German Text• 
books for use in the public high school. 
The illustrations are not in themselves important. The 
a :ignificanoe to education and to educators is in the fe.ct that the 
Supreme Court has intervened in . the matter o :t; curriculum m king, A 
Federal e.uthori ty has acted as a check to extreme governmental domin• 
ation of education by the Commonwealth. 
Appointive power in state amd federal :participation in 
education is one of the principal topics 01' this study. The data re .. 
veal the shift in popular attitude toward appointment as recorded in 
oonsti tutions anl laws. 
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Appointive power in education by authority of state con-
stitutions increased fran one .state in ·1880 to t _en states in 
The laws of the period fran 1878 to 1888 record a significant ap-
poin tive power granted to the gowernors ·of fiv~ states. Laws of 
the period tram 1922 to 1932 show significant appointive power of the 
governors of 39 states. The early period records_ seven appointed 
chief state officials in education; in the latter period that officer 
was _appointed in 18 states • . Based _upon the number of states in lthe 
union at eaoh date this represents an increase fran popular election 
to appointment i'ran approximately 18% to 38% of the chief officers in 
education in the Commonwealths. 
There is a still greater incre.ase of appointment power in 
connection with the state boards of education. The data of the 
period, 1878-1888, show that only three state .boards 01' education were 
appointed at that time •. The data of the later period, from 1922-
1932, show. that the governors of · 39 states appoint members of state 
boards of education • . Twenty-five pf these state boards are in turn 
empowered to appoint educational officials ranging in importance fran 
clerks to the state commissioner of education, 
The significance of this t~end fran elected to appointed of~ 
fioials in education must be noted in relation to the social conditions·· 
influencing the appointments. The governors are elected, They are 
necessarily political ofi'ioie.l.s. When they are empowered to appoint_ 
educational. officials in central, authority, the voters ", of' the Comm.on~ 
wealth pay little attention to the individual chosen. The voters judge 
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the local results of the servi oes as .they come in contact with them 
through local educational agencies. The natural result is tmt the 
politically dcminated governor seeks a specialist~ a trained official 
in educational matters to handle educational affairs. 0 This shows a 
rec~ni tion of the technica 1 and functional duties of . educators. It 
shows growing appreciation of the profession of education and a grow-
ing popular demand for the service · of properly qualified administrators. 
This faot increases the significance to education of' any shift of edu• 
cational control from elected to appointed off'icials. 
The authority for federal appointments in education is tn 
the Federal Constitution and in the Congressional Enaotments. The 
first administrative duties by federai officials were delegated to 
heads of governmental. departments, In 1862 the Secretary of the In• 
terior began to receive and approve or disapprove the reports of condi-
tions in the states with reference to land-grants for colleges. In. 
1867, this service, along with other duties of the bureau; was delegated 
to the Cormnissioner of Education. Increased personnel were listed as 
assistants ani.d clerks until 1887 when a Director of Experiment Stations I., 
was appointed in the Department of. Agria.1lture. In 1895 the Chiei' ot 
Land-Grant Colleges was appointed to serve under the Commissioner: of , , 
Education. In 1920, the secretary of War was charged with the ad.minis• 
tration of the National Defense Act. The fields of federal participation 
in education selected for investigation in this study include the ad• 
ministrati ve o.tficials in the three departments mentioned above, and 
two independent eotabliabmmts known as tlE Federal Boero for Vocational 
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Education, and the Federal Radio Commission. The personnel in these 
federal educational activities included in 1930, approximate totals of 
350 in the Washington staffs; 1700 in State Boards, Agents, and 
Direotors; 30;000 -in instructional staffs of land•Grant Oolleges, vo• 
cational·teaoher training, and military education; and 301000 second-
ary instructors of vocat:ional education, agriculture, and home economics. 
It is noted that this participation or the federal government 
in education is concerned mainly with the agricultural and industrial 
classes. The Acts authorizing most of these are responses to a social 
need for equalization of opportunities. The Commonwealths have uni-. 
v(3rsally accepted this federal co .. operation and its various provisions 
for federal administra to ra. None have withdrawn from 1 t. On the con-
trary, the sequences of laws and amendments have definitely and more or 
less con tiriuo~ly increased the services. 
The significant aspect of this federal participation· in edu..it 
cation is the growth from non-existenoe in 1860 to a corps of federal 
appointees of q;,proximately 70,000 in 1930. These represent adminis• 
trati ve and instructional services on all levels of learning in element-
ary, secondary, and higher education. 'They represent groups of sub-- , 
ordinate officials in local• oo unty, sta.te, and regional centers,. headed 
by federal officials in various staffs in Washington. 
Further analysis of the work of the departments and bureaus 
selected fer investigation shows much co-operation between private edu• 
oational organizations and the federal bureaus and boards. Joint in• 
vestigations and joint reports are :rre.de. The influence en.d reQ.1.esta 
of the Asso cia ti on of tam-Grant Colleges brought congressional sup• 
port for a national survey of these schools begun in, 1928. The Of'fi ce 
of' Education directed the ·survey with complete freedom. Arthur 
Klein wrote the report 'Of this survey which was published in 1930, 
in two wlumes. Other surveys, supported by federal f;unds have .follow• 
ed. The most ,recent ·are:.the three which were authorized by Congress 
in 1932 under the ti tlea Secondary Eduoation, Teacher Training, and 
School Finance• 
Other resul ta of co-operation are the Report or the Committee 
of Fifty on Education and of the President's Research Oonnni ttee on 
Recent Sooial Trends. Tl:B reports ·of the latter were published in 
1933. The combined findings are recorded in two volmms .. of' 1400 pages. 
The oomplete monographs are published in 13 volumes. These special. 
reports contain valuable collections of facts and discussions of' 
trends in educat:i.on. The appointments in connection with all of' these 
services are often of a co-operative nature. Educational. experts 
serve under the general direction of federal officers. It is .impos--
sible to evaluate the educational control involved in these great 
fact finding and investigating movements• It is indirect and neces-
sarily unmeasurable, but that national co---opera tive surveys have. ex-
tensive control vatue in education is unquestionable. They bring 
about a more o anplete understandi. ng of national responsibility for 
education. In addition, centralized movements-increase the popular 
understanding of the various educational problems of neighbor common.;. 
wealths. 
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Of further significance to education are the contacts 
between leaders of special fields,. ·occasioned by. national . investi.;;. 
gations. The exchange of information between ·groups who perform 
different functions increases mutual appreciations end confidence. 
It broadens. and deepens mutual.understanding of related problems. 
The increase in appointm:,nt .powers granted by law places 
education more am more in t le hands of trained officials. The . ; 
next step and in some ways the least measurable is the extent of or-
dinance power and judicial power granted to educational o:tfioiala, 
whether elected or appointed. ,, These p()wera enable the officials to 
meet educational. needs as they arise, rather than to be limited by 
sane specific mandatory .law, · The powers are usually couched in terms 
which penni t officers to make ttrules and regulations.~, The powers _ 
are more definite when the law includes the statement that these 
"rules and regu.la tions" shall have. tbe }1forc.a o:r law. n 
It is in the field of ordinance powers that educational 
administration in the states _am the nation. has most extensively ex-
panded, though the measurement of the increase here, too, is dif'_i'i• 
cult to state statistically.· In the _data of this study _for the early 
period1 1878 to 1888, nine camnonweal~hs placed certain ordinance .. 
powers in state officials; in the data of the recent period; - 1922-, 
1932, .t birty-nine commonwealths granted such powers to educational 
oi'fioials. In the early period state boards of fi va states were em-
powered to decide appeal.a from decisions on school law, made by . ccunty 
or district offioiala in local controversieso 
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The laws of the recent period .record .varying degrees of judioial 
power for state boards .in _18 states, an:l for the state superinten..:. 
dent, or state commissioner; in 21 other sta tea. 
The ordinance making powers of federal administrative agen-
cies in education were initiated in tlie Acts of Congress creating 
those agencies. The acts were · neoessar.ily general in statement of 
purpose. The grants of lands arlU.d of ftmds in support of education 
normlly called far oversight of suoh funds. The administrative agen-
cies were empowered to make departmental rules. They were cal.. led -
upon to nnke decisions and interpret the meaning of the clauses ot 
the Acts. 
The Int'erior Department, through the Commissioner of Edu~ 
cation and the Chief of Higher Education, has made such rulings; de-
cisions, and interpretations in ·regard to Land.;;.(Jrant Colleges. · The 
Agriculture Department, through the secretary and Directors of Divi• 
siona, has exercised this powertn· regard· to.Experiment Stations and 
Co-operative Extension Work. · The Federal Board for Vocational Edu- ·-· 
cation bas used this ordinance power in carrying out the -provisions· 
of' vocational education and Civiiian Rehabilitation. - The Federal 
Radio · Commission has been given such power in the ' field of · educatton 
by re.di o. The War Department, through the secretary, has made -rulings 
concerning military education. 
The growth in educational operations in which the federal ., 
govemment participates has neoessi tated an increasing variety ·or 
regulations. suoh development has been needed for proper functioning 
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of the federal Acts concerning education. 
As a.ppointment power secures the services of specialists 
and experts, so ordinance power secures the freeda:n that must be 
granted to technically trained men·to,obtaindesired results. The 
difference between the function of' political government and the 
function of education is recognized'in grants of ordinance power. 
The trend in the laws of the Commonwealths as well as in 
Congressional Acts has been continuously toward grants of more power 
to make •1rules and regulations" and to strengthen ~hem by giving 
them the "force of law.". 
Selected legal mechanisms of educational. control, as evi• 
denoed by the data of this study, have evolved in a slow and devious 
manner. Official reports have opened the way for centralization. 
They were at first fcund of value in disbursing funds in the ,Common-
wealths and were urged upon local teachers as checks to indicate 
whether certain accomplishments had really been made. Also, they 
were found of value in pointing the way f'or new proceedings. Reports 
from local districts to county ct'floials, arid from the ocunty of•. 
ficials to state dl'f'icials in education, were required by ten Common-
wealths in the early period of data, 1878 to 1888. Other states at 
this time printed blank forms which were sent out to local officials 
with requests for returns. Neglect to make complete returns led to 
enf'orcemen t clauses in the laws. The data of the period from 1922 
to 1932 show that every Commonwealth m:de reports from local units 
to state departments a lawful requirement. The supreme courts have 
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. . 
upheld the enforcement clauses, which usually give power to withhold 
salary checks until reports are made. In the New Hampshire Case 
of the School District v. Tuttle, the state suprerml court decided 
that if a school committeeman pays ·school :f'unds to a teacher who 
has not filed the required report, the district may sue the c anmi t tE:3e-
man to recover suohmoney. In the case of Brown v. Chesterville in the 
courts of Maine, the teacher who had neglected to make reports was 
denied recovery of" his salary. 
A need for educational infonnation of a national character 
arose and by the Aots of 1867 and 1869 the Office of' Education was , 
created. For three or four decades its chief function was to oolle ct 
facts and make reports. Blank forms were sent out from the Office. 
In many divisions of the Office, they are still sent with a "'request" 
for returns. When even a small per cent neglect to send them, the 
final findings cannot ~e complete. · In 1930, state departments and 
wiiversities responded to the Bi-ennial Survey 100%. Less than 60% 
of some types of secondary schools respo:t?-ded.lnrt 
In connection with the federally aided projects in educa-
tion, reports have been required of certain officials since 1862. 
The first Morrill Act required reports to be made, by the executives 
or the Land-Grant Colleges, "recording any improvements am experi-
ments made, with their cost and results ••••• n. One copy was to be 
sent to · the other Uolla•ges • and one copy to the Secretary of the 
Interior. By the se.na Act, Governors were required . to report annually 
to Congress concerning the disposal of scrip er land which had been 
granted for education. In 1887, reports were required to be made by 
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the Directors or Exeeuti ves or Experiment Sta ta.ons. ·· In 1890, a de-
vice for enforcing reports was placed in a Congressional Act concern-
ing all Land-Gr~t +nstitutions. A procedure ·was outlined in the 
-'· 
Second Morrill Act which gave the Secretary of the Interior power • to 
demand the reports bef9re he certified to the Secretary of the 
Treasury as to whether a.State or Territory was entitled to its 
share of the federal funds.,!!lloted for the Land-Grant Institutions. , 
In all subsequent Acts for federal aid 'in education, the pcwer to 
withhold ·fun_ds has been granted to the agency delegated to administer 
the Act. This is an effective device in securing reports, both in 
Connnonweal ths and in federal -aid, as shONn by the numerous Acta 
adopting it. 
Among the legal .mechanisms .for control chosen ·for this 
study official reports are the oldest and have develoi;ed legally . . 
from the stage of :furnishing blanks in most Connnonwealths -in the 
earlier period, 1878 to 1888, to a lawful requirement in all 0£ them 
in the recent period, 1922 to 1932. Some reports in conne:ction with 
federal aid ~re "required" and the demands made enforceable by with-
holding funds. The greater number of federal reports in 1930, however, 
were for information, advice and investigation, and depended upon re-
quests and volition • .l!iven upon this basis the federal interest in edu-
cation is shown in the development of a great fact-finding commission, 
whose reports and national surveys are exceeded in importance in no 
other country. 
The whole centralizing movement in education may be s.een in 
this evolutionary process traced through the data concerning reports. 
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On the basis of what has transpired in the states,"it is not un-
reasonable to suggest that some device will be found with which 
to compel all units to report educational conditions to a naticnal 
agency. T.he need for accurate surveys upon which to base .education-
al planning makes this desirable. 
Compulsory attendance, another legal mechanism of control 
is in wide use in education. Schools were organized first as "free' 
schools"• Many constitutional paragraphs still retain the name. 
ttrree schools". :.1.he laws reflect very clearly the transition of' the 
educational attitude from free schools to compulsory school attend-
ance. Before 1890, one-third of the Uomm.onwealths had compulsory at-, ' 
tendance laws. By 1930, all the Commonwealths had compulsory at-
tendance laws with methods of enforcement in every s:-tate in the union. 
Parents may no longer make the decision nor may local authorities 
shirk the obligation to see that all children attend school. State 
powers are delegated to state of'ficials who demand and enforce the 
education or youth. 
The iupreme Court of the states of New Hampshire and In-
diana have ruled that a compulsory education law is not unconstitu-
tional as. an invasion of the natural.rights of' the parent to govern. 
and control his child• That the ltegislature may compel i;:e.renta to 
perform the natural duty of education owed their children was de-
cided in the cases of ~tate v. Bailey in 1ndiana and State v. Jackson 
in.New Hampshire. 
The Supreme Uourt of the United States found in the case of 
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Zucht v. King et al, in 1922, that a city ordinance making 
vaccination a cond~tion to attendance at public or private schools 
is consistent with the Fourteenth li.mendment. Mr. Justice Brandeis 
in stating the opinion of the court referred to a decision in 1905, 
in .;f aoobsen v. Massachusetts, in. which it was settle·d 
nthat it is within the police power of a State to provide tor 
compulsory vaccination ••••••• " 
The police power of the state was brought into question in 
Massachusetts in another phase of education when that Commonwealth 
passed an educational law with regard to the transportation of . . 
pupils to and from school. Mr. Justice Holms delivered the opinion 
of the court • .Among other ~hinga he stated: 
"Education is one of the purposes for which what is called 
'police power' maybe exercised ••••••• " 
.+nother case in whieh the Supreme Court upheld the right of 
a state as against local authority in an educational matte~ was Kies 
v. Lowry, in 1905. The case in question concerned the right to 
change the boundary line of a school district. Mr. Justice MoXenna 
delivered the opinion of the United States Supreme Court in pm,i,as 
follows: 
"We may rest upon the opinion of the Supreme Court ot 
the State and the case ot Laramie v. Albany County et al. 92 
u.s. 307. It ia there said in· maiy ways with citation of 
many supporting oases, that the legislature or a State has 
absolute power to make and change subordinate municipalities. 
The following qµi.ota tion meats exactly the contentions ••••••• 
'Institutions of the kind, whether called counties or.towns 
are auxiliaries of the State in the.important business of 
municipal rule •••••• the legislature possesses the power to 
. divide counties and towns at their pleasure and to apportion 
the common prop:? rty and the common burdens in such manner as 
to them seem reasonable a:n.d equitable!" 
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A famous c~ae in whioh the Supreme Court of the United 
States nullified the attendance law of a Commonweal.th is known as 
the Oregon Case. The legislature of Oregon ·enacted a law to eom-
pel the children of Oregon to attend only public schools. While the 
question of property rights and many points of procedure were raised 
in the case, the real question at issue was whether a Commonwealth 
can require attendance at the public school. The question is dis-
cussed by the court from the opposite angle. 
"No question is raised concerning the power or the state 
to reasonably regulate all schools; to ins:i;e ct, supervise, and 
examine them, their teachers and pupils, to require .that all 
children of proper age attend some school •••••• that certain 
studies plainly essential to good citizenship must be taught, 
and that nothing be taught which is inanif estly inimical to the 
public welfare •••••• Under the doctrine of Meyer v. Nebraska, 
we think it ·entirely plain that the Act or 1922 (Compulsory 
Attendance Act, desii.gned to compel"children to attend Protes-
tant Schools] unreasonably interferes with the liberty or par-
ents and guardians to direct the upbringing and education ot 
children under their control ••• , •• The fundamental theory or 
liberty upon which all governments in this union repose, ex-
cludes any general power ot the state to standardize its 
children by forcing them to accept instruction from public 
teachers only. The ch:lld is not the ~re creature c£ the state; 
·those who nurture him and direct his destiny have the right 
coupled, with the high duty DO recognize and prepare him for 
additional obligations.It · 
Thus the Commonwealth is halted by a federal authority 
when educational legislation becomes unreasonable. 
Aa examples '?f control mechanisms which are still in the 
experimental stage in education, this study includes investigations 
of textbook and radio laws. As shown by the data the legal con-
trol ot textbooks is ·a growing and unsettled problem in many of its 
phases. Ten Connnonwealths had laws attempting unifonnity before 
1890. By 1930, some type of textbook law had been written into the 
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statutes of every Commonwealth. These laws present divergent 
views. That plans for unit ormi ty of textbook adoptions have 
grom. in number is evidenced by laws in 37 Commonwealths designed 
for uniformity. ]'orty-six states have adopted laws permitting 
or enforcing free textbooks. Three states forbid state control 
by constitutional law. · The mmy sections in the laws of thoae 
states having control.· indioa te : the diff.feulty to be met in safe-
suarding education. Conmercial and educational interests do not 
always harmonize on textbook problems. The data of this study 
show. the trend to be toward both uniformity and free textbook 
distribution. 
In 1g23, the Supreme Court of the United States in· 
Meyer v. Nebraska (262 u. s. 390) reviewed a case that had to do 
primarily with a ma.tter of the curriculum and indirectly with 
textbooks. b'or the first time the federal court reviewed a ease in 
a field that had always been Jaft to the Commonwealths, that of 
al strictly education natters. In 1919 Nebraska passed a law making 
it a crime ''to teaoh any perso·n in any language other then the 
English language, or to teach any language other than the English 
language to. a pupil before he shall have _attained and successfully 
passed the eighth grade •. " It was uncontroverted that Meyer taught 
in German the sub~ ct of reading to Raymond Parport, a child of ten 
years. The latter had not attained and passed the eighth grade. 
Meyer was found guilty by the .Nebraska Supreme 'court. (107 Neb.675.) 
The case was appealed to the Supreme Court of the United States. 
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Mr. J'ustice Reynolds in rendering the opinion or the Court said: 
. • •• "Mere knowledge of the · German language .cannot be reasonably 
regarded as harmful; heretofore, it has been commonly looked 
upon as helpful and desirable. Plaintiff in error (Meyer) 
taught this language in school as a part of his occupation. 
His right- thus to teach and the right of parents to engage him 
to so instruct their children, we think are within the liberty 
of the .Amendment. .(Fourteenth .Amendment to the Federal -Consti-
tution) ••••••• a desirable end cannot be promoted by prohibited 
means....... No emergency has arisen which renders knowle,dge 
by a child of some language other than English so clearly harm-
f'ul as to justify its inhibition with the oonsequent infringe-
ment or rights long freely enjoyed ••••• " 
These decisions of the Supreme Court of the United States 
in regard to attendance ani. c~riculum, as indicated in the famous 
cases in.Nebraska and Oregon. show clearly that a Federal Authority 
in recent years ruled in the educational field that was long consid-
. · to 
ered to be reserved exclusively~the jurisdiction ot the sta~es. It 
indicates a trend toward natl onalism of interest and oversight that 
is or great significance. 
The legal control of the transmission of education by 
radio is completely conditioned by physical factors. ks a device for 
centralization of educational control, it offers a wide potential 
opportunity. The Hadio Act was passed by Congress in 1927, and 
amended in 1929. In 1931, Congress appropriated funds to support a 
division of ~ducation by Hadio in the Office of Education. The Fed-
eral authorities have recognized radio control in law and in educa-
tion. Less than a decade r:£ time has brought into existence a 
4 
Federal Boam with strong powers or inspection, approval, licensing, 
' . ' 
and control ot educational program transmission. .Le~islation by t~d-
oral authorities has acted directly in educational matters and ig-
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nored the tradition that education is a prerogative of the . Common- · 
weal th. 1.L'he nation is divided into large uni ts, en~i tled "serving 
zones". Two national ·sehools of the air have been_ tried out with 
as many as twenty-nine states reporting. In -1933, _a national experi-
ment in music was in the fifth year of development, and the number 
of child listeners was estimated at a minimum of 2,000,000. -Ihus a 
national schoolmaster, with the consent of state officials and _ the 
cooperation of local teachers, enters the local school room. 
Perhaps the most phen~minal legal mechanism in the field 
of educational control is that .of standaxdization. Here, as always, 
legal control tends to follow educational need. Standard regula-
tions were first established for _the selection of sites for school 
buildings. l)tandarda for the construction of buildings followed and 
led the way to minimum standards for equipment, courses of study, 
and eventually to accreditization. 
~1he history of the growth of standardization places the be-
ginning of accreditization with a group o~ educational institutions 
in Michigan in 1871. A plan was evolved for articulating education 
from one of the various levels of learning to the -next. It met a 
need which other states soon recognized • . College groups in lndiana, 
Iowa, Wisconsin, Illinois, Ohio, '1'exas, Minnesota, and Missouri a_dopted 
plans of accreditization before 1888. t'hese plans prescribed minimum 
standards which secondary schools must meet in order to be accredited 
to higher institutions. Until l888 the movement was outside the 
field of government. It was carried on within the field of organized 
education. No laws were found in the ate. tutes of that time ocneerning 
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it. In 1913 the Office of' Education published a bulletin · which con-
tained a list of accredited secondary schools in the United States. 
It named the accrediting agency of each ~tate group. At that time 
only six state departments were listed as having accrediting power. 
In 1930 the .Office of :Education published the sixth report on this 
subject. Forty-four state departments were listed as having accredit-
ing power. Three states, California, Colorado, and Nebraska, still 
retained the university or college pla:i., and one state, Nevada, was 
listed as without accrediting facilities. The laws of the l:)eriod of · 
1922 to 1932 reveal a gradng concernlo~ legislators toward standard-
ization. State educational officials have ordinance power for ac-
crediting in sixteen states. The more recently enacted laws direct 
the state officials to prescribe the rules for accrediting graduates 
or the secondary schools to the higher institutions or learning. · In 
the better organized state systems, educational plazming has pro-
vided a single line of progress from the elementary to the higher . 
levels of learning. This is made possible by establishing accredit-
ing agencies. 
Standards whioh are enf'orceabl, by the federal government 
have been set up in conneotion with federal aid -programs. In 1890, 
the Second Morrill Act set limits upon the curricula. The Smith-Hughes 
Act or 1917 directed the Federal Board for Vocational Education to 
pass upon standards set by the Conmonweal ths. . The Act required the 
Oommonwealth to set up standards of qualifications f'or instructors, 
standards for plants and equipment, for schedules of course~ and for · 
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state administration of the vocational program. Subsequent acts 
authorizing Federal Aid contain some type of standard. for regulat-
ing federally aided schools. No funds are re comm.ended until the 
provisions and standards have been met. 'lllere is no .federal law 
to compel acceptance ot standards or provisions, since the general 
statement that the funds will be provided if and when the standards 
are accepted is effective.. The ready acceptance of Federal control 
by the legislatures ·are expressed in state laws, and the absence of 
laws indicating a withdrawal from co-operative arrangements, are 
evidences that educational need is being met and that this growing 
central power and responsibility is receiving approval. 
The system of accredi tization between levels of learning, 
between commonwealths, and .between public and private education.al 
institutions, has provided methods to resolve conflicts. ib.e need 
for understanding general problems and for effecting minor com-.. 
promises has brought leaders together into organizations. fl'hrough 
central organizations the problems are met and minimum standards 
agreed upon. The Associations of Colleges and Secondary Schools 
have grouped the Commonwealths into zones, integrating them into 
large uni_ts for mutual service. " In the light of pre-legislative 
history or other national movements in education, integration or com-
monwealths into wider units is an intravening step from state toward 
national acoredi tization. · 
In conclusion, the major trends in educational control as 
discovered in this study are sunnnarized. 
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The trend in appointment power is toward more freedom for 
< 
governors in appointment of state educational boards and of chief 
state officials in education. There is a definite trend tcsard increased 
appointive power of boards and executives, -- laws granting them power 
to appoint "as needed", heads of divisions, supervisors, experts, and 
specialists. The growth of the number of appointees in Federalpirti-
cipations in education is significant and more -or less continuous. 
The power of appoint~ment :is in itself a centralizing factor. In-
creasing appointive power carries with it increased centralization 
and opportunity for exercising power from a central authority. 
The greatest potentiality of centralization as revealed by 
this study of educational control is in the grants of' ordinance mak-
ing power. The power of school officials to determine policies and 
to meet changing educational need cannot be expressed in specific law. 
The need of granting freedom to ·state boards, chief officers, fed-
eral boards and executives in education has increased the number of laws 
granting ordinance power. The authority to make rules and regulations 
for the varying conditions, to prescribe courses of study, to set up 
minimum stamards, and to have "sole and exclusive authority" iri re-
cognized administrative duties increases centralization of control. 
The power to interpret school law and to make judic~el decisions in 
controversies in the field of school law, powers to approve standards 
set up by subordinates. to approve licenses of teachers and to remove 
subordinates, are all centralizing powers of control. 
In the Connnonwealth, the development of th~se ordinance s::td . 
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judicial powers, as found in the laws, constitutions, and court 
deci~ions, has been definite and is steadily increasing. In the 
Federal government before 1880, such discretionary power was seldom 
placed in the laws prescribing the duties of federal educational 
officials. Between 1880 and 1930, every .federal enactment setting 
up administrative machinery in education, has included an increasing 
number of discretionary powers •. 
The selected mechai isms of control in Etducation show the 
following trends. Uniformity in essentials is indicated by the uni-
versal requirement of official reports and pupil attendance within 
the compulsory age limits in the Commonwealths: by the increasing 
number of required reports by the federal government and by the 
Supreme Court•s approval of attendance laws in the Conm.o~wealths, 
and limitation of state interference with certain individual educa-
tional rights. The trend in control in textbooks is toward uniform-
ity and state ownership. ~ducation by radio is essentially centralized. 
The trend tarard sta.nda~ization shows an extensive development in 
the Commonwealths. It shows an increasing recognitioa of education-
al responsibility by federal authorities in the Acts for federal aid, 
with an increasing freedom of administrators to set standards as 
educational needs a.rise. 
Thus the major trends in educational control as revealed in 
this study are tovward centralization. Uniformity in essential mechan-
isms of control is paralleled by the freedom which ordinance powrer 
grants in increasing amounts to professional educators. This power 
allows for the necessary freedom of local school operation under com-
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pe:tent supervision, and guarantees that centralization is not 
leading to lock-step routine. 
The signific.ance of this trend to educators ia in educa-
tional planning. i1estrictions or ,limitations on the one hand, and 
greater administrative freedom on the other, must enter into all 
public educational planning •. More satisf!3-ctory legal bases of educa-• 
tional control is seen in a trend which shows increasing mutual 
understanding of the functional duties of the legislator and of 
the educator. · 
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CONSTITUTIONS ADOPTED BY AMERICAN COMMONWEALTHS 1776 TO 1932 
ARRANGED BY DATE OF ADOPTION, SHOWING NUMBER OF' PARAGRAPHS 
01~ SCHOOLS OR EDUCATION~ 
In force Name of Education Paragraphs 









1777 Georgia X 
New York 
Vermont X 
1778 South Carolina 
X 1780 Massachusetts XXX 
1784 . New Hampshire X 
1786 Vermont X 
1789 Geor.gia :xx 
1790 Pennsylvania :CCC. . 
South Carolina 
1792 Delaware X 
New Hem:pshire :x: 
Kentucky 
X 1793 Vermont X 
1796 Tennessee 
1798 Georgia X 
1799 Kentucky 
1802 Ohio X. 
1812 Louisiana 
1816 Indiana :ax 
1817 Mississippi . X 
1818 Illinois X. 
X Connecticut :cc 
1s1g Alabama X 
:x: Maine X 
1820 Missouri xx 
1821 New York X 
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In force Name ot Eduoation Paragraphs 
1932 Date State x indicates a paragraph 
1830 : Virginia 
1831 ·Delaware X 
1832 Mississippi. ,. ·, X . 
1834 Tennessee xx 
1835 ·. Arkansas X 
1835 Michigan XXX 
1838 Pennsylvania XXX 
Florida xx 
X 1842 Rhode Island xxxx 
X 1844 New Jersey X 
1845 .Louisiana :xxxx:xx 
.Texas XX:XX ·XX 
1846 Iowa DCXX 
•New York X 
X 1848 Wisconsin xxxxxxxx 
Illinois X 
1849 California DCCt -
1850 Kentucky xx 
Virginia X 
· Michigan :XXXX XXXX . X 
X 1851 Indiana XX:XX DCXX 
· Maryland X 
Ohio :XX, 
1852 Louisiana DCXX Jet 
X 1857 Minnesota XXXX ·XX 
X Oregon DOCX X 
X Iowa XDCC xxxx xx:xx. :x:xxx X 
X 1859 - Kansas X:X::X:Z XXXX X 
1861 Alabama X 
1863 West Virginia xxxx 
1864 · Virginia X 
Maryland r.oa:xx 
X Nevada XXXX. X:XXX XX 
Arkansas X' 
Louisiana . JCCCX XXX 
1865 Alabama · X 
Florida xx 
· Georgia X 
Missouri XXXX XDCX X 
South Carolina 
1866 Texas XXXX XXXX XXX 
1867 Nebraska xr.,:: 
Alabama xxxx xxxx: xxxx xx 
X Maryland XXX 
1868 Arkansas :X:XXX XXX 
Florida XXXX X:XXX X 
Georgia DOC 
Louisiana :X:XXX XXXX X 
Mississippi XXXX DOCX XX 
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In force Name ot Education Paragraphs 
1932 Date State x indicates a EaraB!aEh 
1868 North .Carolina XXXX DCCX XX:O:: XXXX X 
South Carolina · xxxr JCCOC xxx 
Texas XXX:X DCXX X 
X 1870 Illinois XXXX X 
Virginia DCCX XXXX XXXX 
X Tennessee X 
X 1872 West Virginia XXXX XXXX X 
X 1873 Pennsylvania XXX 
X 1874 Arkansas xx 
1875 Alabama JCtXX DCCX XXX 
X Missouri DCXX :CCXX XXX 
Nebraska JClOCC xo:t DCCX 
X 1876 Colorado JCCCC. xxxx :n:xx xxxx 
X North Carolina DCCX XO::X: DOCX XDa: 
X Texas XXXX XXXX X.OX DCC 
X 1877 Georgia :xxn xx 
1879 Louisiana XDtX · XXXX X 
X California xx:ct. ::cccx.x 
X 1885 :norida xxxx :xxxx :ccot xxxx 
X 1889 North Paltota xx:xx :an xxxx: nxx ::x:x:x: 
X South Dakota :X:XXX :CCCX DCCX XXX:X: X 
X Montana · XX:XX XXXX XXX 
X Washington DCCXX 
X Wyoming ' :x:xxx xx:x:x xx:xx xx 
X 1890 Idaho XXXX.XlCXXXXXX 
X Kentucky DCCX :XXX 
X Mississippi X:XXX XXXX XX2CX X 
X 1894 New York xx::xx 
X 1895 Utah XX:XX XXXX XXXX X 
X South Carolina DCXX X2CtX DCCX 
X 1897 Delaware xxxx 
1898 Louisiana xxxx xxxx n:xx 
X 1901 Alabama XXll XXXX X:C:X XXX 
1902. New Hampshire X 
X Virginia xxxx xxxx xxxx 
X 1907 Oklahoma XXXXXDCt 
X 11908 Michigan XXXX DXX :X:XXX XXXX X 
X 1912 New Mexico XXXX XXXX XXXX X 
X Arizona XXXX XX:XX X:O::X XX:X:X: :C:XX X 
X New Hampshire X 
X Ohio xxxx 
1913 Louisiana JCCDC XXXX DCCX XX 
X 1920 Nebraska llXX XX:XX XXXX X 
X 1921 Louisiana :X:XXX XXX:X XXXX DCXX XX:XX :X:XXX 
